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Abstract 

Convincing	people	to	adopt	preventive	health	behaviors	consistently	is	difficult,	yet	many	
lives	could	be	saved	if	we	understood	better	how	to	do	so.	For	example,	low‐cost	point‐of‐
use	(POU)	technologies	such	as	chlorine	and	filters	can	substantially	reduce	diarrheal	
disease,	responsible	for	nearly	1.7	million	child	deaths	each	year.	Nonetheless,	these	
products	are	not	consistently	used	anywhere	in	the	developing	world,	even	when	available	
and	heavily	subsidized.	We	ran	complementary	randomized	field	studies	in	rural	western	
Kenya	and	urban	Dhaka,	Bangladesh	in	which	households	received	free	trials	of	POU	
products	to	test	the	role	of	marketing	on	usage	of	these	preventive	health	goods.	Health‐
oriented	marketing	messages	inspired	by	behavioral	economics	incrementally	increase	use	
of	all	products	in	both	countries.	We	discuss	how	our	findings	from	these	two	studies	
complement	and	contradict	each	other,	and	what	we	can	learn	generally	about	the	uptake	
of	these	and	other	preventive	health	goods.				
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Highlights 
 We run complementary field experiments in rural Kenya and urban Dhaka, Bangladesh. 

 We provide free safe water products to households in both settings. 

 Marketing messages inspired by behavioral economics increase product usage. 

 Complementary findings across settings help address concerns of external validity. 
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I. Introduction 

Inadequate access to safe water is a primary cause of the estimated 1.7 million child deaths 
from diarrhea that occur each year in poor countries (Boschi-Pinto, Velebit, and Shibuya 2008).   
Fortunately, low-cost point-of-use (POU) safe water technologies such as chlorine or a filter can 
substantially reduce diarrheal incidence (Clasen et al. 2006; Clasen et al. 2007; Clasen et al. 
2005; Clasen et al. 2004; Clasen, Brown, and Collins 2006; Brown, Sobsey, and Loomis 2008; 
Du Preez et al. 2008; Arnold and Colford, 2007). A recent meta-analysis of 31 randomized trials 
of POU products yields a pooled estimate of 42% reduction in diarrheal disease risk 
(Waddington, Snilstveit, and White, 2009). Unfortunately, POU technologies deliver no health 
benefits unless used, and adoption and regular use of POU technologies remains low among the 
global poor (Rosa and Clasen, 2009; Kremer et al. 2009; Luoto et al. 2011; Luby et al. 2008). 
Usage typically remains low even after years of social marketing in some settings (Holla and 
Kremer, 2009; Kremer et al. 2009).  

Economists typically assume that a low adoption rate implies the perceived costs of 
purchasing the product and effort of using it are greater than the perceived benefits. To increase 
adoption and usage rates, one then must either lower the costs or increase the perceived benefits. 
In this case, interventions could consist of free product provision (to lower the costs of purchase; 
e.g.,  Dupas 2010; Cohen and Dupas 2010), informational interventions (to increase the 
perceived benefits of the technology; e.g., Jalan and Somanathan, 2008), and, perhaps, 
improving the technology itself (to lower the costs or increase the benefits). 

This paper presents results from two complementary field experiments conducted in rural 
western Kenya and the urban slums of Dhaka, Bangladesh that aimed to ease all of these 
constraints. In both settings, participating households received free trials with a variety of POU 
products as well as repeated educational messages about the importance of safe drinking water 
and its link with diarrheal illness.1 A primary goal of these studies was to determine if alleviating 
all of these traditional constraints would help spur market development for safe water products.  

In both settings, some products were more popular than others and information also played a 
role, in that households who were informed about contamination in their nearby water source 
used POU products more than others (see Albert et al. 2010 and Luoto et al. 2011). Nevertheless, 
even when the price was zero, even among those consumers who correctly identified the causes 
of diarrhea and the reasons for water treatment, and even among consumers who said they 
intended to use the product regularly, in neither setting did any product approach universal 
adoption. 

Low usage suggests that behavioral constraints may also affect rates of treating drinking 
water each day. We hypothesized that decision-making heuristics emphasized by psychologists 
and behavioral economists as important in other contexts (e.g., Cialdini 1993; Bertrand et al. 

																																																								
1 A companion paper (Jeff Albert et al. 2010) compares the popularity and usage of the several POU 
products.  Because all the POU products markedly improve the safety of drinking water, we focus here on 
the non-price barriers that limit their usage. The appropriate role of charging for POU products has been 
explored by others (e.g., Kremer et al. (2009); Ashraf et al. (2007); Holla & Kremer (2009)). 
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2009; Thaler and Sunstein 2009; Ariely 2009) can apply to safe water behaviors as well. 
Specifically, we hypothesized that the framing of the decision to use a POU product might matter 
and that requesting a verbal commitment to use a POU product could increase regular usage.  

We tested the importance of framing by providing different participants with different 
messages. Some messages emphasized that POU products improved health while others 
emphasized both avoiding disease and improving health. This intervention was designed to test 
competing recommendations about effective framing in the psychological and behavior change 
literatures (PSI 2007; Rothman et al. 1999; Tversky and Kahneman 1981).   

We tested the importance of public commitment by asking respondents (in the presence of 
the enumerator) if they would use the product daily.  Again, this intervention builds on an 
extensive experimental literature in other settings (Webb and Sheeran 2006; Cialdini 1993; 
Greenwald et al. 1987).  

 Our replication of a field experiment in two very different settings – one in urban Asia, the 
other in rural Africa – is (so far as we know) unique for economists.  This replication allows us 
to examine the potential generalizability of our results. The external validity of field experiments 
and the proper role and ability of RCTs in informing policy has recently come under debate 
among development economists (Banerjee and Duflo 2008, 2011; Ravallion 2012; Rodrik 2008; 
Rosenzweig 2012). Replication of influential economic studies is now being actively 
encouraged, 2 as is a more careful consideration of the external validity of findings from field 
experiments (Allcott and Mullainathan 2012). Combining our results from two separate RCTs 
from two very different settings should add weight to our findings, particularly due to the 
perceived “soft” nature of marketing interventions which are often viewed as being subject to the 
influences of local context.  

In Kenya we observed usage from the freely provided products in 48% of follow-up visits, 
which was far higher than the 10% rate in Bangladesh. (In both nations rates were lower for 
having zero detectable E. coli and in Kenya self-reported usage was higher, at 67%.) We cannot 
say with certainty why so many fewer households used their products in Dhaka, but one 
possibility is that POU products are comparatively less well known in Dhaka where there has 
been significantly less social marketing of them. 

While take-up in the baseline condition differed across nations, in both settings both 
marketing appeals increase POU usage. Furthermore, the effects of the messages appear additive 
in both settings, and together they raise rates of observed water treatment by 3-11 percentage 
points, or 12-50%. Specifically, in Kenya messages that framed safe water technologies as both 
avoiding disease and improving health (as opposed to the positive frame that mentioned only 
improving health) raised usage rates by 3-5 percentage points, or 5-13%. The effects of 
marketing messages that asked consumers to publicly commit to water treatment increased usage 

																																																								
2	The	International	Initiative	for	Impact	Evaluation	(3ie)	has	recently	announced	a	grant	window	
inviting	teams	to	replicate	existing	economic	impact	evaluation	studies	whose	results	are	
counterintuitive	or	widely	cited.	See	http://www.3ieimpact.org/en/funding/replication‐window/	
(accessed	17	July	2012).	
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by almost exactly the same amount. Results from Bangladesh were broadly similar. If these 
results generalize, a conservative estimate that only incorporates effects on mortality (and 
ignores morbidity impacts) suggests that adding these messages to a standard intervention that 
distributes POU devices for free in settings with high diarrhea-specific child mortality could save 
approximately six additional disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) per 1000 households per 
year, with minimal increase in cost.   

Our results suggest promising avenues to explore for improvements in the marketing of 
health products distributed by the private sector. Many of these interventions are potentially cost-
effective and necessitate only a rethinking of existing marketing strategies.  

2. Study Settings    

2.1  Background and Summary Statistics 
We partnered with CARE-Kenya from July 2008 to February 2009 to study 400 randomly 

selected compounds (a collection of households; Luo tradition allows for polygamous marriages) 
in 28 villages within the largely rural Nyawita sublocation of Nyanza province in western Kenya. 
Nyanza is among Kenya's poorest regions and was chosen due to its seasonal reliance on turbid 
earthpans - surface reservoirs that sometimes go dry between rainy seasons - for drinking water. 
Drinking water conditions vary considerably throughout the year, but most respondents prefer 
rainwater collection and public taps when available.3 Other water sources include the Yala River 
bordering one side of Nyawita and the earthpans that dot the landscape.   

In Dhaka, we partnered with ICDDR,B from January – December 2009 to conduct a study 
among 800 households residing in low-income sections of the densely-populated mixed-income 
community of Mirpur. This is a crowded urban (“slum”) community where the most common 
source for drinking water at baseline was piped water (74%). Rates of water contamination were 
comparable to Kenya, likely due to inadequate sanitation and environmental seepage. We 
selected several neighborhoods within Mirpur that survey staff knew to be relatively poor and 
whose residents frequently present themselves at ICDDR,B’s clinic for diarrheal treatment.  

Table 1 presents baseline summary statistics of households from both settings. Both are poor. 
A similar share of respondents (18%) report an education level beyond primary and average 
household size is about six people in both countries. More households in Dhaka report an iron 
roof (92% versus 63%), but more respondents also self-report being illiterate (43% versus 11%). 
Twice as many Dhaka households had objectively verified soap in the household during the 
baseline visit (92% versus 45%).    

Average available water quality is comparably poor in both settings.4 In Kenya, 86.5% of 
household stored water samples taken during the baseline survey (from rain water, tap water, 

																																																								
3 Nyawita has rainy seasons near April and August (each with a monthly average near 160 mm), with 
moderate rain in the short dry season (averaging about 100 mm in June) and little rain in the long dry 
season (averaging less than 40 mm in January)(Kenya Agricultural Research Institute (KARI)). 
4	We can reject the null hypotheses of equal medians and equal distributions of E. coli contamination in 
stored water at the 1% level as based on Wilcoxon and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, respectively, when we 
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earthpan water, and river water) tested positive for E. coli. The mean and median E. coli counts 
at baseline were 155 and 19, respectively. As these baseline measures were taken toward the end 
of the longer rainy season, when rainwater was plentiful, it is likely that, for most of the year 
untreated water quality is even lower in Kenya. Similarly, in Dhaka 83% of household water 
samples taken from households without free POU products tested positive for E. coli and the 
mean and median rates of contamination were 182 and 43.5, respectively.  

Rates of reported diarrheal prevalence were also high at baseline in both settings, although 
more prevalent in Kenya; 42% of Kenyan and 17% of Bangladeshi respondents reported that a 
child under five years old had suffered an episode of diarrhea in the preceding two weeks. Such 
high baseline prevalence was matched by high rates of reported concern; a majority (55%) of 
Kenyan respondents freely named diarrhea in their list of the three most problematic diseases 
affecting their district. This question was slightly rephrased for the Dhaka sample where half 
(50%) freely named diarrhea as the single most problematic disease affecting their district.  

Despite high rates of water contamination, self-reported diarrheal incidence, and expressed 
concern, in both settings very few households took preventive action, even if they knew of 
means to do so. Just 18% of Kenyan respondents reported consistently boiling their drinking 
water even though 58% named “boil drinking water” as a method of diarrhea prevention. 38% of 
Dhaka respondents named boiling as a means of prevention, and 34% reported boiling their 
water at baseline.  

Furthermore, in Kenya 98% of respondents had heard of at least one point-of-use water 
treatment method (WaterGuard, a dilute chlorine solution), but only 7% reported that their 
current drinking water was treated by a POU method at baseline and we could detect chlorine in 
only 1.5% of homes. In Dhaka there was significantly less baseline awareness of POU products 
(likely due to their comparatively recent market introduction accompanied by less social 
marketing), and no household reported usage of any POU method at baseline.   
	

  2.2   Kenya’s Experimental Design 
We describe here the experimental design in Kenya, highlighting relevant differences for the 

Dhaka study. Details on Dhaka’s experimental design can be found in Luoto et al. (2011).  
Prior to the start of the Kenya study, CARE staff conducted a census of all compounds in the 

28 villages and recorded which had a child under five, the sole criterion for inclusion in the 
study. From this list, 400 compounds were chosen by a random-number generator. (In Dhaka the 
baseline sample was 800 households.) 

In July-August 2008, our enumerators visited these compounds and asked to conduct a 
baseline interview with the mother of the youngest child. If that mother was not available, a 
mother of a child under five was selected. If no eligible mother was available, enumerators were 
allowed to substitute the father (11% of baseline interviews). In the rare instances that no one in 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
compare baseline levels of stored water quality in Kenya with stored water quality from samples taken 
from households assigned to the control group in Dhaka (i.e., water quality in the absence of free POU 
products for both settings). 	
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the household was available or willing to participate in the study, we substituted the nearest 
compound with a child under five on the basis of logistical convenience due to the dispersed 
rural landscape.   

 The baseline interview asked respondents about their current water and hygiene knowledge 
and behaviors, as well as prior exposure to any POU technologies. Enumerators then read an 
educational script about the dangers of unsafe drinking water, followed by detailed presentations 
on three POU products in randomized order: a liquid chlorine product branded as WaterGuard, 
Procter & Gamble's flocculant-disinfectant powder branded as PUR, and a gravity-driven porous 
ceramic filter. All three products have been shown to substantially reduce contamination in 
drinking water in a number of previous randomized trials (Clasen, et al. 2006; Clasen et al. 2005; 
Jain et al. 2010; Crump et al. 2004).5 (In Dhaka we added a tablet chlorine product and replaced 
the ceramic filter with a siphon filter; see webappendix.)  

Enumerators then presented marketing messages with randomly assigned frames. Half of the 
households heard a “positively framed” message that emphasized the gains from POU usage 
while the other half were given a “contrast frame” that contrasted what one stands to lose from 
non-use with the gains from POU product usage.   

At the end of the baseline interviews, respondents were randomly assigned one of the three 
POU technologies for a two-month trial. Each family received a covered bucket with tap along 
with their assigned product to minimize recontamination of treated water within the household. 
(In Dhaka, 200 of the 800 households were assigned to a control group and did not receive any 
products. Also in Dhaka, households typically prefer to use a traditional storage device with a 
narrow mouth, so we did not distribute safe storage containers to the 600 households in the 
intervention group that received products.)  

At this point, enumerators asked one-half of respondents to commit verbally to the 
enumerator to use their assigned POU product for all of their drinking water (this was not done 
for the 200 control households in Dhaka). The framing and commitment treatments were 
assigned orthogonal to each other and to the assigned product. 

Two months later, enumerators revisited all households to collect stored water (both treated 
and untreated, if available) to test for product usage. Enumerators then re-delivered the same 
marketing treatment or treatments; that is, positive or contrast framing and in half the case also 
the commitment script. Enumerators then distributed one of the remaining POU products for a 
new two-month trial and collected any leftover supplies of the previously assigned product. (The 
200 control households in Dhaka were visited every two months solely to collect water samples.) 
This process was repeated until every participant in the treatment group had experienced a two-
month trial of each of the three POU products in random order (four POU products in Dhaka). A 
timeline of data collection activities for both studies is shown in Figure 1. 

																																																								
5 See the web appendix for brief introductions to WaterGuard, PUR, and the filter, as well as the tablet 
chlorine product Aquatabs that was included only in the Bangladesh study. The companion papers, Albert 
et al. 2010; Luoto, et al. 2011; and Luoto et al. 2012 examine usage rates by product in greater detail for 
both experiments. 
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Our studies’ two-month product trials before measuring usage is longer than the exposure in 
many epidemiological studies on POU products (e.g., Crump et al., 2004 and Quick et al., 2002 
visited weekly). We believed that the 2-month period would be enough time for households to 
fall into a stable pattern of usage in order to gauge the ability of our marketing interventions to 
affect adherence.  

3.  Marketing and Information Interventions  
As in Bertrand et al. (2009) and Dupas (2009), we drew from the extensive decision-making 

literatures from behavioral economics and psychology to choose interventions that we felt were 
likely to affect POU usage. While the cited studies examine the decision to purchase a good or 
service, we are closer to Kremer et al. (2009) in testing how social marketing can affect 
continued usage of a preventive good. Both of our marketing treatments emphasized the 
expected health benefits from use of any safe water product, and did not present relative 
comparisons of one product versus another.  

 3.1 Framing 
The literature offers competing hypotheses on whether framing POU adoption as a gain or a 

loss should bring about the larger response.  
A subset of psychology research (e.g., Rothman et al. (1999)) suggests that a positive frame 

works best to change behavior.  This view has become conventional wisdom among many social 
marketers. For example, PSI, the world’s leader in social marketing, markets and distributes both 
WaterGuard and PUR in Kenya and 20 other countries.  Their manual on social-marketing best 
practices argues for positively framing messages:   

Consumers need to be inspired by the images and messages they see and 
hear and then aspire to create the same images in their homes. To create the 
aspiration, branded campaigns need to focus on the positive attributes of using 
the safe water solution. To get across the notion that the product can help 
protect children’s health, campaigns must convey images of happy, healthy 
families that successfully use the product (PSI 2007).   

However, due to loss aversion, gains relative to the status quo are often valued less than 
avoiding losses relative to the status quo (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Tversky and Kahneman 
1981). Moreover, some studies of behavior change argue for use of a “contrast” frame that first 
describes a problem (e.g., unsafe water) as a loss and then presents a solution (e.g., POU 
products), emphasizing the individual's ability to achieve the solution (Gass and Seiter 2007).    

To test the role of framing, at each survey round enumerators read messages with either a 
positive or a contrast frame. Respondents in households assigned to the positive frame saw 
images of smiling children and a visibly clean glass of water as the enumerator read a script 
about what users stood to gain from regular use of a safe water product. The other respondents 
saw photographs of a crying child and a visibly dirty glass of water next to a smiling child with a 
visibly clean glass of water. The accompanying script began by emphasizing that the sad child 
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had diarrhea from drinking contaminated water. It then became exactly the same as the positively 
framed message.6   

3.2  Consistency with Public Commitment   
In psychology, the “commitment consistency” theory posits that people will go to great 

lengths to stay true to a commitment they have made in order to be—or appear to be—consistent 
(Greenwald et al. 1987; Cialdini 1993). This effect is strongest for commitments made in front of 
others (Cialdini 1993). There is also evidence that predicting one's own future behavior can 
influence that behavior (Cialdini 1993; Webb and Sheeran 2006).   

However, the strength of this commitment effect outside the laboratory remains inconclusive 
and may depend on the context.7 In a meta-analysis of 47 randomized trials, Webb and Sheeran 
(2006)  found verbal commitments consistently increase participants’ intentions to act, but 
(because not all intentions lead to action) have only small to medium effects on actions.  

Some people who intend to act then forget to do so (Gollwitzer & Sheeran 2006). Thus, our 
commitment arm also included a reminder poster.  Due to limited sample size, we were unable to 
test the effects of the reminder poster separately from the effects of the public commitment, so 
our estimated “commitment” effect also includes any increase from the reminder poster.  

Enumerators implemented this treatment for a randomly chosen half of participant 
households in both countries. The enumerator first asked the respondent if she or he intended to 
use the assigned POU technology. The enumerator then asked the respondent to promise aloud to 
use the safe water product to keep their families healthy. This pledge was optional, but all 
respondents were willing to make it. The respondent was next asked to predict if she or he would 
be found to be using the safe water product two months later when the enumerator returned. At 
this point, the respondent was given a poster to hang in their homes as a reminder of the 
commitment. At the baseline visit, these photographic reminders were posters showing images of 
all three of the safe water products as well as images of smiling mothers and children. After the 
first two-month trial with a product, enumerators gave respondents a personalized poster 
showing images of the products as well as a photo of the respondent herself, taken by the 
enumerator at baseline. 8  

																																																								
6 Translations of the verbal scripts and accompanying images for both frames can be found in the online 
Appendix. These were identical in Dhaka except the images included people of South Asian versus 
African descent. We gratefully acknowledge input on parts of the positively framed verbal script from 
members of the Rural Water Project (RWP) in Busia, Kenya, and ideas from Meyerowitz & Chaiken 
(1987) and Block & Keller (1995).  
7 For example, Greenwald et al. (1987) find that a spoken commitment to vote has a positive effect on 
voting, but Smith et al. (2003) do not. In poor settings, Kremer & Miguel (2007) find no effect of 
adolescent respondents in Kenya committing to taking a deworming drug and Dupas (2009) finds no 
effect of a verbal commitment on subsequent purchases of mosquito nets.   
8 Figure A.3 and A.4 in the online Appendix shows the poster delivered to homes in the commitment 
treatment during the baseline visit and a personalized poster delivered at the first follow-up. We also 
delivered personalized posters to the “control” households at the final interview because the posters 
became valued in the communities in both countries. We thank Clair Null for suggesting the poster.   
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4.  Data Description and Summary Statistics   

4.1  Water Collection and Measuring Product Usage   
We describe the water collection in the Kenya study, and point out key differences for the 

Dhaka study.  
At each (unannounced) household visit, enumerators performed a variety of tests to measure 

water quality and product usage. They drew samples from a household's stored supply of 
drinking water, which we tested for fecal contamination, as indicated by the presence of E. coli. 
Our POU products can treat up to 20 liters of drinking water at a time, but Kenyan villagers often 
collect more than that, so it was common to find both untreated and treated drinking water on 
hand in a household.  In such cases, we drew samples from both. (Dhaka households almost 
always have a nearby tap, so there is less stored water at home. Thus, we drew a single water 
sample from the water they designated as for drinking.) 

We analyze four measures of product usage. Our first indicator is self-reported product 
usage. Self-reports are comparable across products, but are likely to overestimate actual usage 
due to courtesy bias (Kremer et al. 2009; Jain et al. 2010). We also create an indicator for a 
household having a positive chlorine test for the chlorine-based products, or an indicator for the 
enumerator observing usage in the case of the filter. This definition of usage is likely to be a 
lower bound in the case of the chlorine-based products due to the dissipation of chlorine over 
time (Kremer et al. 2009). Our third definition of usage is an indicator dummy for the 
household’s drinking (defined as a household's treated water if present; otherwise its untreated 
water) water having no detectable E. coli; that is, less than 1 coliform forming unit [CFU] per 
100 mL of water, a level which World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines categorize as 
indicating no risk of contracting illness (WHO 1997). Our final definition of usage is a 
continuous measure: the natural log of the count (most probable number, or MPN) of E. coli 
(CFU/100 mL) in a household's drinking water. We code log10(E. coli=0) as -1 and, for 
households with E. coli counts above the maximum detectable value (2419.6 CFU/mL), we 
substituted that maximum value. For this usage measure, smaller (or more negative) values 
imply greater usage.   

Water treated with a POU product can have detectable E. coli if the product is not highly 
effective (usually a result of user error or recontamination). Thus, all of the marketing 
randomizations were implemented orthogonally to product assignments; product efficacy should 
not affect these results. Nonetheless, we include product fixed effects in some models to control 
for differences in rates of product usage and of their effectiveness when used.  

Conversely, if the source water is not contaminated and no contamination occurs during 
household storage, then even untreated water may have no detectable E. coli. Thus, we compare 
measures of contamination in a household’s treated drinking water to its pre-treated or source 
water in Kenya. In Dhaka, we compare water quality from intervention households with samples 
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taken from the 200 control households that were not provided free POU products in an intention 
to treat (ITT) analysis (see Figure 1).   

4.2  Balance and Attrition  
In both nations baseline characteristics do not predict treatment status (see appendix).   
Over the eight months of the Kenya study, 30 of the original 400 households dropped out, 

resulting in an overall retention rate of 92.5%. Between each successive full round of surveys, 
retention rates were 97%, 98% and 98%, respectively. When we run a probit regression that 
predicts dropout as a function of all treatment assignments in Kenya, the Chi-squared test p-
value is .16 (estimation not shown). By far the most common reason for a household to drop out 
of the study was migration to an urban area; thus, our Kenya results are most representative of a 
persistently rural population. We include all household-survey wave observations when we 
present our main estimation for effects of the marketing interventions (see Figure 1). Results on 
the subsample of those who do not attrit are identical, and available from the authors upon 
request.  

In Dhaka, we found 575 of the 600 intervention households (755 of the original 800 
participant households) at the 8-month exit survey. The most common reason for a household to 
drop out of the study was outmigration from the community. Attrition does not appear related to 
a household’s first assigned products or other randomized treatment assignments. When we ran a 
probit regression predicting dropout as a function of all treatment assignments in the Dhaka 
sample, the joint Chi-squared test was not statistically significant (p-value = 0.24). Again, we 
include all household-survey wave observations in our estimation of effects from the marketing 
interventions on POU product usage, but results are identical if we restrict to the 575 households 
that completed the study (see Figure 1).  

5.      Estimation Strategy  
To measure the effects of our marketing interventions on usage, for each country we combine 

all two-month follow-up survey waves when households had free products and estimate: 

1. 	 	 	  

where  is a measure of usage of product q at time t by household i,  is an indicator that 

equals 1 if a household is assigned to receive the “contrast” frame (both positive and negative), 

and 0 otherwise (that is, if they received only the positive frame), and    is an indicator for the 
commitment treatment. Due to the randomized assignment to treatment for both marketing 
interventions, both coefficients should deliver unbiased estimates of their average causal effects 
on product usage across all post-baseline waves and products. We cluster the error terms  in 

Equation 1 at the household to allow for autocorrelated outcomes across survey waves for the 
same household and due to the household-level randomization of the marketing treatments. We 
estimate Equation 1 using both a linear model and maximum likelihood methods; results are 
identical so we present the linear results for ease of interpretation.  
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To perform tests of statistical significance across Kenya and Dhaka we also estimate a joint 
model that interacts country dummies with the marketing treatments:  

2. 	 	 	 	 	  

where  is a dummy indicating if an observation is from Kenya’s experiment (versus Dhaka’s), 
and experiment is denoted by e. We also now include product-country fixed effects .  

  

6.  Results 

6.1  Effects of Providing Free POU Products  
Figure 2 presents several measures of product usage for both settings, averaging across all 

marketing treatments, products and survey rounds. (See Albert et al. (2010) and Luoto et al. 
(2011) for a discussion of differences in rates of usage among products for Kenya and Dhaka, 
respectively.) Here we highlight overall differences between countries and experiments from a 
nominally identical intervention – giving away free safe water products along with repeated 
educational information about the importance of safe drinking water.   

The top half of Figure 2 presents results for Kenya where we see all measures of usage show 
large increases in rates of water treatment relative to baseline. This is a pre-post comparison for 
Kenya and thus cannot account for differences in seasonal water quality (although if we make a 
similar comparison of pre-treated water to treated water for the indicator of no detectable E. coli, 
results are very similar; also, baseline water quality is from the rainy season when water quality 
is generally better, so it is likely the differences shown here may be lower bounds). Nonetheless, 
the free provision of products clearly increases water treatment. As expected, self-reported usage 
is highest, with an average of 72% of households self-reporting current use of their POU product 
two months after receiving it across all three products tested in Kenya.  

The bottom half of Figure 2 presents identical results from Dhaka. When we compare water 
quality in intervention households with freely provided POU products versus control households 
that were not given any products, we see increases in overall water quality but of much smaller 
magnitudes than in Kenya. This comparison in Dhaka can be attributed as causal due to the 
randomized nature of treatment status.  

6.2  Marketing Effects 
Table 2 contains results from estimation of equation 1 on the impacts of the marketing 

treatments separately for Kenya (panels A) and Dhaka (panel B). In panel C, we present results 
of cross-equation tests of significance from estimation of equation 2 on the pooled sample and 
fully interacted model with product-country fixed effects. We consider the joint test for the sum 
of interventions (that is, the sum of effects from the contrast frame and commitment treatments 
in Kenya, and the sum of the contrast frame and commitment effects in Dhaka) to be the main 
result of this paper. We can reject the null hypothesis that the sum effect of the two marketing 
interventions (framing and commitment) are jointly zero in both countries for all four definitions 
of usage at the 10% level or greater. We interpret this as evidence that our marketing 
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interventions caused more households to adhere to water treatment behaviors two months later 
during follow-up survey rounds.    

In Table 3, we breakdown these results and take advantage of the randomized and orthogonal 
assignment to the marketing interventions to incrementally consider the effects from each of the 
marketing treatments individually for each country. That is, we present a basic nonparametric 
cross-tabulation of mean usage rates for households that have been given free POU products but 
have received different combinations of marketing messages - either the “traditional marketing” 
treatment of only a positively framed message (which we treat as our control condition), or just 
the contrast frame or just the commitment treatment, or the combined effects of receiving both 
marketing interventions (contrast frame and commitment).   

Table 3 shows that each marketing message individually increases product usage by a few 
percentage points in both countries - we successfully nudge with each treatment, and the 
combined effect of the marketing messages stands out as realizing the largest gains in both 
countries. Together, the marketing treatments increase product usage in Kenya by 6-11 
percentage points, or 12-31%, across all measures of usage at all follow-up surveys relative to 
the “traditional marketing” condition (these increases are statistically significant for having no 
detectable E. coli in column 1 (1% level based on F-statistic), and self-reporting product usage in 
column 3 (10% level based on F-statistic)). Despite the much lower base rates of product take-up 
in Dhaka, the combined effect of both marketing interventions raises rates of usage by similar 
and statistically significant 3-8 percentage points across the various indicators of usage, or 30-
50% beyond that achieved by their free provision alone. We find no evidence of substitution 
effects between marketing messages in either country (see Table 2, or Table A2 in web appendix 
where we interact the two marketing treatments).      

 

6.2.1 Contrast Frame  
Results in Tables 2 and 3 show that the contrast framed message appears more successful in 

Kenya than in Dhaka. In Kenya, although the effect is not statistically significant for all 
definitions of usage, the sign and magnitude suggest that contrasting what one stands to lose 
from nonuse with what one stands to gain from use is more effective than focusing solely on the 
potential gains. Moreover, the point estimates from Kenya can be fairly large: contrast-frame 
households are five percentage points more likely to have uncontaminated treated water at home 
two months later (p-value of 0.06), a nearly 15% increase over usage in households with only a 
positive frame (Table 2, panel A, column 1).  

The weaker results from the framing treatment in Dhaka are disappointing (Table 2, panel B), 
but do not contradict our findings in Kenya. It is not surprising that different marketing messages 
would realize different success in different settings, and points to the importance of testing 
multiple messages in multiple settings. We discuss these points further in the conclusion.  

Although the hypothesis motivating the contrast frame was that loss aversion would spur 
greater action, the results in Tables 2 and 3 are consistent with other interpretations, such as a 
model of limited attention in which a reminder of sickness adds salience to the treatment 
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decision by causing people to consider the full spectrum of possible outcomes (DellaVigna 
2009).  

6.2.2 Consistency with Public Commitment  
Whereas the contrast framing treatment appeared relatively more successful in Kenya at 

nudging households to use their free POU products, the commitment treatment appears 
comparatively more successful among the Dhaka households. There, the commitment treatment 
increases the likelihood of a household having no detectable E. coli by five percentage points, 
about 20% more than in non-commitment homes (Table 2 panel B column 1, significant at 5%). 
Although we suspected that the estimated treatment effect would be inflated by courtesy bias for 
rates of self-reported usage, results with this measure do not differ substantially (Table 2 column 
2 panels A and B, p-value of .16 in Kenya and significant at 1% in Dhaka).  

6.3  Robustness Checks  
To adjust for any random differences in baseline characteristics that might affect our 

findings, we ran multivariate regressions controlling for gender, education level and basic wealth 
indicators such as presence of an iron roof. Results for both countries were very similar to those 
presented, with slightly improved precision (Table A1). Results for the marketing treatments in 
Kenya are also similar if we cluster disturbance terms at the village level to allow for correlation 
across households who may share a water source.  

In Table 4 we also estimated a household-level ordered logit that counts the total number of 
products a household used out of the three total in Kenya, and four total in Dhaka. Results again 
are very similar to those in tables 2 and 3.  

In Kenya, the contrast frame and commitment treatment improve treated water quality by 
increasing POU product usage, not by improving the quality of source water collected such as by 
causing shifts to safer water sources. There is no detectable effect of either marketing 
intervention on untreated water quality in placebo regressions (Table 5). (A similar test is not 
possible in Dhaka since only one sample of water was collected at household visits.) 

We estimate the effects of our marketing interventions separately by product by interacting 
product dummies with indicators for the marketing treatments (see webappendix Table A3). We 
lack power to say much about the product-specific effects of our marketing interventions, but no 
single product is consistently driving these results.  

Finally, we adapt a simple empirical test for the potential external validity of our results as 
suggested by Allcott and Mullainathan (2012) that examines treatment effect heterogeneity 
within “sub-sites” of a given sample. Specifically, our Kenya data implemented the commitment 
and contrast framing marketing treatments within 28 villages. If the treatment effects are similar 
across the 28 villages, there is no evidence against generalizing to other village in rural western 
Kenya. Similarly, if results are similar in Kenya and Bangladesh, it is more likely that results 
generalize to other poor settings.  

To test these predictions, we first treat each of the 28 villages as a sub-site and regress self-
reporting having chlorinated or filtered water at follow-up survey waves on a series of village 
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dummies interacted with treatment indicators. We also as controls a series of educational and 
wealth indicators interacted with the treatment dummies and baseline water quality variables.  

An F-test on the joint hypothesis of no treatment effect heterogeneity across the “sub-sites” 
(the series of interacted village and treatment dummies) has p=0.76 for the framing treatment and 
p=0.66 for the commitment treatment (results available upon request). If we pool our data across 
countries and perform a similar test with Kenya and Bangladesh as “sub-sites,” we again get p-
values of around 0.5. Although these tests are only suggestive, we take them as another 
encouraging sign that our results may be generalizable.  

7. Discussion  
Our two sister experiments considered the role of marketing messages informed by 

behavioral economics and psychology to increase usage of freely provided POU safe water 
products. We find positive and incremental effects from all of our treatments in two very 
different settings and across a variety of water treatment products.  

Despite such similar effects from our “soft” marketing treatments, we find very different base 
rates of product adoption in response to the more or less identical treatment of free product 
provision. We cannot say with certainty why so many fewer households used their products in 
Dhaka, but there are a variety of possible explanations. First, these products are comparatively 
newer and less well known in Dhaka (Table 1), where there has been significantly less social 
marketing of them. Also, more households in Kenya rely on non-piped water sources, 
particularly at various times during the year when the pipes may run dry, and it is easy to 
imagine that the necessity for treating one’s water is more salient when that water is turbid or 
collected from the same source as where farm animals are brought to drink (although we lack 
power to test this hypothesis).  

Although our experiments were not designed to test for differential take-up across settings, 
we take this as evidence in favor of the recent push for more replication of economic 
experiments and a greater consideration of external validity.  

We did not measure usage for periods longer than two months. Nonetheless, we are 
cautiously optimistic on a few fronts. First, our marketing results could potentially be 
incorporated into preexisting distribution and marketing models for these products at little to no 
cost. Consumable POU products such as WaterGuard, Aquatabs and PUR are currently packaged 
and sold in units that are not meant to last more than two months, and are often sold by 
community health workers who make home visits in a similar manner to that done by our 
enumerators. In addition, in both settings the two marketing interventions appear additive, which 
suggests that harnessing even more behavioral principles might realize larger effects.  

If we combine our findings from the marketing treatments with those from previous studies, 
we can roughly estimate expected health effects from the free provision of these POU products 
as well as the additional health benefits from greater usage due to the marketing treatments. 
Under reasonable but conservative assumptions (summarized in the webappendix) and focusing 
solely on averted mortality and not morbidity outcomes for children aged 1-59 months (ignoring 
neonatal mortality), free provision of POU products to 1000 Kenyan households in Nyanza 
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province for one year without using our preferred marketing messages would save 0.7 lives of 
children 1-59 months old or approximately 21 disability-adjusted life years (DALYs). Assuming 
a cost of $4.10 per household-year (Clasen, 2008 Table 2.5b), free chlorine provision to 1000 
households for one year would cost roughly $198 per 1-59 month old DALY averted, far less 
expensive than the WHO definition of “very cost effective” interventions of averting one DALY 
for less than the gross domestic product per capita (estimated to be $456 in 2008 for Kenya in 
constant 2000 US dollars[CMH 2001]). Adding our marketing treatments to the regular free 
chlorine provision in Kenya would increase those savings by roughly 30%, to 0.9 lives saved and 
27 DALYs averted among 1-59 month olds, at a cost of $153.62 per DALY.  

In urban Dhaka, a substantially lower share of households use chlorine, and fertility and 
diarrhea-specific child mortality rates are significantly lower than in rural Kenya. Free provision 
of chlorine with or without our marketing treatments to 1000 households for one year would not 
be classified by the WHO as “very cost effective” (see webappendix for details).  

These calculations are very rough and the variation in usage across nations emphasizes 
caution in generalizing. We interpret the different conclusions regarding a policy of free chlorine 
provision across settings as further evidence of the importance of considering the generalizability 
of any experiment’s findings, but highlight that in certain settings such a policy can be 
potentially very cost-effective, and even more so if coupled with successful nudges to increase 
rates of their usage. Moreover, the complementary findings from our “soft” marketing 
interventions across two very different settings suggests that marketing messages informed by 
well-known principles from behavioral economics and the psychology of decision-making can, 
under appropriate circumstances, promote development aims. We are excited about the potential 
generalizability of these findings to other settings and to other preventive health behaviors.  

In this paper we focused on the impacts of marketing treatments on usage of safe water 
products during free trials. We did not measure actual purchases and the study was not powered 
to measure health effects. Our findings also highlight the heterogeneity in consumer take-up of 
health prevention measures. More research is needed on these points, as well as to explore what 
(if any) combinations of messages and interventions can change behavior reliably and 
consistently.  
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Figure 1: Timeline, Sample Sizes and Attrition in Both Studies 
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Figure 2: Base Rates Product Adoption 

 
Rates of product usage at all two-month follow-up surveys in both settings. In Kenya all 400 originally 
enrolled households received free products, and thus comparison of baseline to the product averages is 
pre-post in design. In Dhaka, 200 of the original 800 households were designated as controls and did not 
receive products but had water tested every two months concurrent with intervention households. 
Comparing their outcomes to product averages among intervention households is an intention-to-treat 
comparison.    
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Table 1: Summary Baseline Means 

	

	
Notes: *In Kenya water quality variables are from baseline survey wave.  N = 377 because 23 households had no 
stored drinking water on hand. In Bangladesh, water quality outcomes are based on 720 observations from 200 
control households across four survey waves. All survey results (versus water quality tests) are based on complete 
baseline samples (including the 200 control households in the case of Dhaka). Results are identical if we restrict to 
the sample of those who complete the study in each country. WaterGuard in both countries is the brand name for 
similar liquid chlorine products. The two countries also had different ceramic filters. The last column provides p-
values for unpaired t-tests of equality across experiments. ***p<.01; **P<.05; *p<.10. 

 
 
 

Variable

Stored Household Water Quality Variables Obs Mean s.d. Obs Mean s.d. p‐value

"Zero Risk" (No  detectable E. coli  in stored water) 377 0.14 0.34 720 0.17 0.38 0.14

Total E. coli count* 155.00 182.00 0.24

Baseline Respondent Characteristics

Female respondent 400 0.89 0.32 800 0.98 0.13 0.00***

Married (with 1+ spouse) 400 0.90 0.30 800 0.95 0.22 0.00***

Household size 400 5.94 2.33 800 5.62 2.39 0.00***

Some secondary education or above 400 0.18 0.39 800 0.18 0.39 0.96

Illiterate adult respondent 400 0.11 0.32 800 0.43 0.50 0.00***

Respondent reports farming (formal employment) as main income source Kenya 

(Bangladesh) 400 0.53 0.50 800 0.18 0.38 n/a

Iron roof indicator 400 0.63 0.48 800 0.92 0.28 0.00***

Mobile phone indicator 400 0.58 0.49 800 0.61 0.49 0.24

Baseline Water and Hygiene Knowledge and Behaviors

Respondent reports child < 5 had diarrhea in past two weeks 400 0.42 0.49 800 0.17 0.38 0.00***

Respondent lists diarrhea in top 3 diseases of concern (as top disease in 

Bangladesh) 400 0.56 0.50 800 0.50 0.50 0.11

Current water source is tap water 400 0.30 0.46 800 0.74 0.44 0.00***

Respondent has heard of WaterGuard 400 0.98 0.13 800 0.30 0.46 0.00***

Respondent has heard of Pur 400 0.89 0.31 800 0.08 0.28 0.00***

Respondent has heard of filter 400 0.36 0.48 800 0.54 0.50 0.00***

Respondent has heard of Aquatabs (Bangladesh only) 800 0.09 0.29 n/a

Respondent names boiling as means of diarrhea prevention 400 0.58 0.49 800 0.34 0.47 0.00***

Respondent reports boiling their water 400 0.18 0.38 800 0.34 0.47 0.80

Objectively verified soap in home at baseline visit 400 0.45 0.50 800 0.92 0.27 0.00***

Respondent self‐reports POU usage at baseline 400 0.07 0.26 800 0.00 0.00 0.00***

Positive chlorine test  400 0.02 0.12 800 0.00 0.00 0.01**

Roundtrip water collection time (minutes) 400 29.90 27.15 800 12.12 14.81 0.00***

Respondent thinks source water is "safe" without treatment 400 0.42 0.49 800 0.32 0.46 0.00***

Kenya Bangladesh
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Table 2: Results of Combined Marketing Treatments on POU Product Usage 

 
Standard errors in parentheses clustered at household. *p<.10, **p<.05 ***p<.01. Results from pooled 
OLS estimation of Equation 2 for effects of both marketing messages. Samples for both countries are 
restricted to those households that completed the study. All estimations include product-country fixed 
effects. Column 1 defines usage as treated water with no detectable E. coli. Column 2 indicates share of 
households self-reporting treatment. Column 3 is a binary outcome that equals 1 if a household had a 
positive chlorine test (for chemical products) or enumerator-observed filter usage, and 0 otherwise. 
Column 4 is a continuous measure of usage, the log10 of E. coli in a household’s stored drinking water. 
Water with no detectable E. coli was assigned a log10(E. coli) value of -1.  More negative values of log(E. 
coli) imply higher rates of product usage with this definition.  

 
 
 
 

(1) (2) (3) (4)

No 

Detectable 

E. coli

Self‐Report 

Usage

Product‐

Specific Log(E. coli ) 

Panel A: Kenya

1= contrast both frames (not positive frame only) 0.057 0.040 0.032 ‐0.227

(0.033)* (0.022)* (0.034) (0.098)**

1=commitment  0.055 0.049 0.039 ‐0.110

(0.031)* (0.023)** (0.021)* (0.084)

Constant 0.354 0.658 0.468 0.441

(0.024)*** (0.019)*** (0.029)*** (0.066)***

Observations (household‐wave) 1132 1120 1132 1077

Observations (households) 386 386 386 383

p‐value F‐test joint significance both interventions 0.02** 0.01** 0.144 0.01***

p‐value F‐test on sum of two interventions 0.01*** 0.00*** 0.098* 0.00***

Panel B: Dhaka

1= contrast both frames (not positive frame only) 0.017 0.001 0.003 ‐0.063

(0.024) (0.015) (0.017) (0.086)

1=commitment  0.052 0.038 0.026 ‐0.124

(0.023)** (0.014)*** (0.015)* (0.080)

Constant 0.228 0.078 0.114 1.102

(0.023)*** (0.014)*** (0.015)*** (0.082)***

Observations (household‐wave) 2143 2339 2316 2143

Observations (households) 598 598 598 598

F‐test joint significance both interventions 0.06* 0.02** 0.22 0.24

F‐test on sum of two interventions 0.04** 0.08* 0.18 0.12

Panel C: Cross‐equation tests of statistical significance

Contrast frame joint test of significance 0.161 0.210 0.642 0.050**

Commitment joint test of significance 0.014** 0.002*** 0.057* 0.110

Both interventions joint test of significance 0.004*** 0.001*** 0.150 0.006***

Sum of interventions joint test of significance 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.095* 0.001***
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Table 3: Cross‐Tabs of Mean Uptake under Different Marketing Message Combinations 

 

		
*p<.10, **p<.05 ***p<.01. Standard errors in parentheses take into account repeated observations of 
households. All outcomes are shares of household visits. Columns 1 and 2 give shares of household visits 
in which collected water samples produced no detectable E. coli; columns 3 and 4 present shares of 
household visits in which households self-reported “all of its drinking water is treated;” columns 5 and 6 
present shares of households with either a positive chlorine test (with a chemical product) or the 
enumerator observed current filter usage. “No marketing” means households received only a positively 
framed message and no commitment treatment along with their freely provided POU product. “Only 
contrast frame” means households received the ‘contrast’ frame of a negatively and positively framed 
message. “Only commitment” means households received the commitment treatment and the positively 
framed message. “Both contrast frame and commitment” means households received both marketing 
treatments. The p-values are for F-tests of equality across the ‘no marketing’ and ‘both marketing’ 
conditions.       

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Kenya Dhaka Kenya Dhaka Kenya Dhaka

No Marketing (constant term) 0.35 0.22 0.67 0.08 0.47 0.10

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02)

Only contrast frame 0.42 0.25 0.69 0.08 0.50 0.12

(0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.01) (0.03) (0.01)

Only commitment 0.42 0.28 0.70 0.12 0.51 0.16

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02)

Both contrast frame and commitment 0.46 0.30 0.75 0.12 0.54 0.14

(0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.01) (0.03) (0.01)

Prob > F‐stat(Both marketing ‐ No Marketing) 0.006*** 0.038** 0.026** 0.072* 0.101 0.083*

Post‐baseline observations (household‐wave) 1133 2143 1120 2339 1133 2316

Observations (households) 386 598 384 598 386 591

No Detectable 

E. coli

Self‐Report 

Usage

Product‐Specific 

Observed Usage
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Table 4: Ordered Logit Results on Cumulative Usage due to Marketing Treatments 

 
Robust standard errors in parentheses. *p<.10, **p<.05 ***p<.01. Results in log-odds from 
ordered logit estimates of cumulative effects of contrast framed message and commitment 
treatment on usage at all two-month follow-up survey rounds. Estimations are on the final survey 
wave of 370 households for Kenya and 575 households for Dhaka. Definitions of usage for each 
column can be found in the notes accompanying Table 2. 
 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

No 

Detectable 

E. coli

Self‐Report 

Usage

Product‐

Specific 

Usage

No 

Detectable 

E. coli

Self‐Report 

Usage

Product‐

Specific 

Usage

Kenya Kenya Kenya Dhaka Dhaka Dhaka

Contrast Frame 0.341 0.239 0.213 0.144 0.048 0.065

(0.19)* (0.19) (0.19) (0.16) (0.20) (0.18)

Commitment 0.378 0.256 0.240 0.315 0.465 0.359

(0.19)** (0.19) (0.19) (0.15)** (0.18)** (0.17)**

Observations (households) 370 370 370 575 575 575

Prob > chi2 0.029** 0.191 0.259 0.087* 0.038** 0.098*
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Table 5: Placebo Regressions ‐ Results of Marketing Treatments on Untreated (Source) 

Water Quality in Kenya 

	
Standard errors in parentheses clustered at household. *p<.10, **p<.05 ***p<.01. Results from OLS 
estimation of Equation 2 for effects of both marketing messages on un-treated water quality for Kenyan 
households (see text). 
  

(1) (2)

No 

Detectable 

E. coli Log(E. coli ) 

Panel A: Kenya

1= contrast both frames (not positive frame only) ‐0.025 ‐0.004

(0.02) (0.094)

1=commitment  ‐0.003 0.027

(0.02) (0.094)

Constant 0.135 1.336

(0.02)*** (0.08)***

Observations (household‐wave) 1133 977

Observations (households) 386 381

F‐test joint significance both interventions 0.577 0.958

F‐test on sum of two interventions 0.374 0.855
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Appendix 
	

The POU Products in Both Countries 
	

WaterGuard 

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), together with the Pan American 
Health Organization, developed the Safe Water System (SWS) in response to the need for an 
inexpensive and simple intervention that delivers clean drinking water to the poor in developing 
countries. The SWS involves three components. One, contaminated water is treated with a 
sodium-hypochlorite solution (marketed in Kenya and Dhaka as WaterGuard). Two, water 
should be stored in a proper manner to prevent recontamination. This generally means containers 
with a narrow mouth, lid, and spigot, so that people’s hands do not come into direct contact with 
the water. Three, educational and behavior change techniques should be implemented to 
establish a link between contaminated water and disease and to encourage improved personal 
hygiene and water storage practices as well as regular treatment of water. The SWS arguably has 
been the most widely implemented POU measure in developing countries and the subject of the 
greatest number of randomized controlled studies to establish its efficacy in combating diarrheal 
illness. These studies largely agree on SWS’s ability to reduce overall diarrheal incidence as well 
as the incidence in children less than five years old (Crump et al. 2005; S. Luby et al. 2001; 
Makutsa et al. 2001; R E Quick et al. 2002). Moreover, an overview study of the cost-
effectiveness of various interventions found SWS to be the most cost-effective intervention 
aimed at improving water and sanitation (Hutton and Haller 2004). SWS is also found to be 
appropriate and effective in a variety of settings with a variety of source water qualities (Mintz et 
al. 2001). 

To use WaterGuard: Add one capful of solution into 20 L of water (the standard jerrycan size 
in Kenya). If the water is turbid, add two capfuls. Stir the water briefly and then let rest for 30 
minutes before drinking. 

In conjunction with a free bottle of WaterGuard, our Kenyan study provided 20 L buckets 
with covers and taps. This was done to prevent recontamination and thereby make this product 
more directly comparable to the filter used in Kenya, which includes safe storage in its product 
design. 

Pur 

Manufactured by Procter & Gamble, PUR is a flocculant-disinfectant powder produced in 
single-use sachets that clean 10 L of water at a time. Since its introduction in 2003, a growing 
number of field trials have documented its efficacy in cleaning water and reducing diarrheal 
morbidity in a variety of settings (Chiller et al. 2006; Crump et al. 2005). PUR is particularly 
effective at cleaning turbid water; its flocculant powder is capable of turning brown water clear. 
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Using PUR involves considerably more steps than using the other two POU measures. One 
needs to add one sachet to a bucket containing 10 L of water, stir the water briskly for five 
minutes, wait five more minutes to let the impurities settle, use a cotton cloth to filter the water 
into a separate storage vessel, let that set for 20 minutes until it is clean, and properly dispose of 
the residual impurities. 

Together with a two-month supply of PUR, our Kenyan study provided two buckets with 
covers—one with a tap for safe storage and one without a tap for the preparation process. Again, 
this was done to allow PUR homes to have safe storage and thereby make this product more 
directly comparable to the filter that was used in the Kenyan study. Buckets were not distributed 
along with the product in Dhaka.  

Ceramic Filters (Kenya) 

A variety of field studies have documented the efficacy of ceramic water filters in reducing 
diarrheal incidence in a variety of developing country settings (T Clasen et al. 2005; Lantagne 
2001). However, the efficacy of filters has been found to be lessened in settings with turbid 
source waters, which slows the filtration process (J Brown and M. Sobsey 2006). 

There are currently many different styles of ceramic filter designed to treat water at the 
household level. For this study, we used Stefani ceramic candle-shaped water filters. The filter 
design consists of two 20 L buckets stacked one on top of the other. Untreated water is poured 
into the top bucket and gravity causes the water to flow through the Stefani porous ceramic 
filters into the bottom bucket, which then dispenses cleaned water through a tap. Thus, the use of 
a filter involves just one step for households—filling it with water. 

 

Siphon Filter (Dhaka) 

 
The CrystalPur filter is distinct from the more common gravity-driven filters because it utilizes 

a siphon-driven pressure gradient to draw water through the filter element. (The manufacturer of 
the product provided third-party laboratory results from Waterlaboratorium Noord (May 2008) 
indicating >5 log10 reduction of E. coli in two tested filters. Our team replicated similar E. coli 
reduction in our own laboratory tests.) The siphon filter can sit in the stored water container if 
users are willing to wait to draw water through the filter when they want to drink or use the 
filtered water. Alternatively (and more commonly in our setting) users can filter water from a 
transport container into a storage container. The filter has a production rate of up to 4 L/hr, 
declining to 1 L/hr as the water level in the vessel declines and as solids accumulates within the 
filter.  Users have several means maintenance options to restore filter flow after it accumulates 
solids including cleaning the filter’s sleeve, backwashing, and scrubbing the ceramic surface 
with an abrasive.  
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Figure A1. Tested POU products in Dhaka.	

	
Aquatabs	(A),	the	CrystalPur	siphon	filter	(B),	the	PUR	Purifier	of	Water	
flocculant/disinfectant	mixture	(C),	and	dilute	hypochlorite	solution	branded	as	Water	
Guard	(D).	

 

Water Testing Procedures in Kenya 

We tested (a) source waters, (b) stored untreated water, and (c) stored treated water for 
turbidity, E. coli, and free chlorine residual (in treated water samples in which either PUR or 
WaterGuard had been used). Turbidity testing was performed using a portable turbidimeter 
(Model 2100P, Hach Company, Loveland, CO). In heavily contaminated waters, E. coli 
measurement was conducted using Petrifilm E. coli/coliform count plates (3M, St. Paul, MN). In 
samples anticipated to have lower (<3000 CFU/100 ml) concentrations, we used the Colilert 
Quantitray-2000 assay (IDEXX Laboratories, Westbrook, ME). Free-chlorine residual was 
measured using othotolidine (OTO) test kits (ILP/Swimline, Edgewood, NY). 
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Kenyan Marketing Visual Aids 

	
Dhaka	marketing	materials	were	qualitatively	similar	but	featured	people	of	South	Asian	
descent	in	the	images.		

Figure A1: Positive Frame 

 
A	rough	English	translation	of	the	corresponding	verbal	script	read	aloud	to	

respondents	with	this	set	of	images	is:	“By	using	one	of	these	safe	water	products,	you	will	
be	more	likely	to	have	clean,	safe	drinking	water,	which	can	help	to	keep	your	child[ren]	
happy	and	healthy.	Use	of	a	safe	water	product	can	make	it	more	likely	that	your	days	will	
be	healthy,	when	you	can	get	your	important	tasks	done.	And,	treating	your	water	makes	it	
more	likely	that	your	children	will	be	healthy	so	they	can	grow,	attend	school,	and	learn.	A	
safe	water	product	can	help	you	to	achieve	a	healthier	life.	A	healthier	life	is	a	happier	life."	
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Figure A2: Contrast (Positive + Negative) Frame 

 
A	rough	English	translation	of	the	corresponding	verbal	script	read	aloud	to	

respondents	with	this	set	of	images	is:	“Here	is	a	picture	of	a	sad,	sick	boy	from	drinking	
dirty	water	like	we	have	around	here.	Here	is	a	picture	of	a	happy,	healthy	boy.	His	mother	
is	doing	many	things	to	ensure	he	is	having	a	healthy	life	and	is	happy.	You	also	have	the	
strength	and	the	ability	to	bring	such	happiness	to	your	children	if	you	provide	them	with	
treated	water.	Use	of	a	safe	water	product	can	make	it	more	likely	that	your	days	will	be	
healthy,	when	you	can	get	your	important	tasks	done.	And,	treating	your	water	makes	it	
more	likely	that	your	children	will	be	healthy	so	they	can	grow,	attend	school,	and	learn.	A	
safe	water	product	can	help	you	to	achieve	a	healthier	life.	A	healthier	life	is	a	happier	life.”	
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Figure A3: Baseline Commitment Poster 

 
Households	assigned	to	receive	the	“commitment	treatment”	were	given	this	poster	at	

the	end	of	the	baseline	visit.	They	were	also	read	an	additional	verbal	script	whose	
approximate	English	translation	is:	“Before	I	leave,	I	would	just	like	to	ask	you	one	more	
thing.	You've	told	me	that	your	child[ren]'s	health	is	important	to	you	and	that	your	child	
has	suffered	diarrhea	before.	Do	you	want	to	avoid	diarrhea	in	the	future?	(WAIT	FOR	
RESPONSE)	Do	you	believe	treating	your	water	is	important	to	make	it	safe	to	drink?	
(WAIT	FOR	RESPONSE)	Do	you	intend	to	use	your	safe	water	product	every	day	for	all	your	
children's	drinking	water	to	keep	them	healthy?	(WAIT	FOR	RESPONSE)	Will	you	please	
say	to	me,	"I	will	use	this	safe	water	product	to	keep	my	family's	drinking	water	safe."	
Finally,	as	an	additional	way	to	remind	you	to	treat	your	water	with	your	safe	water	
product	every	day,	I'm	hoping	you	will	accept	this	small	poster	as	a	gift.	Will	you	hang	this	
poster	on	the	wall	in	your	home	to	remind	you	to	treat	your	water	every	day?	Thank	you.”	
ENUMERATOR	GIVE	POSTER	TO	RESPONDENT.	
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Figure A4: Sample Personalized Commitment & Reminder Poster 

	

 
Sample	“personalized”	commitment	poster	from	Kenya	distributed	to	households	that	

received	“commitment	treatment”	at	follow‐up	1	interview.	
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Balanced Treatment Groups  
	
Our studies included many types of randomizations; all the individual-level randomizations were 
implemented orthogonally to each other. We feel confident that our individual-level 
randomizations were effective in both countries. In Dhaka, the chi-squared test p-value was 0.67 
in a probit regression that predicts treatment versus control as a function of baseline literacy, 
household size, native Urdu speaker, type of source water, and respondent age and gender. In 
Kenya, of the 55 baseline household descriptive variables compared across each individual-level 
randomized treatment assignment of the first product assigned, the framing message received, 
and the commitment treatment received, 54 (98%) balance (p-value > .1 for F-test of equality of 
means) across first product assigned, 52 (92%) balance (p-value > .1 on t-test for equality of 
means) across frames, and 53 (96%) balance (p-value > .1 on t-test for equality of means) across 
commitment treatment status. Furthermore, all baseline variables describing a household's water 
quality and collection habits balance across the individual-level randomizations.  
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Table A1: Marketing Treatments with Full Sets of Controls, Both Countries  

	
Standard errors in parentheses clustered at household. *p<.10, **p<.05 ***p<.01. Results from estimation 
of Equation 2 for effects of both marketing messages with full set of baseline control variables (see text). 
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Table A2: Marketing Treatments Interacted, Both Countries  

	

 
Standard errors in parentheses clustered at household for both countries. *p<.10, **p<.05 ***p<.01.  
  

(1) (2) (3) (4)

No 

Detectable 

E. coli

Self‐Report 

Usage

Product‐

Specific Log(E. coli ) 

Panel A: Kenya

1= contrast both frames (not positive frame only) 0.069 0.025 0.026 ‐0.259

(0.043) (0.043) (0.041) (0.128)**

1=commitment  0.068 0.035 0.035 ‐0.142

(0.042)* (0.041) (0.042) (0.130)

1=contrast frame and commitment  ‐0.025 ‐0.030 0.009 0.064

(0.059) (0.057) (0.058) (0.176)

Constant 0.347 0.665 0.470 0.457

(0.029)*** (0.030)*** (0.031)*** (0.096)***

Observations (household‐wave) 1133 1120 1133 1077

Observations (households) 386 384 386 383

F‐test on sum of two interventions 0.060* 0.412 0.404 0.079*

Panel B: Dhaka

1= contrast both frames (not positive frame only) 0.022 0.001 0.027 ‐0.039

(0.033) (0.019) (0.022) (0.121)

1=commitment  0.058 0.040 0.058 ‐0.093

(0.04) (0.024)* (0.027)** (0.141)

1=contrast frame and commitment  ‐0.010 ‐0.003 ‐0.048 ‐0.046

(0.049) (0.030) (0.033) (0.172)

Constant 0.225 0.077 0.097 1.086

(0.027)*** (0.016)*** (0.018)*** (0.101)***

Observations (household‐wave) 2143 2339 2316 2143

Observations (households) 598 598 591 598

F‐test on sum of two interventions 0.213 0.283 0.048** 0.574
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Table A3: Marketing Results Interacted by Product, Both Countries 

	

 
Standard errors in parentheses clustered at household for both countries. *p<.10, **p<.05 ***p<.01.  

(1) (2) (3) (4)

No 

Detectable 

E. coli

Self‐Report 

Usage

No 

Detectable 

E. coli

Self‐

Report 

Usage

Kenya Kenya Dhaka Dhaka

Contrast both frames (Base effect for WaterGuard) 0.091 0.065 0.026 ‐0.044

(0.051)* (0.04) (0.04) (0.03)

Contrast both frames X Pur ‐0.096 ‐0.036 ‐0.046 0.066

(0.07) (0.06) (0.05) (0.034)*

Contrast both frames X Filter ‐0.007 ‐0.038 ‐0.029 0.042

(0.07) (0.06) (0.05) (0.04)

Contrast both frames X Aquatabs 0.034 0.067

(0.05) (0.038)*

Commitment  (Base effect for WaterGuard) 0.101 0.093 0.060 0.060

(0.051)** (0.044)** (0.04) (0.028)**

Commitment X Pur ‐0.078 ‐0.063 ‐0.049 ‐0.063

(0.07) (0.06) (0.05) (0.031)**

Commitment X Filter ‐0.056 ‐0.071 0.034 0.023

(0.07) (0.06) (0.05) (0.04)

Commitment X Aquatabs ‐0.015 ‐0.045

(0.05) (0.04)

Constant (Base effect for WaterGuard) 0.412 0.680 0.262 0.126

(0.044)*** (0.041)*** (0.040)*** (0.029)***

Pur (relative to WaterGuard) ‐0.087 ‐0.094 ‐0.012 ‐0.104

(0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.031)***

Filter (relative to WaterGuard) ‐0.090 0.029 ‐0.068 ‐0.028

(0.06) (0.05) (0.05) (0.03)

Aquatabs (relative to WaterGuard) ‐0.049 ‐0.059

(0.05) (0.04)

Observations (household‐wave) 1133 1120 2120 2316

Observations (households) 386 384 590 591

F‐test joint significance of contrast frame across products 0.120 0.461 0.61 0.272

F‐test joint significance of commitment across products 0.199 0.193 0.095* 0.022**
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Background information for calculated health effects 
	
Appendix Table S1 of Fischer Walker et al. (2012) estimates that 24.8% of deaths of 1-59 month 
olds in Kenya are due to diarrhea. Meanwhile, the 2009 Kenya DHS survey estimates under five 
mortality in Nyanza province at 149 per 1,000 live births, and neonatal mortality (deaths between 
birth and one month) is estimated to be 39 per 1,000 live births (DHS 2009). We therefore 
estimate a mortality rate for 1-59 month olds of 110 per 1,000 live births that survive up to one 
month. Thus, in Nyanza, we estimate that 27.3 1-59 month olds per 1,000 will die due to diarrhea 
before reaching their fifth birthday. If we assume that these deaths are uniformly distributed 
across the five years, then in any given year, approximately 5.5 1-59 month olds per 1,000 live 
births that survive up to one month will die with diarrhea as the cause.   
 
The general fertility rate (GFR) is 179 births per 1,000 women aged 15-44 each year in all of 
rural Kenya (DHS 2009). We assume a constant GFR to imply that there are 895 children under 
five per 1,000 women aged 15-44. This is likely a lower bound for Nyanza since it is the GFR 
for all of rural Kenya and Nyanza has higher fertility than average. Since neonatal mortality is 39 
per 1,000 live births, this implies there are roughly 860 children aged 1-59 months per 1,000 
households.  
 
We take the sole estimate of POU products’ effects on child mortality of a 42% reduction 
(Crump et al. 2005), and use our experiment’s findings that that the marketing treatments in 
tandem increase rates of safe water (defined as no detectable E. coli) from roughly 35% to 
roughly 45% (Table 2).   
 
If we assume each household has one woman aged 15-44 (likely a lower bound due to polygamy 
in this part of Kenya, as well as mothers and daughters living together more than offsetting the 
numbers of households without a woman in this age range), then for every 1,000 households we 
expect 860 children ages 1-59 months. We expect that 4.7 of those children aged 1-59 months 
will die from diarrhea in a given year. 
 
In Dhaka, we perform a similar calculation but have lower initial fertility and child mortality, 
and usage of free POU products increases from roughly 22% to 30% with marketing. The 2011 
Bangladesh DHS estimates (for urban areas) child mortality at 53 per 1,000 live births, and 
neonatal mortality is estimated to be 32 per 1,000. This implies a mortality rate of 21 per 1,000 
1-59 month olds. The same Appendix Table S1 of Fischer Walker et al. (2012) estimates that 
27.6% of deaths of 1-59 month olds in Bangladesh are due to diarrhea. This implies 5.8 per 
1,000 1-59 month olds will die from diarrhea before their fifth birthday. We assume these deaths 
are once again uniformly distributed across years, so that 1.2 deaths per 1,000 1-59 month olds in 
a given year.  
 
Also in the Bangladesh DHS, the GFR is estimated at 79 per 1,000 for urban women. Taking 
neonatal mortality into account and once again assuming constant fertility rates across years, this 
suggests 382 1-59 month olds per 1,000 women aged 15-44 in Dhaka. If we again assume each 
household has one woman aged 15-44, a policy of free provision of chlorine for one year to 
1,000 households without marketing would still result in .4 deaths (versus .44 deaths with no 
policy). With marketing, this number is .38 deaths. This suggests free provision saves 1.2 
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DALYs without marketing and another .45 with marketing, at a cost of $3337 per DALY 
without marketing or $2455 with marketing. Per capita GDP in Bangladesh in 2008 was 
estimated to be $509, suggesting this policy is not cost-effective.    
 
Our estimated benefits for both countries may be too low because we include neither results on 
morbidity, nor medical costs saved (for both households and provider governments or NGOs; 
Bangladesh’s DHS suggests one out of four diarrheal episodes of  a child results in a doctor’s 
visit) nor the time saved by avoiding illness, nor any episodes of older children and adult 
diarrhea averted.  
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Abstract: Performance-based contracting is particularly challenging in settings 
such as health care, where joint production, multiple agents, and market failures 
compound the critical contracting concern of multitasking.  We analyze impacts 
of  Rwanda’s  national  pay-for-performance (P4P) program using two waves of 
data from the Rwanda Demographic and Health Surveys collected before and 
after the randomized roll-out. We find that P4P improved some rewarded and 
unrewarded services, but had no impact on health outcomes.  We find no 
evidence of multitasking, and find mixed effects of the program by baseline levels 
of facility quality, with most improvements seen in the middle quality tier.  
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1. Introduction 

Contracts that link payments to performance can align the incentives 

of agents with the objectives of principals (Holmstrom and Milgrom 1991).  

However, since not all effort is contractible and contingent contracts are 

incomplete, agents may engage in multi-tasking (neglecting services that are 

unrewarded or rewarded less generously), or skimp on unobservable quality. 

Further, when multiple processes are rewarded and there are commonalities 

in the production of these processes, performance-based contracting yields 

ambiguous effects on both rewarded and unrewarded activities (Sherry 

2012).  This result is due to the potentially opposing own- and cross-price 

effects in a multidimensional Holmstrom-Milgrom production function. 

These issues are pervasive in health care because of the high degree of 

information asymmetry between the provider and payer, the complexity of 

services and the critical importance of quality.  Attempts to employ pay-for-

performance (P4P) methods in healthcare have outpaced empirical evidence 

on their impact on healthcare quality, health outcomes, and on key economic 

mechanisms involved in performance-based contracting, such as multitasking 

and heterogeneity in responses to P4P.   In this paper, we examine the impact 

of  Rwanda’s  national  P4P  scheme,  with a focus on multitasking by providers 

and heterogeneity in the effects of P4P as a function of baseline facility 

quality.    Introduced  in  2006,  Rwanda’s  P4P  program  offers  bonus  payments  

based  on  a  facility’s  performance  on  24  indicators  of  service  delivery in the 

areas of primary care, maternal health, child health, family planning and 

HIV/AIDS, scaled by an overall quality multiplier. The program was initially 

implemented in randomly selected districts, and rolled out nationally in 

2008.   
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We leverage the randomized implementation and roll out of the 

program in conjunction with household data from two waves of the Rwanda 

Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) that occurred before and after the 

roll-out.  Our analysis contributes to the evidence on P4P as a targeted policy 

instrument with potentially complex effects on provider behavior.  First, we 

examine the impact of the P4P program on rewarded measures.  Drawing on a 

larger and different sample of households we replicate an earlier study of the 

Rwandan program’s  effect  on  rewarded services by Basinga et al. (2011).  

Second, we extend this analysis to examine the effect of P4P on additional 

rewarded measures that were not studied by Basinga et al. (2011), and on 

unrewarded measures to test for multitasking.   Third, we assess the impact of 

P4P on health outcomes, thereby focusing on the ultimate policy objective of 

the program.  Fourth, we examine heterogeneities in program impact across 

areas with different initial baseline quality.   

We use difference-in-differences estimation to evaluate the overall 

impact of the program on the rewarded set of services as well as on 

unrewarded services, and the differential impact across three baseline quality 

tiers.  We find that the P4P program had mixed effects on rewarded and 

unrewarded services.  Among the rewarded services, and in line with an 

earlier study by Basinga et al. (2011), the program significantly increased the 

share of women delivering in facilities by almost 11 percentage points (against 

a baseline share of 29%), and the prevalence of contraception use among 

women who want to space or limit births by 4 percentage points (baseline 

1.6%). There were no significant impacts on other rewarded services, such as 

the share of pregnant women receiving tetanus vaccination, completing 4 

prenatal care visits, or receiving malaria prophylaxis, or on the rates of 

childhood immunizations and curative care visits among young children.  We 

discuss possible explanations, including low real incentives (rewards net of 
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costs), increasing marginal costs and features of the health care production 

function. 

To assess multitasking, we also examine the impact of P4P on 

measures of prenatal care quality and vitamin A supplementation in children, 

which are recommended as part of the national clinical guidelines but were 

not rewarded under P4P.  Among these unrewarded services, P4P increased 

urinalysis by five percentage points against a baseline of 9% and increased 

iron supplementation by 8 percentage points (baseline of 30%), but had no 

significant impact on the other prenatal care measures or child vitamin A 

supplementation.  This suggests that providers did not skimp on the key 

activities that are individually unrewarded but are part of the broader, 

rewarded service category of prenatal care visits.  We also find that P4P had 

no significant impact on health outcomes that are available in the DHS data, 

such as the tested prevalence of anemia in mothers and children, and 

reported breastfeeding.   

Finally, we find evidence of heterogeneity in the impacts of P4P, with 

facilities in the middle of the baseline quality distribution generally showing 

larger improvements in both rewarded and unrewarded services.  

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2 we discus 

intended and potential unintended consequences of P4P programs, and the 

evidence to date on the impacts of these programs. Section 3 describes 

Rwanda’s  P4P  program  and  its  randomized  roll-out, and motivates the 

hypotheses we aim to test in this paper. Section 4 provides details on the data.  

Sections 5 and 6 describe our empirical strategies and present our results, and 

Section 7 discusses our findings in light of the theoretical predictions. 
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2. Evidence on the Intended and Unintended Consequences of 

Pay-for-Performance 

Performance-based payments can affect both rewarded and 

unrewarded activities (Holmstrom and Milgrom 1991). When two activities 

are  substitutes  in  an  agent’s  cost  function  (i.e.  effort  devoted  to  one  activity 

increases the marginal cost of effort devoted to the other activity) and only 

one of these activities is rewarded with incentive pay, then the output of the 

rewarded activity is expected to increase at the expense of the unrewarded 

activity. This multitasking  problem  arises  when  only  a  subset  of  providers’  

activities are rewarded – a setup common in P4P programs in health care 

(Prendergast 1999).  

However, the classic intuition of multitasking can break down when 

P4P rewards multiple targets. In the presence of multiple targets, own- and 

cross-price effects from a Holmstrom-Milgrom production function work in 

different directions to yield an ambiguous net effect on both the rewarded and 

unrewarded activities (Sherry 2012). 

Performance-based contracting is particularly challenging in complex 

settings such as in health care, due to significant information asymmetries, 

conflicting incentives, multiple inputs and actors, and joint production by 

both providers and patients (Arrow 1963).  In contrast to pay-for-

performance efforts in sectors such as education, where financial incentives 

for teachers are often tied to outcomes such as student performance (Glewwe, 

Ilias et al. 2010; Muralidharan and Sundararaman 2011), most P4P efforts in 

health care reward providers based on process measures, which are inputs 

into the production of health. There are very few instances of outcome-

contingent contracts in health - see Leonard (2003) for a notable exception - 
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possibly because of pervasive incomplete contracts and verifiability problems 

in measurement of health outcomes.   

Another key feature of health care settings that complicates the 

potential  impacts  of  P4P  is  joint  production  or  “commonality” (Glazer, 

McGuire et al. 2008; Mullen, Frank et al. 2010). Joint production occurs 

when a common input affects the output of multiple services. Examples that 

are relevant to the Rwandan setting include the availability of clean syringes 

as a common input in both childhood immunizations and prenatal tetanus 

immunizations; or HIV voluntary counseling and testing services as a 

common input in both HIV treatment and the dispensation of modern 

contraceptive methods that limit the spread of sexually transmitted 

infections, e.g., condoms.  As a result of joint production, P4P will not 

necessarily decrease the supply of unrewarded services: the overall impact 

will depend both on the degree of multitasking and the existence of 

commonalities in production (Mullen, Frank et al. 2010; Sherry 2012). With 

regard to rewarded services, P4P will be more likely to increase the output of 

services that (1) earn a higher bonus payment relative to their production cost 

(McGuire and Pauly 1991); and (2) are jointly produced with other highly 

rewarded services.  

Evidence on the impact of targeted performance incentives on 

physician behavior in the US is mixed, and many studies of P4P have been 

observational and have relatively small samples. Most studies have found no 

or at best modest improvements in quality, but also no disruptions in care 

(Rosenthal and Frank 2006; Christianson, Leatherman et al. 2008; Mullen, 

Frank et al. 2010). Possible explanations for P4P's muted impact in the US 

include the relatively small size of performance incentives, and the small 

share of a given provider's panel that is enrolled in a health plan 

implementing P4P (Rosenthal and Frank 2006).  Yet studies of P4P programs 
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implemented by larger payers offering larger bonuses have also found only 

modest impacts on quality (Rosenthal, Frank et al. 2005; Glickman, Ou et al. 

2007; Lindenauer, Remus et al. 2007; Mullen, Frank et al. 2010; Werner, 

Kolstad et al. 2011).  Even in the context of single-payer settings like Ontario, 

Canada, P4P incentives have led to only modest improvements in some 

rewarded services and no improvements in others (Li, Hurley et al. 2011).  

Similarly, the size of the financial incentive also does not appear to be the 

primary explanation for the absence of impact.  The UK’s  P4P  program  for  

family practitioners, for example, has been associated with only modest short-

term improvements in quality indicators (Campbell, Reeves et al. 2007; 

Campbell, Reeves et al. 2009) despite its comprehensive approach and 

substantial financial incentives: under the P4P contract, high-performing 

family practitioners stood to increase their income by up to 25% (Doran, 

Fullwood et al. 2006).  There is emerging evidence on P4P from middle- and 

low-income countries.  An evaluation of a P4P program in the Philippines 

found improvements in provider knowledge as measured by vignettes 

(Peabody, Shimkhada et al. 2011).  Previous  studies  of  Rwanda’s  national  P4P  

program showed improvements in rewarded services (Basinga, Gertler et al. 

2011) and positive impacts on certain health outcomes (Gertler and 

Vermeesch 2012).  Olken, Onishi et al. (2011) also find positive health impacts 

of performance based financing for villages in Indonesia and improvements 

in  healthcare  workers’  labor. 

Only a limited number of studies have explicitly tested for unintended 

consequences of P4P such as multitasking, or for the impact of P4P on health 

outcomes, and their findings have also been mixed (Glickman, Ou et al. 2007; 

Mullen, Frank et al. 2010). The  UK’s  national  P4P  program,  for  example, 

witnessed improvements in some unpaid indicators, but declines in other 

unpaid measures (Steel, Maisey et al. 2007; Campbell, Reeves et al. 2009; 

Sutton, Elder et al. 2010).  Finally, there are concerns that the incentive 
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structures used by many P4P schemes may discourage improvement by the 

lowest and/or highest performers (Rosenthal, Frank et al. 2005; Petersen, 

Woodard et al. 2006; Rosenthal and Dudley 2007).  High and low performing 

facilities are likely to have different marginal costs of production, so their 

responses to different types of incentives could vary considerably. 

Understanding the relationship between baseline performance and the impact 

of P4P is therefore especially important as these initiatives are scaled up.  

3. Rwanda’s  National  P4P  Program 

Rwanda’s  national  P4P  scheme  was  launched  in  May  2006,  with  the  

goal of improving the quality of care  provided  in  the  country’s  38  district  

hospitals and 420 district health facilities (Basinga, Gertler et al. 2011). We 

focus on the program implemented in district health facilities (hereafter 

“facilities”),  which  provide  the  majority  of  primary  care  services  (Hoff 2010).  

Prior to 2006, facility budgets were input-based and were determined 

prospectively based upon the number of patients each facility was expected to 

serve (Hoff, 2010).  The P4P program supplemented these budgets with 

bonus payments to the facilities based on their performance on 24 output and 

quality indicators.  The unit payments for rewarded indicators are shown in 

Appendix Table A1. The size of the payments varies considerably across 

services, from US $0.09 for each first-time prenatal care visit to US $8.93 for 

HIV testing of each exposed child.  In general, institutional deliveries and 

HIV/AIDS care are most generously rewarded services under the P4P 

scheme. P4P bonus payments are disbursed to facilities quarterly and the 

facilities may allocate the payments at their discretion. In the first two years, 

the  bonuses  increased  facilities’  budgets  by  22%  on  average.  Overall,  77%  of  

the bonuses were used to increase compensation, resulting in a 38% increase 
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in staff salaries (Basinga, Gertler et al. 2011). The remaining 23% was 

typically spent on infrastructure or health care inputs.  

A  unique  feature  of  Rwanda’s  P4P  program  is  that  bonus  payments  are  

scaled by a quality multiplier M reflecting the facility’s  overall  performance.  

M may take any value between 0 and 1, where higher values indicate higher 

overall facility quality. Overall facility performance is assessed on a broad 

range of service categories such as infrastructure, personnel, supplies, and 

adherence to clinical practice guidelines. The service quality categories are 

listed in Appendix Table A1. Quality scores for each category are determined 

by district health officials based on unannounced quarterly assessments. The 

overall quality multiplier is constructed as a weighted average of the quality 

scores across all service categories. 

The overall bonus payment formula therefore scales the total payment 

to each facility in a payment period by the value of the quality multiplier M 

assigned to each facility for that period:  

𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 = 𝑀 × 𝑝 𝑟                 (1) 

Where rn is the number of times rewarded indicator n is met and pn is the 

corresponding unit payment for rewarded indicator n, and M is the value of 

the quality multiplier. 

This divergence between the explicitly targeted services and the 

services that are part of the broader quality multiplier can potentially mitigate 

the standard multitasking problem. A number of the service categories 

covered in the quality multiplier – for example, curative care, delivery, 

prenatal care, family planning, immunization and HIV services – overlap with 
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specific services that are explicitly rewarded with P4P bonus payments. Other 

service categories in the quality multiplier, however, such as general 

administration, cleanliness, laboratory services and pharmacy management, 

are not explicitly targeted by P4P.  Since these services are inputs to a broad 

range of services, including them in the multiplier might contain the effect of 

multitasking. 

 The quality multiplier also creates varying incentives for facilities with 

different levels of overall quality.  Initially, higher-performing facilities with 

quality multipliers closer to 1 face the highest marginal incentive for each unit 

of rewarded service. Lower-performing facilities, on the other hand, face 

strong incentives to increase their quality multiplier to eventually earn larger 

overall P4P bonus payments.  If the costs of production of healthcare are not 

increasing in quality, we would expect facilities with higher baseline 

performance to achieve larger absolute increases in services rewarded under 

P4P and smaller increases in unrewarded services, relative to facilities with 

lower baseline performance.  However, without knowledge of the facilities’  

production function, it is difficult to predict the relative influence of the 

incentive payments.  

3.1 The Randomized Roll-Out of P4P 

The Rwandan Ministry of Health instituted a phased and quasi-

experimental roll-out of the national P4P program to facilitate evaluation. 1 

During Phase 0 (2002 – 2006) several non-governmental organizations 

implemented  P4P  programs  in  11  of  Rwanda’s  30  districts.      Basinga  et  al.  

(2011) describe the block-randomization of the remaining 19 districts based 

on rainfall and Census population density and livelihood measures.  The 

districts were randomized into 12 treatment districts and 7 control districts in 

                                                            
1 This  paragraph  draws  on  the  description  of  Rwanda’s  P4P  in  Basinga  et  al  (2011). 
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Phase 1. Together with the 11 districts that had implemented pilot programs 

in Phase 0, the 12 treatment districts adopted the national P4P scheme 

between June and October 2006. In Phase 2, from April through May 2008, 

the program was rolled out to the 7 control districts.  To isolate the effect of 

giving facilities performance incentives from the effect of simply increasing 

their available resources, during Phase 1 the Ministry of Health increased the 

control  facilities’  input-based budgets by the average bonus payment to the 

treatment facilities. In this study, we analye the impacts of P4P only on the 

randomized districts, since the Phase 0 initiatives were not randomly 

assigned and varied in their approaches.  Our results are robust to including 

these early adopters in our estimations (details available upon request).  

 Basinga et al (2011) evaluate  the  impact  of  Rwanda’s  national  P4P  

scheme on health care utilization and find that the program significantly 

increased the utilization of services that had higher unit payments and were 

easier for providers to control. This study is one of the few rigorous 

evaluations of P4P in a low-income country to date. However, since the study 

relies on a relatively small sample of 2,158 households including 1,290 

women, some effect sizes were imprecisely estimated.  Also, the focus of this 

evaluation was on program impacts on rewarded services, and it did not 

examine effects on unrewarded services or heterogeneities by baseline facility 

quality. In a more recent paper, Gertler and Vermeesch (2012) rely on follow 

up data collected in the same study areas in Rwanda and find significant 

impacts  on  children’s  weight-for-age and height-for-age, attributing these 

positive  effects  to  an  “increase  in  use  and  quality  of  prenatal  and  post  natal  

care”.    They  also  find  a  positive  impact  of  the  program  on  provider  

performance as measured by patient exit interviews and a closer alignment 

between what providers know and what they do in practice.   
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Our analysis relies on two waves of the Demographic and Health 

Surveys (DHS). In addition to replicating the previous evaluation findings 

with a larger dataset, we examine the impact of P4P on an expanded set of 

rewarded measures, and focus on unintended consequences of P4P such as 

multitasking,  heterogeneity  in  P4P’s  impacts  based  on  initial  facility  quality,  

and the impact on a range of health outcomes, all of which are central 

concerns in P4P. 

Given the particular structure of the Rwandan payment formula, we 

test hypotheses that (a) provision of rewarded services increased, as 

previously reported; (b) unrewarded services that share commonalities in 

production with rewarded services increased; (c) health outcomes associated 

with the rewarded services improved; and (d) improvements in rewarded and 

unrewarded services varied according to baseline levels of facility quality. 

4. Data 

 The Rwanda Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) is a large, 

nationally representative household survey that collects cross-sectional data 

on health and demography. We use the two most recent waves of the DHS for 

our analysis: DHS-III and DHS-IV. DHS III surveyed 11,321 women (ages 15-

49) drawn from 10,272 households, between February and July of 2005. DHS 

IV surveyed 7,313 women drawn from 7,377 households, between December 

2007 and April 2008. 2 DHS-III was collected prior to the roll-out of P4P to 

the treatment districts, while DHS-IV was collected 18-22 months after this 

initial roll-out, but prior to the expansion of P4P to control districts. Each 

wave collects information from female respondents about current health 

behaviors, any pregnancies in the preceding 5 years, and the health of 

                                                            
2 While the DHS-III was a standard, full-length DHS, the DHS-IV was an interim survey 
with a smaller sample size and abbreviated questionnaire.  
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children born in the preceding 5 years.  Although the DHS-IV is an interim 

survey with an abbreviated instrument there is substantial overlap of 

variables across the two waves.  Since we use household reports, our 

measures are not subject to disproportionate over-reporting by providers in 

the treatment group. 

 Our analytical sample is a balanced panel of villages or localities 

containing two repeated cross-sections of households – i.e., although the 

same localities are visited in each wave, sample households are visited only 

once in either the pre- or post-intervention periods.  The primary sampling 

units used in DHS-III and DHS-IV are enumeration areas (EAs) from 

Rwanda’s  2002  Census  and  represent  large  villages  or  clusters  of  villages.  In  

DHS-III, 432 EAs were sampled, while in DHS-IV a subset of 250 of these 

EAs were sampled. We restrict our analysis to households and individuals in 

the 153 EAs in phase 1 or phase 2 districts that were sampled in both DHS-III 

and DHS-IV.3   Our final sample includes households in 89 EAs from the 12 

treatment districts, and households in 64 EAs from the 7 control districts, 

allowing us to control for local-area fixed effects. 

As a result of varying reference populations across the two waves of 

DHS, and the different recall periods across measures, the analyses include 

different sample sizes across different outcome variables. For example, 

information about institutional deliveries is available for all births within the 

past five years while maternal anemia is only measured for women who are 

currently pregnant.  We use the maximum available sample for each 

                                                            
3 We match EAs using geographic identifiers contained in both waves of the data.  
Although the geographic identifiers in the two DHS waves match up exactly, the 
coordinates in the public use files contain random positional error to maintain 
confidentiality.  Urban and rural clusters are displaced by up to 2km and 5km, 
respectively; an additional 1 percent of rural clusters are randomly displaced by up to 
10km.  This could lead to misclassification if apparent control EAs are in fact located in 
treatment areas.   
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dependent variable.  Table 1 summarizes the baseline characteristics of 

women and children in the treatment and control areas, prior to the rollout of 

P4P. Although our data are sampled and collected separately from those used 

by Basinga et al. (2011), they are broadly comparable: female household 

members have very low education, predominantly live with a partner, and had 

between 4 and 5 births at the time of the interview.  Households have an 

average of 5-6 members, and slightly above half have insurance.  As in the 

earlier study, we find that several of the unadjusted pre-intervention 

measures differ across the treatment and control groups, which may be a 

result of the coarse block randomization.  However, no group performs clearly 

better than the other in the initial period and the differences are not 

statistically significant.   

5. Average Impact of P4P  

We  estimate  the  impact  of  Rwanda’s  national  P4P  program  on  the  

outcomes of interest using a difference-in-differences (DD) model:  

𝑦 = 𝛽 +   𝛾 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇   + 𝛿 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 × 𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑇 +  𝛽 × 𝐶 + 𝛼 + 𝜃 + 𝜀                (2) 

where y is the outcome of interest; POST is an indicator variable for 

the post-intervention period4; TREAT identifies the treatment districts so that 

δ  is the coefficient of interest; C is a vector of household and individual-level 

control variables; 𝛼 is a vector of EA-level fixed effects; and 𝜃 is a vector of 

birth-year fixed effects.5  Standard errors are clustered at the district, i.e. the 

level of the treatment.  Because we only have G=19 clusters, we also use 

critical values from a t-distribution with G-2 degrees of freedom (Cameron, 
                                                            
4 The time cutoff for the post indicator varies with the dependent variable.  See Appendix 
Table A2 for details. 
5 Our covariate set compares with the most complete specification in Basinga et al (2011).  
Birth-year fixed effects are omitted from the models estimating the impact of P4P on 
contraceptive coverage. 
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Gelbach et al. 2008; Cohen and Dupas 2010).  The critical t-values for the 1%, 

5% and 10% significance levels are 2.90, 2.11 and 1.74, respectively.  

The identification assumption is that in the absence of P4P, the 

evolution of outcomes in the treatment districts would have been comparable 

to the observed changes in the control districts.  The EA-level and birth-year 

fixed effects eliminate area-specific unobservable factors (such as distance to 

facilities and local attitudes) and time-variant unobservable factors that are 

common to both types of districts (e.g., national policies and changes in the 

environment that may have influenced nutrition and health).  One potential 

concern is the expansion of community-based health insurance over the study 

period; we control for health insurance expansion to eliminate confounding 

due to coincidental overlap with the P4P roll-out.  An analytical benefit of this 

expansion is that the insurance schemes are coordinated and operated on the 

district level: until very recently, and during the period of time included in our 

study, households enrolled in Rwanda's community-based health insurance 

program were affiliated with a specific health center, and only from there 

could obtain referrals to other district health centers or hospitals (Lu, Chin et 

al. 2012).   This should serve to reduce potential spillovers from individuals 

residing in control districts seeking care in treatment districts and vice versa 

(Ministry of Health of Rwanda 2010).6 

5.1. Outcomes 

                                                            
6 In a robustness check (available upon request) we also exclude EAs whose treatment 
assignment would be altered by this positional error (i.e. urban EAs from control districts 
within 2km of the boundary with a treatment district; urban EAs from treatment districts 
within 2 km of the boundary of a control district; rural EAs from control districts within 
5km of the boundary with a treatment district; and rural EAs from treatment districts 
within 5 km of the boundary of a control district).  Our findings remain comparable.  We 
cannot directly test for changes in travel time and patterns, as this information is not 
available in the DHS. 
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We analyze the impact of P4P on rewarded and unrewarded services 

related to family planning, maternal and child health care, and health 

outcomes. Table 1 summarizes these outcome variables.   The list of rewarded 

services that we focus on is a subset of the 24 measures rewarded in the P4P 

program that are also reported in the DHS surveys.  Most of our outcome 

measures map very closely to the services rewarded under P4P. As a proxy 

measure for curative care visits, we use visits to a health care facility for 

treatment of an infectious illness in a child under the age of 5. We use 

reported use of modern contraceptive methods as proxy measure for family 

planning visits.  In addition to the overall contraceptive coverage we also 

consider the subset of the women who report that they want to limit or space 

births;;  this  group  is  “in  greater  need”  of  contraception  and  may  be  easier  for  

providers to reach.  As a proxy for contraceptive resupply we employ the 

prevalence of modern contraceptive methods that require regular resupplies. 

See Appendix Table A2 for details on the variable construction. 

The unrewarded services include measures of care for children and 

prenatal care quality. The unrewarded measure of care for children is 

appropriate vitamin A supplementation for children (i.e. receipt of a vitamin 

A supplement in the past 6 months by children age 1-5) and seven binary 

prenatal care quality indicators that are available in the data: whether 

prenatal care was received from a trained provider (i.e. a licensed medical 

professional such as a doctor, nurse or midwife); whether the respondent was 

weighed during pregnancy; whether blood pressure was measured during 

pregnancy; whether a urinalysis was performed during pregnancy; whether 

blood was drawn during pregnancy; whether an iron supplement was given 

during pregnancy; and whether the respondent was explained the possible 

complications of pregnancy. 
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Health outcomes include favorable and adverse events.  We include 

whether the child was breastfed for 6 months or more as a favorable event.  

Adverse outcomes include the prevalence of anemia in children and pregnant 

women; vision difficulties during pregnancy (any vision difficulties and 

adjusted night blindness)7;;  and  treatment  of  children’s  infectious  illness  in  

the preceding two weeks.8  

As Table 1 shows, observable characteristics are balanced across 

treatment and control districts at baseline. We include the following 

covariates as controls in regressions:  the total number of births per woman, 

the wealth quintile of households, and household insurance status.  These 

differences are a possible consequence of the block-randomization.  For 

analyses of child  outcome  variables,  we  also  control  for  the  child’s  age  and  

sex.  

As we examine many outcomes we are concerned about the multiple 

comparisons problem.  We cannot address this easily issue by constructing an 

index of outcomes as in Kling et al. (2007) because the various outcomes have 

different denominators (Kling, Liebman et al. 2007).  Instead of redefining 

our unit of analysis as the enumeration area (which would provide a common 

denominator) we note that our statistically significant results for rewarded 

                                                            
7 Vision changes during pregnancy at any time of the day or night may result from 
advanced gestational diabetes or pre-eclampsia, but because vision changes in pregnancy 
may also be normal, this symptom is fairly non-specific Roos, N. M., M. Wiegman, et al. 
(2012). "Visual disturbances in (pre)eclampsia." Obstetrical and Gynecological Survey 
67(4): 242–250.. We therefore also measure adjusted night blindness, which is a more 
specific symptom of pathology (vitamin A deficiency) during pregnancy (WHO, 1998). 
Following the DHS, we report the adjusted night blindness as the prevalence of women 
reporting vision changes only at night – women who also report vision changes during 
the day are excluded because these are not consistent with vitamin A deficiency National 
Institute of Statistics of Rwanda (NISR) and Macro International Inc (2005). Rwanda 
Demographic and Health Survey I. Macro International. Calverton, United States: . 

8 The prevalence of anemia is measured by blood tests of study children; in contrast, the 
presence of  infectious  illness  in  the  past  2  weeks  is  reported  by  the  child’s  mother. 
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services are similar to those reported by Basinga et al. (2011) on an unrelated 

dataset.  This replication result suggest that our (few) statistically significant 

findings are unlikely a result of the multiple comparisons. 

5.2. Results 

Figure 1 summarizes the average effects of the P4P program from 

estimating the DD specification in equation 2. These effects are also reported 

in the top (Panel A) of Tables 2, 3 and 4.9 For rewarded services, the program 

significantly increased the share of women delivering in facilities by 10.63 

percentage points against a pre-intervention baseline of 29%.  Although P4P 

had no significant impact on the overall rate of contraceptive use among 

women who were married or living with a partner, among the subset of 

women with the highest need for contraception (i.e. those without fertility 

problems who expressed a desire to space or limit births), P4P increased the 

prevalence of modern contraceptive use by 3.94 percentage points (baseline 

1.6%).  We do not find any significant impact on other rewarded services, such 

as appropriate tetanus vaccination and malaria prophylaxis for pregnant 

women, the share of women who completed 4 antenatal care visits, childhood 

immunizations (percent children who are fully immunized by age 1), or the 

share of children with a recent infectious illness who were treated at a public 

facility.   

For outcomes that overlap with those reported by Basinga et al. (2011) 

our results are broadly similar to this earlier study with the exception of 

tetanus vaccination.  Basinga et at. (2011) find statistically significant 

improvements in the rate of institutional deliveries (8.1 percentage points, p-

value 0.017, compared to our point estimate of 10.63) and tetanus 

                                                            
9 In Tables 2 – 4 we only show the main coefficients of interest.  The full results are 
available in Appendix Tables B.1-B.6. 
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vaccinations (5.1 percentage points, p-value 0.057, compared to our not 

statistically significant estimate of 7.2).  Like us, they find no statistically 

significant effects for the completion of four antenatal visits and childhood 

immunizations.  

Our results indicate a mixed pattern of the impact of P4P on rewarded 

health services.  As expected, the impact of P4P varies with the size of the 

reward for a particular service: deliveries are the most generously rewarded 

service in our data, at $4.59/delivery, while first-time family planning visits 

promoting contraceptive coverage also receive a relatively high P4P bonus 

payment of $1.83/visit.  The findings suggest that variations in costs may also 

matter for performance, however. While there is no impact on the prevalence 

of modern contraception use in the general population, there is a large and 

statistically significant increase in contraceptive coverage for women who 

report wanting to limit or space births.  Since this group may be motivated to 

actively seek out contraception, it may be less costly for providers to increase 

contraceptive use among these women. Consistent with this notion, we see no 

significant improvements in a number of rewarded services that may also be 

costly to provide (e.g. due to necessary repeat visits), including childhood 

immunizations and prenatal care visits.  Finally, the marginal costs of 

improving a service may not be constant but may be increasing in the pre-

intervention prevalence of the service.  That may reconcile the lack of an 

effect of P4P on childhood immunizations (baseline 43%) alongside its 

positive effect on modern contraception use among women who want to limit 

or space births (baseline 1.6%), despite the fact that these services had the 

same reward ($1.83).  These findings are also consistent with those reported 

by Gertler and Vermeesch (2012) who find larger effects of P4P on services 

that had higher rewards and a lower marginal cost of delivery. 
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The impact of P4P on unrewarded services is presented in Panel A of 

Table 3. We find that the P4P program had significant, positive impacts on 

urinalysis (4.92 percentage points) during prenatal care and prenatal iron 

supplementation (7.86 percentage points).  We find no statistically significant 

effect on any of the other aspects of prenatal care quality or vitamin A 

supplementation provided to children.  

Table 4 shows estimates of the impact of the P4P on health outcomes. 

We find that P4P had no significant impact on any of the health outcomes 

studied: breastfeeding for at least 6 months; night vision or any vision 

difficulties during pregnancy; anemia in currently pregnant women or in 

children; and infectious illnesses in the past 2 weeks in children under the age 

of 5.   

An incidental finding in these analyses concerns household insurance 

status: having health insurance is associated with large and significant 

improvements in several rewarded services (institutional deliveries, percent 

of women completing four prenatal care visits, rate of fully immunized 

children and the rate of curative care visits for childhood infectious illnesses) 

and two unrewarded service (seeing a trained prenatal provider and child 

vitamin A supplementation).  It is also associated with a decrease in the 

prevalence of child anemia.  These results are only correlational and should 

not be interpreted as evidence of a causal relationship between insurance and 

health service utilization or health outcomes. Aside from insurance, the 

coefficients on the POST indicator show substantial secular improvements 

between 2006 and 2008, especially in the rates of childhood anemia and 

childhood infections, and in the use of modern contraceptive methods.  While 

our study does not enable us to causally interpret the POST variable, some of 

the improvements in outcomes over time could be attributable to the near-

quadrupling of total annual health expenditures between 2004 and 2009 
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(USD 130M to 531M in 2012 dollars) and an influx of external funds and 

government programs, including for family planning (Basinga, Gertler et al. 

2011; World Health Organization 2012). The improvement in the control 

areas could also be due to the increase in the input-based budgets of the 

control facilities.  

6. Heterogeneity by Pre-Intervention Quality 

 In the second part of our analysis, we examine how the impact of P4P 

varies according to an area’s  pre-intervention quality. Since the DHS does not 

identify individual facilities, it is not possible to precisely match information 

on health service utilization with facilities. Instead, we construct a quality 

score Q for each enumeration area (EA), which reflects the average quality of 

health care in that EA, and we use Q as a proxy for the quality of the nearest 

facility or facilities. 

To calculate Q, for each EA we determine the percentile in the pre-roll-

out period for: facility deliveries; pregnant women receiving appropriate 

tetanus vaccination; pregnant women receiving appropriate malaria 

prophylaxis; pregnant women completing four prenatal visits; children 

receiving vitamin A supplementation; children fully immunized; and women 

living with a partner who are using a modern method of contraception.. These 

are representative measures available in DHS data from each of the service 

categories that we examine in this analysis: delivery and prenatal care, child 

health and family planning.  The quality score Q for a given EA is the average 

of these of these pre-intervention percentiles.  

EAs are then assigned to three tiers (low, medium, and high) according 

to their quality score Q, with the bottom third of EAs in the low tier, the 
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middle third in the middle tier, and top third of EAs in the high tier. We then 

repeat our difference-in-differences analysis using the following model:

 

 

𝑦 = 𝛽 +   𝛾 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 × 𝑄 +   𝛿 × 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 × 𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐴𝑇 × 𝑄 +   𝛽 × 𝐶 + 𝛼 + 𝜃

+ 𝜀                    (3) 

 In this specification, 𝑄  is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the EA in 

which the respondent lives belongs to the i-th tier and 0 otherwise. All other 

variables are the same as in the main specification in equation 2. The impact 

of P4P on y in tier i is therefore captured by the coefficient δi, and 𝑄  is 

subsumed in , the vector of EA-level fixed effects. 

6.1. Results 

 The lower panels (B) in Tables 2, 3 and 4 present the results of the P4P 

program interacted with the low, medium, and high quality tiers, following 

the DD specification in Equation 3.  Among the rewarded health services, 

there are significant variations in program impacts by baseline quality for 

several of the services.  Most of the improvements in institutional deliveries 

(13.30 percentage points) are concentrated in the high tier.  For several other 

rewarded services – namely malaria prophylaxis, use of modern 

contraception by all married/cohabitating women and use of modern 

contraception requiring resupply – there are significant improvements in 

areas that were in the medium tier. The only service with significant 

improvements concentrated in low tier areas is use of modern contraception 

by higher-need women. Curiously, the program also led to a reduction in the 

number of prenatal visits in the low tier (-7.67 percentage points).  While 

there are no unambiguous trends across the tiers, our findings suggest that 

the top quality tier achieved improvements in the most generously rewarded 
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service studied (i.e. institutional deliveries), but the smallest number of 

rewarded services overall.  The median of the coefficients for rewarded 

services among areas in the lowest-quality tier is 0.87, compared to 5.9 for 

medium tier, and -0.97 for the highest-quality tier. Medium-tier facilities 

therefore appear to have achieved improvements across a broader array of 

rewarded services. 

We see no significant variations in program impact by baseline quality 

for the percent of children fully immunized by age 1, curative care visits for 

children and tetanus vaccination among pregnant women.  

Among unrewarded services, we see a different pattern of 

heterogeneity  in  P4P’s  impacts  across  areas  with  different  baseline  levels  of  

quality.  For one of the unrewarded prenatal care services studied - iron 

supplementation - improvements are concentrated in the high tier (12.23 

percentage points). Conversely, in the high quality tier there are weakly 

significant reductions (-5.78 percentage points) in the percent of pregnant 

women being informed of potential complications of pregnancy.  The medium 

tier areas show improvements in two unrewarded quality indicators:  blood 

pressure measurement (13.09 percentage points), and urinalysis (6.97 

percentage points). There are no significant improvements in unrewarded 

services in the low quality tier. The median of the coefficients for unrewarded 

services among areas in the low-quality tier is 0.26, compared to 7.72 for the 

medium tier, and 0.87 for the high tier.  Again, improvements are 

concentrated in the medium-tier facilities.  

The impact of P4P on health outcomes does not vary significantly by 

an  area’s  baseline  quality,  with  two  exceptions.  The  incidence  of  reported  

infectious illnesses in children (diarrhea, cough or fever) increased in the low 

and medium-quality areas (10.56 and 17.01 percentage points) and decreased 
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in the top tier (14.74 percentage points). The share of children who were 

exclusively breastfed for at least 6 months increased in the medium tier (4.95 

percentage points).  

7.  Discussion 

We find that Rwanda’s  national  P4P  program  had  mixed  effects  on  

health care quality. The program increased the output of some rewarded 

services, such as institutional deliveries and contraceptive coverage for 

women with the highest need, while others such as tetanus vaccination, 

malaria prophylaxis, the number of prenatal visits, and childhood 

immunizations and curative care visits did not increase. We find no evidence 

that the output of unrewarded services decreased as a result of multitasking – 

indeed, P4P had a positive impact on several unrewarded aspects of prenatal 

care, suggesting positive spillovers possibly due to complementarities in 

production. We find that P4P had no significant impact on any of the health 

outcomes studied. 

  While some services that were highly rewarded increased in response 

to P4P, other services did not respond consistently.  For example, first-time 

family planning visits and completion of childhood immunizations receive the 

same bonus payment of $1.83, but only targeted contraceptive coverage (a 

proxy for family planning visits) increased in response to P4P.  There are 

several  factors  that  might  account  for  the  discrepancy  in  P4P’s  impacts  on  

services with similar bonus payments. First, it is possible that other public 

health initiatives outside of P4P might have influenced these results – indeed, 

the study period coincided with both a national immunization campaign and 

increased HIV/AIDS funding and programming, which is closely related to 

family planning.  The positive coefficients on the POST indicator suggest the 

importance of such longitudinal, secular changes.  To our knowledge, these 
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concurrent initiatives did not coincide with the roll-out of P4P – still, they 

might have indirectly influenced provider responses to P4P. For instance, 

increased HIV/AIDS programming might have sensitized patients and 

providers to the importance of contraceptive methods that prevent HIV 

transmission, creating a positive interaction with P4P. Conversely, in the case 

of childhood immunizations providers might have felt that there was little 

that they could contribute to immunization efforts above and beyond a 

national  campaign,  or  the  campaign’s  overall  effects  might  have  obscured  

additional but minor improvements by providers.  

 Second, providers respond to the net rewards, i.e. incentives net of 

costs, and it is possible that different services have varying and increasing 

marginal costs.  For example, the completion of childhood immunizations 

may require more provider and parent effort than first-time family planning 

visits, since the former requires repeated interactions.   We would therefore 

expect to see larger improvements in contraceptive coverage for the same 

bonus payment.   The findings for general versus targeted contraceptive 

coverage are also consistent with this mechanism: it may be less costly to 

increase service provision for patients with higher demand (e.g., women 

wanting to limit or space births) than for the average patient.  This finding 

also highlights the need to consider demand-side factors when designing P4P 

programs, and the potential for implementing concurrent demand-side 

interventions that can lower the marginal costs to providers.  Indeed, for most 

of the quality measures studied, we found a significant, positive association 

between individual insurance coverage and the receipt of care, raising the 

question of how demand-side policies such as insurance expansions might 

interact with supply-side initiatives such as P4P.  

 Finally, recall that HIV/AIDS services actually received the highest 

rewards  under  Rwanda’s  P4P  scheme,  and  that  family  planning  services  are  
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likely to be jointly produced with HIV/AIDS services given the common 

emphasis on safe sexual practices – indeed,  Rwanda’s  P4P  scheme  pays  

facilities $2.68 for every HIV-positive woman using a modern contraceptive 

method. This evidence is consistent with the prediction that services that are 

jointly produced with highly rewarded services may increase in response to 

P4P; the increase in contraceptive coverage could be driven in part by such 

commonalities in production.    

 One factor that could have contributed to increases in less generously 

rewarded prenatal care services is the quality multiplier M: even though the 

explicit bonus payments for prenatal care are small, these services comprise a 

large  share  of  the  quality  multiplier  in  Rwanda’s  program.    This  may  mitigate  

multitasking between more generously rewarded health care services such as 

institutional deliveries and less generously rewarded prenatal care services 

such as tetanus vaccination and malaria prophylaxis. 

 While we observe no statistically significant impacts on our three 

prenatal measures, we can speculate about the large effect sizes for tetanus 

vaccinations relative to malaria prophylaxis and the antenatal care visits.  

Although the latter two services receive broadly Malaria prophylaxis, 

however, receives the same similar rewards as tetanus vaccination and is are 

also a component of prenatal care and hence the quality multiplier M, but we 

observe a smaller no significant increase improvements in these services. in 

this service. For malaria prophylaxis, one possible explanation for this 

discrepancy arises from the phrasing of the DHS questionnaire – the 

questionnaire  asks  whether  women  “took”  any  antimalarial  drugs  during 

pregnancy, not whether they were given any antimalarial drugs. There may 

have been an increase in the dispensation of antimalarials to pregnant women 

as a result of P4P, but if women chose not to take these drugs (for example 

due to unpleasant side effects) then this increase would not be reflected in our 
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results. Whereas providers have control over whether a pregnant patient 

receives a tetanus vaccine because they directly administer the injection, 

providers have far less control over whether patients will follow-through with 

an ongoing therapy that must be self-administered, such as antimalarials, or 

comply with the recommended schedule of antenatal care visits. This 

highlights one of the reasons why P4P initiatives, even where they are 

successful in improving the quality of care, often do not improve health 

outcomes: rewarded activities may contribute only weakly to actual health 

improvements, especially when providers have limited control over whether 

patients follow-through with therapy or recommendations.  In addition to 

accounting for patient demand, supply-side interventions also need to 

consider adherence and patient behavior. 

 The significance of prenatal care in the quality multiplier might also 

explain the increases in several unrewarded prenatal care services, i.e. iron 

supplementation and urinalysis. Another explanation for the increase in only 

a few of the prenatal services could be the pre-roll-out levels of services. At 

baseline iron supplementation and urinalysis were provided for only 29.55% 

and 8.57% of pregnant women, respectively, so for both measures there was 

significant scope for improvement. In contrast, receipt of prenatal care by a 

trained provider and the likelihood of being weighed in pregnancy were both 

very high at baseline (i.e. 95%), so ceiling effects likely prevented any further 

significant improvements. Also, 74% of pregnant women reported that their 

blood pressure was measured at baseline – while this is low enough that 

ceiling effects should not hinder improvements, it is high enough that further 

improvements might not have increased the value of the quality multiplier 

and therefore might not have been worth the additional effort. At baseline, 

only 37.4% of pregnant women had their blood drawn and only 5.83% were 

told the possible complications of pregnancy, so it is unclear why these 

services did not significantly improve when iron supplementation and 
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urinalysis did. Nonetheless, these findings suggest that the quality multiplier 

might play a role in encouraging improvements in certain prenatal care 

services that are not explicitly rewarded.  

 The modest impacts of P4P on rewarded and unrewarded aspects of 

healthcare quality may explain why we fail to find any significant impacts of 

P4P on the health outcomes in our data. Moreover, if rewarded activities 

contribute only weakly to actual health improvements, then even where we 

observe improvements in health care quality, improvements in outcomes may 

not follow automatically.  

 The response to P4P likely varies across areas with different levels of 

baseline quality due to differences they face in the marginal costs of health 

service production, the value of the quality multiplier M, or other endogenous 

factors that contribute to underlying variations in the quality of care such as 

personnel motivation and infrastructure.  These underlying factors might help 

explain why we find that EAs in the middle quality tier achieve improvements 

across a larger number of measures than EAs in the high or low tiers.  

 The only significant impacts of P4P that we observe in high quality tier 

areas are for institutional deliveries and iron supplementation in pregnancy.  

There are several possible explanations for why these higher-performing 

areas did not experience improvements in other rewarded or unrewarded 

services. First, there may be an increasing marginal cost of quality 

improvement. Facilities with higher performance at baseline might need to 

attract new patients, rather than changing clinical activities for existing 

patients, which could be associated with high marginal costs. Related, if 

higher quality facilities are closer to their production possibility frontier 

(determined by infrastructural or resource capacity), further increases in 

service provision could be very costly, or may require lumpy and significant 
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investments.  Although utilization rates of basic services, such as prenatal 

care and deliveries, are low even in high-performing areas, these ceiling 

effects could be caused by shortages in human resources or basic 

infrastructure and facilities. 

 The weak response of higher quality EAs to P4P may also reflect 

multitasking.  Higher-performing facilities have the strongest incentive to 

increase the output of more generously rewarded services – under  Rwanda’s  

P4P scheme, the most generously rewarded services are HIV/AIDS services, 

so higher-performing areas may have focused on these measures (which the 

DHS does not contain) at the expense of the less generously rewarded 

measures in our data.  The weak response to P4P among the bottom quality 

tier EAs could be driven by the low effective level of incentives, as a result of 

the low values of the quality multiplier M.  

 Rwanda’s  national  P4P  program  therefore  appears  to  have  contributed  

to improvements in health care quality, particularly in the areas of 

institutional deliveries, contraceptive coverage and prenatal care. Our 

findings  point  to  several  areas  in  which  Rwanda’s  P4P  program  might  be  

strengthened, with lessons for other provider payment schemes. Analytically, 

rewarding health care services that are jointly produced with other desirable 

services may achieve broader improvements. Rewarding only a subset of 

services that are jointly produced is also more cost-effective than rewarding 

each of these services individually, because improvements may be achieved 

through positive production spillovers with no need for additional financial 

incentives. Second, the use of a quality multiplier or scaling factor based on 

broader measures can potentially mitigate multitasking concerns. Third, P4P 

programs should consider demand-side factors.  
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 Finally,  our  findings  suggest  that  in  Rwanda’s  case  either  a  modified  

payment formula or other complementary approaches are needed to 

encourage higher-performing facilities to increase the output of rewarded 

services. In the current setting, providers that were high-performing at 

baseline reaped substantial rewards after P4P was rolled-out, without needing 

to engage in any improvement activities, thereby reducing the cost-

effectiveness of the program. The appropriate policy response will depend on 

the reason why high-performers are stagnant. If infrastructural and human 

resource constraints are preventing further quality improvements, then 

physical expansions of the facility or investment in training additional 

personnel may suffice. If the marginal cost of quality improvement is 

increasing (e.g. if the marginal patient is more costly to recruit), then 

providers may respond to larger rewards. However, any effort to offer 

incremental performance rewards requires an understanding of the 

underlying production function and cost structures, which remains especially 

challenging in health care and even more so in developing country. 
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Figure 1: Estimated treatment e�ects for rewarded services, unrewarded services and outcomes
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Coe�cients for post*treat with 95% CIs based on a t(G-2) distribution. Positive estimates represent improve-
ment for services in the top and middle panel. Vision problems can be a symptom of pre-eclampsis/gestational
diabetes. Night blindness is a specific symptom of vitamin A deficiency.
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Table 1: Summary statistics for pre-intervention period

N Mean Control Mean Treat p-value
Outcomes (binary)
Rewarded services
Delivery in facility 4,914 0.30 0.29 0.64
Tetanus vaccination 2,723 0.27 0.24 0.22
Malaria prophylaxis 2,749 0.13 0.13 0.95
Four prenatal visits 2,748 0.13 0.15 0.42
Child fully immunized 3,988 0.47 0.41 0.40
Child infection treated 1,108 0.13 0.17 0.19
Modern contraceptive method 1,814 0.10 0.08 0.33
Modern method condit. on need 684 0.01 0.02 0.70
Modern method requiring resupply 1,814 0.08 0.06 0.12
Unrewarded services
Trained prenatal provider 2,755 0.96 0.94 0.19
Weighed (prenatal care) 2,628 0.94 0.95 0.47
Blood pressure taken (prenatal care) 2,627 0.76 0.73 0.41
Blood drawn (prenatal care) 2,626 0.40 0.36 0.49
Iron suppl. (prenatal care) 2,728 0.34 0.27 0.22
Urinalysis (prenatal care) 2,613 0.08 0.09 0.49
Told of possible complic. (prenatal care) 2,624 0.06 0.06 0.98
Child vitamin A suppl. 1,965 0.85 0.85 1.00
Outcomes
Breastfed at least 6 months 4,496 0.90 0.89 0.79
Any vision problems in last pregnancy 2,739 0.14 0.12 0.56
Night vision problems in last pregnancy 2,739 0.04 0.02 0.13
Maternal anemia in current pregnancy 198 0.20 0.22 0.83
Child anemia 1,268 0.53 0.50 0.64
Child infection in past 2wks 2,577 0.43 0.43 0.95

Covariates
Mother’s age 4,914 31.23 31.20 0.91
Mother’s education 4,914 3.57 3.46 0.65
Hhold size 4,914 5.69 5.62 0.52
N children Æ 5 years 4,914 1.87 1.85 0.70
N births 4,914 4.32 4.47 0.30
Wealth Quintile 4,914 1.91 1.73 0.30
Married/cohabitating 4,914 0.88 0.87 0.52
Insured 4,914 0.53 0.57 0.56
EA baseline quality Q: 1(low) to 3(high) 153 2.00 1.99 0.94

See Appendix for details on sample definitions and variable constructions. Vision problems are
symptomatic of pre-eclampsis/gestational diabetes. Night blindness is a specific symptom of vitamin
A deficiency. Covariate values based on estimation sample for facility deliveries. p-values clustered
on district level based on t-distribution with G-2 d.f.
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Table 2: E�ect of P4P on rewarded services (percentage point changes)

Prenatal Care Child health Modern contraception
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Delivery
in facility

Tetanus
vaccina-

tion

Malaria
prophy-

laxis

Four
prenatal

visits

Child
fully im-
munized

Child
infection
treated

Use of
modern
method

Modern
method
condit.
on need

Method
requiring
resupply

Incentive in USD 4.59 0.46 0.46 0.37 1.83 0.18 1.83 1.83 0.18
Pre-period mean (%) 29.43 25.27 13.24 14.30 43.63 15.43 8.88 1.61 6.84

A. Average e�ect (results for covariates omitted)
Treat*Post 10.63*** 7.10 4.40 -3.98 3.75 -5.76 1.03 3.94* 1.64

(3.36) (5.22) (5.16) (3.46) (6.45) (4.65) (2.68) (2.06) (1.96)
Post -1.52 -1.16 -1.32 5.63 8.50 -1.23 16.27*** 1.83 14.72***

(3.84) (4.54) (4.73) (4.00) (5.45) (6.51) (1.98) (1.33) (1.42)

B. E�ect by baseline quality Q
Treat*Post Q-low 8.12 0.95 1.05 -7.67* -2.09 -7.17 0.87 8.85** -2.45

(5.10) (5.17) (8.85) (4.12) (8.32) (6.38) (4.30) (3.56) (4.39)
Treat*Post Q-medium 7.54 12.05 11.58** -6.28 4.30 -0.08 5.90* 5.18* 10.16***

(4.45) (9.31) (5.47) (6.22) (7.36) (6.55) (3.32) (2.89) (2.89)
Treat*Post Q-high 13.30** 9.36 -2.00 -0.68 5.73 -10.85 -2.79 -0.97 -1.66

(5.56) (6.47) (7.22) (5.05) (11.36) (8.76) (3.80) (3.69) (3.56)
Post Q-low -1.65 7.48 -3.37 5.12 10.74* 2.26 17.60*** -1.32 17.77***

(4.49) (4.61) (8.05) (4.77) (6.05) (7.25) (2.30) (2.21) (2.74)
Post Q-medium 5.44 -5.13 -1.82 11.83** 14.77** -3.86 10.67*** -0.37 7.36***

(4.92) (8.46) (3.93) (5.58) (5.46) (5.85) (2.54) (0.66) (2.22)
Post Q-high -6.53 -6.82 1.56 1.87 1.42 -1.84 19.56*** 6.49*** 17.80***

(4.63) (4.74) (5.46) (4.33) (10.17) (9.96) (2.32) (2.13) (2.66)
Mother’s age -0.10 -0.58*** 0.08 0.35* 0.31 -0.11 -0.55*** -0.05 -0.58***

(0.15) (0.18) (0.16) (0.17) (0.23) (0.20) (0.13) (0.11) (0.13)
Mother’s education 1.55*** -0.27 0.69** 0.08 0.42 0.46 1.20*** 0.61*** 0.69***

(0.18) (0.22) (0.29) (0.28) (0.30) (0.50) (0.18) (0.21) (0.20)
Wealth Quintile 2.56*** 1.19* 0.19 1.02* 0.75 1.40 1.79*** 0.33 1.57***

(0.54) (0.65) (0.68) (0.52) (0.51) (0.85) (0.56) (0.49) (0.49)
Insured 7.77*** 2.22 1.73 2.66** 3.69** 10.43*** 1.77 1.34 1.39

(1.17) (1.55) (1.63) (1.26) (1.41) (1.46) (1.30) (1.23) (1.08)
Additional covars Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Birth year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
Area FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N† 6,144 3,945 3,978 3,983 4,588 2,276 3,709 1,173 3,709
R2 (quartile models) 0.17 0.10 0.26 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.11 0.06 0.09

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 OLS models, standard errors clustered within districts. Scaled by 100 for exposition. Panel B uses same
models as panel A, replacing treat and post*treat with quartile interactions. † Details on varying reference population and covariate sets in
Data section and Appendix. Samples in cols 7-9 restricted to married/cohabitating women. Models on child health also control for child’s
age and gender. Child infection treated at government facility.
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Table 3: E�ect of P4P on unrewarded services (percentage point changes)

Prenatal Care
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Trained
prenatal
provider

Weighed
Blood

pressure
taken

Blood
drawn

Iron
suppl. Urinalysis

Told of
possible

complica-
tions

Child
vitamin
A suppl.

Incentive in USD 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Pre-period mean (%) 95.03 94.60 74.08 37.40 29.55 8.57 5.83 85.14

A. Average e�ect (results for covariates omitted)
Treat*Post 0.05 -1.95 5.49 5.82 7.86** 4.92** 0.57 2.87

(1.63) (1.88) (4.67) (5.65) (3.21) (2.11) (2.34) (5.44)
Post -1.67 5.05** 1.37 -3.00 -0.27 -1.82 0.47 -2.34

(1.40) (1.87) (4.35) (4.62) (4.29) (2.82) (3.02) (5.84)

B. E�ect by baseline quality Q
Treat*Post Q-low -2.41 -3.78 1.79 0.65 -0.14 3.57 3.29 -2.12

(2.24) (3.88) (8.03) (9.79) (6.39) (3.31) (3.77) (9.11)
Treat*Post Q-medium 0.82 0.13 13.09** 8.46 12.63 6.97** 3.53 10.14

(2.13) (1.89) (5.56) (8.20) (8.04) (3.14) (3.99) (7.15)
Treat*Post Q-high 1.38 -1.27 0.26 9.59 12.23* 4.48 -5.78* 0.37

(1.90) (2.24) (5.23) (6.58) (6.87) (4.59) (2.81) (7.95)
Post Q-low -0.89 8.72*** 9.93* 3.32 7.57 -2.70 1.33 -1.69

(1.57) (2.59) (5.69) (7.50) (6.51) (2.86) (4.22) (8.07)
Post Q-medium -1.18 2.72 -0.75 -5.66 -4.00 -3.45 -0.68 -4.80

(1.64) (2.01) (5.40) (6.91) (6.59) (2.92) (3.68) (6.88)
Post Q-high -2.74 3.02 -5.36 -7.47 -5.24 0.27 0.56 -0.53

(1.60) (1.94) (3.40) (5.57) (5.90) (3.71) (2.60) (7.39)
Mother’s age -0.16* 0.20* 0.46** 0.21 0.35 0.21 0.01 0.01

(0.09) (0.10) (0.19) (0.18) (0.21) (0.14) (0.08) (0.15)
Mother’s education 0.19 0.26*** 0.85*** -0.21 0.41** 0.47* 0.29** 0.10

(0.17) (0.08) (0.25) (0.30) (0.19) (0.24) (0.13) (0.26)
Wealth Quintile 0.46 0.29 1.89** 0.90 1.86*** 0.76 -0.04 0.77

(0.30) (0.34) (0.75) (0.91) (0.58) (0.52) (0.24) (0.68)
Insured 1.24* 0.39 1.61 2.80* 1.41 0.67 -0.65 3.38**

(0.67) (0.63) (1.58) (1.42) (1.62) (1.11) (0.95) (1.57)
Additional covars Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Birth year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Area FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N† 3,995 3,830 3,829 3,827 3,959 3,803 3,823 3,856
R2 (quartile models) 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.21 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.01

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 OLS models, standard errors clustered within districts. Scaled by 100 for exposition. Panel B
uses same models as panel A, replacing treat and post*treat with quartile interactions. † Details on varying reference population
and covariate sets in Data section and Appendix. Models on child’s vitamin A also control for child’s age and gender.
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Table 4: E�ect of P4P on outcomes (percentage point changes)

Adverse events
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Breastfed
at least 6
months

Any
vision

problems
in last
preg-
nancy

Night
vision

problems
in last
preg-
nancy

Maternal
anemia

in
current
preg-
nancy

Child
anemia

Child
infection
in past
2wks

Incentive in USD
Pre-period mean (%) 89.59 12.67 2.92 21.21 51.26 43.00

A. Average e�ect (results for covariates omitted)
Treat*Post 1.04 1.04 1.13 8.11 3.34 4.47

(1.49) (3.71) (1.53) (16.16) (7.49) (6.19)
Post 1.72 -1.87 -1.95 -7.32 -28.55*** -17.77***

(1.96) (2.72) (1.71) (13.66) (5.46) (5.40)

B. E�ect by baseline quality Q
Treat*Post Q-low -0.21 -1.71 1.26 25.75 8.30 10.56**

(2.38) (4.69) (2.18) (15.04) (12.71) (4.02)
Treat*Post Q-medium 4.95* 5.50 0.41 -18.78 3.23 17.01*

(2.72) (4.07) (2.36) (27.68) (8.03) (8.25)
Treat*Post Q-high -2.22 1.00 2.97 -4.42 -1.87 -14.74

(4.23) (4.20) (2.45) (10.35) (9.01) (11.36)
Post Q-low 1.93 3.21 -0.73 -18.48 -39.02*** -21.72***

(2.19) (2.42) (1.60) (13.89) (8.09) (2.09)
Post Q-medium 0.37 -6.97** -3.30 14.19 -24.14*** -25.30***

(3.21) (3.26) (2.49) (25.33) (7.39) (7.63)
Post Q-high 2.68 -3.23 -2.31 2.49 -23.07*** -7.48

(3.06) (3.21) (2.26) (5.57) (6.61) (9.10)
Mother’s age 0.06 0.13 0.07 1.64*** -0.44** 0.04

(0.09) (0.14) (0.08) (0.54) (0.21) (0.18)
Mother’s education 0.02 0.11 -0.10 0.23 -0.02 -0.36

(0.16) (0.26) (0.12) (1.27) (0.21) (0.24)
Wealth Quintile 0.05 -0.03 -0.13 -0.01 -0.90* -0.60

(0.22) (0.36) (0.18) (2.13) (0.45) (0.91)
Insured -1.56 0.15 0.88 1.35 -5.64** 0.89

(1.01) (1.52) (0.71) (4.31) (1.95) (1.65)
Additional covars Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Birth year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Area FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N† 5,430 3,972 3,972 492 3,734 5,175
R2 (quartile models) 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.03

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 OLS models, standard errors clustered within districts. Scaled by
100 for exposition. Panel B uses same models as panel A, replacing treat and post*treat with quartile
interactions. † Details on varying reference population and covariate sets in Data section and Appendix.
Models on child’s anemia and infection also control for child’s age and gender.
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A Paper Appendix
A.1 Treatment assignment
In Phase 1 of the national P4P experimental roll-out, between June and October 2006, the 19 districts that had not
previously participated in a P4P pilot were organized into 8 groups. Districts in each group had similar rainfall and
population density, and their inhabitants had similar sources of livelihoods. Half the districts in each group were
randomly assigned to treatment and the remaining half to control status, resulting in 10 treatment and 9 control
districts. Prior to the roll-out of P4P, the government of Rwanda implemented a decentralization initiative that
involved redrawing district boundaries. Consequently, 2 control districts were combined with Phase 0 districts that
had existing P4P pilots and were thus reassigned to treatment status, resulting in 12 treatment districts and 7 control
districts in Phase 1. Further details are described in Basinga et al. (2011).

A.2 Combining the DHS waves
Since the two DHS waves are collected in the same EAs, the respondents may overlap in the two surveys, so that
births before the earlier wave may be double-counted. We identified households within an EA that are potentially
interviewed in both waves by using the respondent’s birthdate, and her children’s birthdates, sex and twin status (for
children born before January 2005, before the first wave). We conservatively assume that all respondents who cannot
be uniquely identified across waves may be duplicates. We delete from the 2005 estimation sample the less than 1
percent of mothers and children who may have been re-interviewed in the 2007 wave.
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Table A.1: Rewarded indicators and components of quality multiplier M

Rewarded output and quality indicators Payment/unit Available
(US $) in DHS

Primary Care
Emergency referrals during curative treatment 1.83
Curative care visits 0.18 Y

Family Planning
First-time family planning visits 1.83 Y†

1-month contraceptive resupply 0.18 Y†

Maternal Health
Deliveries in the facility 4.59 Y
Emergency transfers to hospital for obstetric care during delivery 4.59
At-risk pregnancies referred to hospital for delivery during prenatal care 1.83
Women who received 2nd dose of malaria prophylaxis during prenatal care 0.46 Y
Women who received appropriate tetanus vaccination during prenatal care 0.46 Y
Women who completed 4 prenatal care visits 0.37 Y
First prenatal care visits 0.09

Child Health
Malnourished children referred for treatment during preventive care visit 1.83
Children who completed vaccination on time 1.83 Y
Child (0-59 months) preventive care visits 0.18

HIV/AIDS
PMTCT: exposed children tested 8.93
New pediatric clients put on ARVs 6.70
Prevention of mother-to-child-transmission (PMTCT): partner tested 4.58
PMTCT: women under treatment with ARVs during labor 4.58
New adult clients put on ARVs 4.58
HIV+ clients tested for CD4 count 4.58
HIV+ women who use modern method of family planning 2.68
HIV+ clients tested for TB 2.68
Voluntary counseling and testing 0.89
HIV+ clients treated with cotrimoxazole each month 0.44

Components of the quality multiplier M Weight in multiplier Share of structural factors
(rather than process factors)

Curative Care 0.170 0.23
Delivery 0.130 0.40
Prenatal care 0.126 0.12
Family Planning 0.114 0.22
HIV Services 0.090 1.00
Immunization 0.070 0.40
Pharmacy Management 0.060 1.00
General Administration 0.052 1.00
Financial Management 0.050 1.00
Preventive Care 0.052 0.15
Laboratory Services 0.030 1.00
Cleanliness 0.028 1.00
TB Services 0.028 0.28

† First-time family planning visit includes prescription of modern contraceptive method, medical history and physical exam;
DHS records “current use of modern method” which is used as proxy here. Contraceptive resupply measured as current use
of a modern method requiring regular resupplies.
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B Online Appendix

Table B.1: E�ect of P4P on rewarded services (percentage point changes)

Prenatal Care Child health Modern contraception
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Delivery
in facility

Tetanus
vaccina-

tion

Malaria
prophy-

laxis

Four
prenatal

visits

Child
fully im-
munized

Child
infection
treated

Use of
modern
method

Modern
method
condit.
on need

Method
requiring
resupply

A. Average e�ect
Treat*Post 10.63*** 7.10 4.40 -3.98 3.75 -5.76 1.03 3.94* 1.64

(3.36) (5.22) (5.16) (3.46) (6.45) (4.65) (2.68) (2.06) (1.96)
Post -1.52 -1.16 -1.32 5.63 8.50 -1.23 16.27*** 1.83 14.72***

(3.84) (4.54) (4.73) (4.00) (5.45) (6.51) (1.98) (1.33) (1.42)
Mother’s age -0.10 -0.59*** 0.09 0.35* 0.30 -0.12 -0.55*** -0.05 -0.58***

(0.15) (0.18) (0.16) (0.17) (0.23) (0.20) (0.13) (0.10) (0.13)
Mother’s education 1.55*** -0.27 0.69** 0.08 0.43 0.45 1.20*** 0.62** 0.70***

(0.18) (0.22) (0.28) (0.28) (0.30) (0.49) (0.18) (0.21) (0.20)
Hhold size 1.04** -0.97* 0.02 0.49 0.13 -0.46 1.47*** -0.65* 1.06**

(0.47) (0.53) (0.37) (0.48) (0.48) (0.79) (0.49) (0.31) (0.38)
N children Æ 5 years -3.44*** -2.42** -2.02 -1.47 0.22 -0.22 1.92** 2.85*** 1.64**

(1.17) (0.88) (1.37) (0.99) (1.31) (1.35) (0.67) (0.91) (0.68)
N births -3.01*** -3.52*** -0.13 -1.58** -1.13* 0.74 1.21*** 0.45 1.35***

(0.58) (0.67) (0.52) (0.57) (0.60) (0.94) (0.40) (0.38) (0.42)
Wealth Quintile 2.51*** 1.23* 0.09 0.96* 0.73 1.37 1.81*** 0.36 1.58***

(0.53) (0.65) (0.66) (0.52) (0.51) (0.86) (0.57) (0.48) (0.50)
Married/cohabitating 4.40** -2.77 0.01 3.76** 8.20*** -2.36

(1.84) (1.91) (2.32) (1.63) (2.47) (1.93)
Insured 7.84*** 2.28 1.87 2.70** 3.74** 10.51*** 1.66 1.32 1.37

(1.17) (1.53) (1.69) (1.26) (1.40) (1.49) (1.28) (1.25) (1.03)

Child’s age -9.01*** -1.94
(0.72) (1.97)

Male child 0.26 0.34
(1.18) (1.62)

o.Married/cohabitating 0.00 0.00 0.00
(.) (.) (.)

Birth year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N† 6,144 3,945 3,978 3,983 4,588 2,276 3,709 1,173 3,709
R2 0.17 0.11 0.26 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.10 0.05 0.08
Pre-period mean (%) 29.43 25.27 13.24 14.30 43.63 15.43 8.88 1.61 6.84
Incentive in USD 4.59 0.46 0.46 0.37 1.83 0.18 1.83 1.83 0.18

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 OLS models, standard errors clustered within districts. Scaled by 100 for exposition. † Details on varying
reference population and covariate sets in Data section and Appendix. Samples in cols 7-9 restricted to married/cohabitating women. Models
on child health also control for child’s age and gender. Child infection treated at government facility.
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Table B.2: E�ect of P4P on rewarded services (percentage point changes)

Prenatal Care Child health Modern contraception
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Delivery
in facility

Tetanus
vaccina-

tion

Malaria
prophy-

laxis

Four
prenatal

visits

Child
fully im-
munized

Child
infection
treated

Use of
modern
method

Modern
method
condit.
on need

Method
requiring
resupply

B. E�ect by baseline quality Q (results for covariates omitted)
Treat*Post Q-low 8.12 0.95 1.05 -7.67* -2.09 -7.17 0.87 8.85** -2.45

(5.10) (5.17) (8.85) (4.12) (8.32) (6.38) (4.30) (3.56) (4.39)
Treat*Post Q-medium 7.54 12.05 11.58** -6.28 4.30 -0.08 5.90* 5.18* 10.16***

(4.45) (9.31) (5.47) (6.22) (7.36) (6.55) (3.32) (2.89) (2.89)
Treat*Post Q-high 13.30** 9.36 -2.00 -0.68 5.73 -10.85 -2.79 -0.97 -1.66

(5.56) (6.47) (7.22) (5.05) (11.36) (8.76) (3.80) (3.69) (3.56)
Post Q-low -1.65 7.48 -3.37 5.12 10.74* 2.26 17.60*** -1.32 17.77***

(4.49) (4.61) (8.05) (4.77) (6.05) (7.25) (2.30) (2.21) (2.74)
Post Q-medium 5.44 -5.13 -1.82 11.83** 14.77** -3.86 10.67*** -0.37 7.36***

(4.92) (8.46) (3.93) (5.58) (5.46) (5.85) (2.54) (0.66) (2.22)
Post Q-high -6.53 -6.82 1.56 1.87 1.42 -1.84 19.56*** 6.49*** 17.80***

(4.63) (4.74) (5.46) (4.33) (10.17) (9.96) (2.32) (2.13) (2.66)
Mother’s age -0.10 -0.58*** 0.08 0.35* 0.31 -0.11 -0.55*** -0.05 -0.58***

(0.15) (0.18) (0.16) (0.17) (0.23) (0.20) (0.13) (0.11) (0.13)
Mother’s education 1.55*** -0.27 0.69** 0.08 0.42 0.46 1.20*** 0.61*** 0.69***

(0.18) (0.22) (0.29) (0.28) (0.30) (0.50) (0.18) (0.21) (0.20)
Hhold size 1.03** -0.99* 0.02 0.49 0.12 -0.45 1.46*** -0.66** 1.06**

(0.46) (0.54) (0.38) (0.48) (0.49) (0.79) (0.49) (0.31) (0.38)
N children Æ 5 years -3.44*** -2.35** -1.98 -1.46 0.23 -0.30 1.92** 2.84*** 1.65**

(1.17) (0.88) (1.36) (0.98) (1.31) (1.33) (0.67) (0.91) (0.68)
N births -3.01*** -3.54*** -0.09 -1.59** -1.12* 0.72 1.23*** 0.44 1.37***

(0.59) (0.66) (0.52) (0.58) (0.59) (0.93) (0.40) (0.39) (0.41)
Wealth Quintile 2.56*** 1.19* 0.19 1.02* 0.75 1.40 1.79*** 0.33 1.57***

(0.54) (0.65) (0.68) (0.52) (0.51) (0.85) (0.56) (0.49) (0.49)
Married/cohabitating 4.51** -2.94 0.17 3.93** 8.19*** -2.37

(1.82) (1.94) (2.33) (1.63) (2.44) (2.01)
Insured 7.77*** 2.22 1.73 2.66** 3.69** 10.43*** 1.77 1.34 1.39

(1.17) (1.55) (1.63) (1.26) (1.41) (1.46) (1.30) (1.23) (1.08)

Child’s age -9.04*** -2.00
(0.72) (2.05)

Male child 0.19 0.35
(1.18) (1.62)

o.Married/cohabitating 0.00 0.00 0.00
(.) (.) (.)

Birth year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N† 6,144 3,945 3,978 3,983 4,588 2,276 3,709 1,173 3,709
R2 0.17 0.10 0.26 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.11 0.06 0.09

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 OLS models, standard errors clustered within districts. Scaled by 100 for exposition. † Details on varying
reference population and covariate sets in Data section and Appendix. Samples in cols 7-9 restricted to married/cohabitating women. Models
on child health also control for child’s age and gender. Child infection treated at government facility.
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Table B.3: E�ect of P4P on unrewarded services (percentage point changes)

Prenatal Care
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Trained
prenatal
provider

Weighed
Blood

pressure
taken

Blood
drawn

Iron
suppl. Urinalysis

Told of
possible

complica-
tions

Child
vitamin
A suppl.

A. Average e�ect
Treat*Post 0.05 -1.95 5.49 5.82 7.86** 4.92** 0.57 2.87

(1.63) (1.88) (4.67) (5.65) (3.21) (2.11) (2.34) (5.44)
Post -1.67 5.05** 1.37 -3.00 -0.27 -1.82 0.47 -2.34

(1.40) (1.87) (4.35) (4.62) (4.29) (2.82) (3.02) (5.84)
Mother’s age -0.16* 0.20* 0.45** 0.21 0.35 0.21 0.01 0.01

(0.09) (0.10) (0.19) (0.18) (0.21) (0.14) (0.08) (0.15)
Mother’s education 0.19 0.26*** 0.86*** -0.22 0.41** 0.47* 0.30** 0.09

(0.17) (0.08) (0.25) (0.29) (0.19) (0.24) (0.14) (0.26)
Hhold size 0.21 0.17 0.34 0.57 -0.59 0.64 -0.08 -0.13

(0.25) (0.21) (0.47) (0.46) (0.67) (0.47) (0.22) (0.68)
N children Æ 5 years -0.27 -1.49** -2.11* -3.53*** -2.10 -3.19*** -0.77 0.41

(0.42) (0.56) (1.12) (0.97) (1.30) (0.64) (0.72) (1.13)
N births -0.08 -0.37 -0.59 -0.82 0.10 -0.63 0.73** -0.02

(0.27) (0.30) (0.53) (0.61) (0.46) (0.45) (0.31) (0.43)
Wealth Quintile 0.45 0.31 1.84** 0.94 1.90*** 0.77 -0.07 0.72

(0.30) (0.34) (0.78) (0.91) (0.61) (0.53) (0.25) (0.69)
Married/cohabitating 3.69*** -0.33 0.72 -1.43 -0.87 -2.14 0.53 -0.13

(1.26) (0.87) (2.27) (2.16) (2.16) (1.72) (1.08) (1.87)
Insured 1.25* 0.41 1.85 2.83* 1.44 0.65 -0.55 3.50**

(0.68) (0.64) (1.64) (1.41) (1.68) (1.13) (0.93) (1.63)

Child’s age -0.40
(1.41)

Male child 2.37**
(1.07)

Birth year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N† 3,995 3,830 3,829 3,827 3,959 3,803 3,823 3,856
R2 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.21 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.01
Pre-period mean (%) 95.03 94.60 74.08 37.40 29.55 8.57 5.83 85.14
Incentive in USD 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 OLS models, standard errors clustered within districts. Scaled by 100 for exposition. † Details
on varying reference population and covariate sets in Data section and Appendix. Models on child’s vitamin A also control for
child’s age and gender.
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Table B.4: E�ect of P4P on unrewarded services (percentage point changes)

Prenatal Care
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Trained
prenatal
provider

Weighed
Blood

pressure
taken

Blood
drawn

Iron
suppl. Urinalysis

Told of
possible

complica-
tions

Child
vitamin
A suppl.

B. E�ect by baseline quality Q (results for covariates omitted)
Treat*Post Q-low -2.41 -3.78 1.79 0.65 -0.14 3.57 3.29 -2.12

(2.24) (3.88) (8.03) (9.79) (6.39) (3.31) (3.77) (9.11)
Treat*Post Q-medium 0.82 0.13 13.09** 8.46 12.63 6.97** 3.53 10.14

(2.13) (1.89) (5.56) (8.20) (8.04) (3.14) (3.99) (7.15)
Treat*Post Q-high 1.38 -1.27 0.26 9.59 12.23* 4.48 -5.78* 0.37

(1.90) (2.24) (5.23) (6.58) (6.87) (4.59) (2.81) (7.95)
Post Q-low -0.89 8.72*** 9.93* 3.32 7.57 -2.70 1.33 -1.69

(1.57) (2.59) (5.69) (7.50) (6.51) (2.86) (4.22) (8.07)
Post Q-medium -1.18 2.72 -0.75 -5.66 -4.00 -3.45 -0.68 -4.80

(1.64) (2.01) (5.40) (6.91) (6.59) (2.92) (3.68) (6.88)
Post Q-high -2.74 3.02 -5.36 -7.47 -5.24 0.27 0.56 -0.53

(1.60) (1.94) (3.40) (5.57) (5.90) (3.71) (2.60) (7.39)
Mother’s age -0.16* 0.20* 0.46** 0.21 0.35 0.21 0.01 0.01

(0.09) (0.10) (0.19) (0.18) (0.21) (0.14) (0.08) (0.15)
Mother’s education 0.19 0.26*** 0.85*** -0.21 0.41** 0.47* 0.29** 0.10

(0.17) (0.08) (0.25) (0.30) (0.19) (0.24) (0.13) (0.26)
Hhold size 0.21 0.16 0.30 0.57 -0.60 0.65 -0.10 -0.12

(0.25) (0.21) (0.47) (0.46) (0.67) (0.48) (0.23) (0.69)
N children Æ 5 years -0.25 -1.47** -2.00* -3.48*** -2.04 -3.19*** -0.74 0.48

(0.42) (0.56) (1.13) (0.97) (1.33) (0.62) (0.72) (1.08)
N births -0.08 -0.37 -0.59 -0.83 0.10 -0.62 0.73** -0.02

(0.27) (0.30) (0.53) (0.60) (0.44) (0.45) (0.31) (0.44)
Wealth Quintile 0.46 0.29 1.89** 0.90 1.86*** 0.76 -0.04 0.77

(0.30) (0.34) (0.75) (0.91) (0.58) (0.52) (0.24) (0.68)
Married/cohabitating 3.72*** -0.44 0.61 -1.56 -0.97 -2.11 0.49 -0.19

(1.28) (0.88) (2.42) (2.14) (2.17) (1.73) (1.10) (1.89)
Insured 1.24* 0.39 1.61 2.80* 1.41 0.67 -0.65 3.38**

(0.67) (0.63) (1.58) (1.42) (1.62) (1.11) (0.95) (1.57)

Child’s age -0.42
(1.42)

Male child 2.31**
(1.08)

Birth year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N† 3,995 3,830 3,829 3,827 3,959 3,803 3,823 3,856
R2 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.21 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.01

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 OLS models, standard errors clustered within districts. Scaled by 100 for exposition. † Details
on varying reference population and covariate sets in Data section and Appendix. Models on child’s vitamin A also control for
child’s age and gender.
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Table B.5: E�ect of P4P on outcomes (percentage point changes)

Adverse events
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Breastfed
at least 6
months

Any
vision

problems
in last
preg-
nancy

Night
vision

problems
in last
preg-
nancy

Maternal
anemia

in
current
preg-
nancy

Child
anemia

Child
infection
in past
2wks

A. Average e�ect
Treat*Post 1.04 1.04 1.13 8.11 3.34 4.47

(1.49) (3.71) (1.53) (16.16) (7.49) (6.19)
Post 1.72 -1.87 -1.95 -7.32 -28.55*** -17.77***

(1.96) (2.72) (1.71) (13.66) (5.46) (5.40)
Mother’s age 0.06 0.13 0.07 1.47*** -0.45** 0.04

(0.09) (0.14) (0.08) (0.42) (0.21) (0.18)
Mother’s education 0.02 0.11 -0.10 0.35 -0.05 -0.36

(0.16) (0.27) (0.13) (1.29) (0.21) (0.24)
Hhold size -0.06 0.32 -0.10 -2.86 -0.49 0.35

(0.56) (0.37) (0.23) (2.27) (0.54) (0.61)
N children Æ 5 years 8.60*** -1.11 0.05 6.53* -0.19 -0.94

(0.93) (0.65) (0.38) (3.33) (1.61) (1.64)
N births -0.58 0.15 0.20 -0.87 1.38* -0.87

(0.37) (0.62) (0.28) (1.67) (0.70) (0.64)
Wealth Quintile 0.03 0.01 -0.09 0.03 -1.10** -0.72

(0.23) (0.36) (0.19) (1.94) (0.51) (0.90)
Married/cohabitating 2.58** 0.54 0.60 6.58 -3.21 -2.41

(1.04) (1.35) (0.78) (10.36) (2.16) (2.20)
Insured -1.52 0.17 0.84 0.59 -5.67*** 1.00

(1.02) (1.54) (0.72) (4.50) (1.96) (1.63)

Birth year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N† 5,430 3,972 3,972 492 3,734 5,175
R2 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.03
Pre-period mean (%) 89.59 12.67 2.92 21.21 51.26 43.00
Incentive in USD

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 OLS models, standard errors clustered within districts. Scaled by
100 for exposition. † Details on varying reference population and covariate sets in Data section and
Appendix. Models on child’s anemia and infection also control for child’s age and gender.
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Table B.6: E�ect of P4P on outcomes (percentage point changes)

Adverse events
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Breastfed
at least 6
months

Any
vision

problems
in last
preg-
nancy

Night
vision

problems
in last
preg-
nancy

Maternal
anemia

in
current
preg-
nancy

Child
anemia

Child
infection
in past
2wks

B. E�ect by baseline quality Q (results for covariates omitted)
Treat*Post Q-low -0.21 -1.71 1.26 25.75 8.30 10.56**

(2.38) (4.69) (2.18) (15.04) (12.71) (4.02)
Treat*Post Q-medium 4.95* 5.50 0.41 -18.78 3.23 17.01*

(2.72) (4.07) (2.36) (27.68) (8.03) (8.25)
Treat*Post Q-high -2.22 1.00 2.97 -4.42 -1.87 -14.74

(4.23) (4.20) (2.45) (10.35) (9.01) (11.36)
Post Q-low 1.93 3.21 -0.73 -18.48 -39.02*** -21.72***

(2.19) (2.42) (1.60) (13.89) (8.09) (2.09)
Post Q-medium 0.37 -6.97** -3.30 14.19 -24.14*** -25.30***

(3.21) (3.26) (2.49) (25.33) (7.39) (7.63)
Post Q-high 2.68 -3.23 -2.31 2.49 -23.07*** -7.48

(3.06) (3.21) (2.26) (5.57) (6.61) (9.10)
Mother’s age 0.06 0.13 0.07 1.64*** -0.44** 0.04

(0.09) (0.14) (0.08) (0.54) (0.21) (0.18)
Mother’s education 0.02 0.11 -0.10 0.23 -0.02 -0.36

(0.16) (0.26) (0.12) (1.27) (0.21) (0.24)
Hhold size -0.06 0.31 -0.10 -2.94 -0.44 0.36

(0.56) (0.37) (0.23) (2.34) (0.53) (0.62)
N children Æ 5 years 8.61*** -1.07 0.04 6.92* -0.24 -0.99

(0.93) (0.65) (0.38) (3.36) (1.61) (1.62)
N births -0.57 0.15 0.19 -1.30 1.33* -0.86

(0.37) (0.62) (0.28) (1.89) (0.69) (0.64)
Wealth Quintile 0.05 -0.03 -0.13 -0.01 -0.90* -0.60

(0.22) (0.36) (0.18) (2.13) (0.45) (0.91)
Married/cohabitating 2.61** 0.39 0.53 7.05 -2.96 -2.58

(1.05) (1.35) (0.81) (11.03) (2.12) (2.20)
Insured -1.56 0.15 0.88 1.35 -5.64** 0.89

(1.01) (1.52) (0.71) (4.31) (1.95) (1.65)

Birth year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
District FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N† 5,430 3,972 3,972 492 3,734 5,175
R2 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.07 0.03

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 OLS models, standard errors clustered within districts. Scaled by
100 for exposition. † Details on varying reference population and covariate sets in Data section and
Appendix. Models on child’s anemia and infection also control for child’s age and gender.
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Abstract. I study the consumption smoothing benefit of health insurance in rural Mexico. Major 
illness is one of the largest and least predictable shocks to the economic wellbeing of families, 
inducing both high health care expenditures and loss of labor earnings. In rural areas, households 
smooth consumption via informal insurance mechanisms such as selling assets, drawing from 
savings, and borrowing from friends. However, these coping mechanisms may not provide full 
consumption insurance. In 2004, the Mexican government introduced one of the largest expansions 
of public health insurance in the world. The reform extended HI coverage to the families of all 
informal sector workers and significantly decreased out-of-pocket medical expenditures among 
beneficiaries. I use data from an experimental evaluation of the program to explore the differential 
effect of consumption smoothing over health shocks by HI status. I find that HI offsets illness-
induced declines in consumption by over 50%. There are substantially larger effects for 
Oportunidades households, the particularly vulnerable segment of the population affiliated with the 
conditional cash transfer program, for whom HI offsets illness-induced declines in consumption by 
75%. 
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1. Introduction 

Families in developing countries are exposed to substantial financial risks due to major illness. Poor 

health induces high medical care costs and potential losses in labor income due to declines in labor 

supply and productivity. In rural areas of developing countries, credit markets are often incomplete 

and many individuals lack formal health and disability insurance. Households rely on informal 

insurance mechanisms, such as self-insurance through saving and inclusion in social risk networks, 

to smooth consumption over health shocks. However, these coping mechanisms may not provide 

full consumption insurance.  

Many developing countries are considering social insurance to help insure vulnerable families 

against the economic costs of illness.1 In 2004, the Mexican government introduced one of the 

largest expansions of public health insurance (HI) in the world. The reform extended HI coverage to 

the families of all informal sector workers through the introduction of Seguro Popular en Salud (SP). 

SP is a voluntary option available to the uninsured households who comprised about half of the 

Mexican population at the time of implementation. Previous research finds no significant short-term 

effects on the health care demand and health outcomes of SP beneficiaries.2 However, SP has been 

found to significantly reduce out-of-pocket medical expenditures (OOP).   

My research expands upon these findings by analyzing one of the non-health benefits 

associated with social insurance: consumption smoothing. Coupled with the fact that SP does not 

affect health care demand and health, the decline in OOP implies that SP affects household 

resources directly through the budget constraint in the short-term. If households are fully insured 

against health shocks through informal mechanisms, then social insurance may simply crowd-out 

informal insurance mechanisms. Alternatively, households may not be fully insured against illness 

and decrease consumption on non-medical goods.  HI may moderate these non-medical 

consumption declines by decreasing OOP.  

Few households pay the annual insurance premium associated with SP. Therefore, SP-

affiliated households with low total medical expenditures may increase consumption: healthy 

households may decrease total income allocated toward precautionary savings in the face of future 

health uncertainty when they become insured. Thus, we may observe an increase in consumption 

even for families whose members’ health does not change over the period of evaluation. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Reforms are underway in several developing countries, including: China (Wagstaff et al., 2007), Colombia (Trujillo et 
al., 2005), Turkey (Agartan, 2005), Nicaragua (Thornton et. al., 2010) and Vietnam (Wagstaff, 2007). 
2	  I review the previous findings on SP in Section 4.2.	  
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Identification of the effects of health insurance on health and related outcomes is empirically 

difficult because individuals with and without HI differ in ways that are correlated with outcomes of 

interest. For example, an individual’s unobserved propensity to purchase HI may be related to his 

underlying health profile, risk preferences, or inclusion in social risk-sharing networks. To 

circumvent endogeneity concerns, I use data from the Mexican Health Care Evaluation, a large-scale 

randomized field experiment that took place in 2005 in seven Mexican states. The experiment was 

designed to mimic the national roll-out of SP and consisted of an encouragement campaign, 

randomly assigned at the community level, which increased awareness of the program and 

encouraged affiliation with SP.  While any uninsured individual was eligible to sign up for SP, 

including those in control areas, the program was not well-known when the experiment was 

implemented and affiliation was low. The encouragement campaign had a large and significant effect 

on individual HI status of 38.6 percentage points. I use exposure to the campaign, determined by 

community of residence, as a factor that exogenously affects binary HI status.  

Consistent with previous research, I find that households are not fully insured against the 

economic costs of illness. Using detailed individual health data, I find that a full health deterioration 

of an adult household member lowers annualized per-capita-expenditure (PCE) by 14%. I 

implement an instrumental variables strategy to explore the differential effect of consumption 

smoothing over health shocks by HI status. My results indicate that HI offsets illness-induced 

declines in consumption by over 50%. I find substantially larger effects for Oportunidades 

households, the particularly vulnerable segment of the population affiliated with the conditional cash 

transfer program, for which HI offsets illness-induced declines in consumption by 75%.  

There is little existing research that assesses the extent to which HI enables households to 

smooth consumption over changes in health, in the context of both developed and developing 

countries. The results of this paper have important policy implications. In the short term, the social 

insurance program did not affect several outcomes that were important to policymakers, such as 

health care utilization or health. However, the program did significantly reduce the incidence of 

catastrophic medical expenditure and provide a consumption-smoothing benefit to families who 

faced serious health shocks.3 This is an important finding because previous evidence on public 

income transfers in Mexico suggests that private transfers could neutralize changes in public 

programs (Juarez, 2009). My empirical work indicates that households are not fully insured through 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  A household has catastrophic medical expenditures when more than 30% of household spending is allocated toward 
health. In the data, 9% of households face catastrophic health expenditures at baseline.	  	  
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informal mechanisms and HI provides a consumption-smoothing benefit, as opposed to simply 

crowding out informal insurance. However, HI does not fully offset the economic costs associated 

with illness and my estimates suggest that public disability insurance may provide further benefits by 

insuring households against the labor earnings losses associated with illness.  

2. Related Literature 

I contribute to two rich areas of literature: consumption smoothing and health insurance (HI). There 

is little empirical work that assesses the extent to which HI helps households smooth consumption 

over health shocks, in the context of either developed or developing countries.  

2.1 Consumption Smoothing  

Research on consumption smoothing is comprised of two strands of literature: that which 

investigates the strategies that households use to smooth consumption, and that which evaluates the 

effectiveness of these strategies. This paper is most closely aligned with the latter branch of 

literature. Drawing from the seminal work of Townsend (1994), much of this second strand of 

literature evaluates the efficacy of consumption smoothing strategies by analyzing the extent of 

consumption smoothing in the context of the theory of full insurance. The theory of full insurance 

posits that households within the same community fully share the risk of idiosyncratic shocks: 

growth in household consumption does not depend on changes in household resources that are 

uncorrelated with shifts in preferences after controlling for changes in aggregate community 

resources.  

While much of this literature is devoted to analyzing consumption smoothing over income 

shocks, there are several studies that specifically examine consumption smoothing over health 

shocks. Townsend (1995) finds no effect of illness, as measured as the percentage of the year that an 

adult male is sick, on consumption in the context of India. Kochar (1995) finds that illness to male 

household members, as measured by an indicator of loss of work due to illness, lowers wage income 

and increases informal borrowing during peak periods of the agricultural cycle but has no effect 

during off-peak periods or for females. These early studies suggest that households are able to insure 

health shocks relatively well. However, as noted by Gertler and Gruber (2002), the health measures 

used in these studies may represent small anticipated changes in health and not the kind of large 

unexpected health shocks that are difficult to insure. It is precisely this type of health shock for 

which we would expect to see large benefits of health insurance. 
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The research most closely related to my work is that by Gertler and Gruber (2002), which 

analyzes health shocks in Indonesia. They find imperfect insurance of consumption over illness: a 

complete deterioration of the household head’s health causes a 20% decrease in annualized per-

capita consumption. The health measure they use is an index comprised of an individuals’ ability to 

perform activities of daily living (ADLs). I use a similar index in my empirical work. In the context 

of both developed and developing countries, ADLs have proven to be a valid measure of health and 

may distinguish serious health problems (Stewart et al., 1990; Strauss et al., 1993).4 Gertler, Levine, 

and Moretti (2009) test whether access to microfinance programs, as measured by geographical 

proximity to a microfinance institution, helps Indonesian families smooth consumption over illness. 

Their findings indicate that access to financial institutions assuages the effects of health shocks: for 

households located within 1 kilometer of a financial institution, negative health shocks have 

substantially smaller effects on consumption than for households living 10 kilometers or more from 

a financial institution. Implementing the empirical strategy of Gertler and Gruber (2002), I find 

results of a comparable magnitude in the context of Mexico. I extend the analysis to assess the 

extent to which HI moderates the decrease in consumption due to health deteriorations.  

Several researchers modify the original full insurance model to study risk sharing over health 

shocks within the household and risk sharing with overlapping networks. Dercon and Krishnan 

(2000) investigate risk sharing within households in the context of Ethiopia. Their findings indicate 

that in the majority of households, full risk sharing occurs. However, in poor southern Ethiopian 

households, risk sharing does not occur when the illness shocks are to women. Using data on 

insurance networks in Tanzania, De Weerdt and Dercon (2006) test whether full risk sharing occurs 

within overlapping networks. They find full insurance of food consumption at the village level and 

full insurance of non-food consumption at the level of networks.  

Research specific to consumption smoothing in the context of Mexico does not explicitly 

study health shocks. However, it does inform the strategies that Mexican households use to cope 

with adverse events. Ruiz (2011) studies the effect of expanded credit access on savings and 

consumption smoothing across income shocks. She finds that households use savings as a buffer on 

income fluctuations and that savings decline once formal credit is available. Hamoudi (2010) 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  The only paper to account for the endogeneity of health shocks is Mohanan (forthcoming Review of Economics and 
Statistics). Mohanan treats bus accident injuries in India as exogenous health shocks and, using propensity score 
matching, finds full consumption insurance over small health changes. These results are consistent with the previous 
literature that does not account for the endogeneity of health shocks. 	  
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analyzes the role that risk aversion plays in household partition and within-family consumption 

smoothing in rural Mexico. He finds that household partition takes the form of diversification in 

production - split-off households are differentially selected into formal market employment and 

origin households in agricultural or non-agricultural self-employment- and families continue to share 

resources after partition. Juarez (2009) estimates the effect of an exogenous increase in the income 

of elderly individuals, due to a 2001 demogrant in Mexico City, and finds almost complete crowding 

out of private transfers. Her results highlight the importance of my work because they suggest that 

private transfers could neutralize changes in public transfers. Unfortunately, the data used here do 

not allow me to explicitly examine whether savings and inter-household transfers decline upon 

receipt of HI, but it is contextually critical to theoretically allow for such a possibility. My empirical 

work indicates that households are not fully insured through informal mechanisms and that HI does 

not completely crowd out private risk sharing arrangements. Furthermore, the use of savings and 

assets to finance medical expenditures is lower among the insured compared to the uninsured.  

Finally, of particular relevance to my research on the heterogeneous effect of HI on 

Oportunidades households, Skoufias (2002) examines how PROGRESA, the rural conditional cash 

transfer program later extended to urban areas as Oportunidades, affects the consumption 

smoothing of households. His findings are of note for two reasons. First, he finds that informal 

insurance is incomplete with regard to income fluctuations, which my empirical work corroborates 

with respect to health shocks. Second, he finds that the cash transfer associated with PROGRESA 

allows households to better insulate their consumption from income shocks. My empirical findings 

on the heterogeneous effects of HI for Oportunidades households are consistent with his research: 

it is likely that HI assuages the effect of increased OOP due to negative health shocks, while the 

cash transfer protects the household against income loss due to illness. 

2.2 Health Insurance  

Recent interest has grown in providing social insurance to vulnerable populations as a means of 

increasing health care utilization and providing insurance against catastrophic medical expenditures. 

While there are many studies that compare the health and medical care utilization of the insured and 

uninsured, identifying the causal effect of HI on health related outcomes is empirically difficult 

because of the selection effects associated with health insurance. The insured and uninsured differ in 

ways that are potentially correlated with outcomes of interest, for example by risk preferences or 

inclusion in social risk sharing networks. There is limited rigorous empirical evidence on the effects 
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of HI on utilization, health expenditures, and health outcomes. Research on the non-health benefits 

associated with social insurance, such as consumption smoothing and reduction in out of pocket 

medical expenditure risk, is even thinner.  

Evidence on the effect of HI on medical care utilization and medical expenditures in 

developing countries is mixed. Using data from an experimental evaluation of a voluntary HI 

program for informal sector workers in Nicaragua, Thornton et al. (2010) find that HI decreases 

OOP and does not increase health-care utilization. King et al. (2007) use data from their 

experimental evaluation of the Mexican program I consider here and find similar results to the 

Nicaragua study.5 Trujillo et al. (2005) use propensity score matching to measure the effect of a 

Colombian health insurance subsidy on medical care utilization of low-income families and find that 

Colombia’s subsidized insurance program increased medical care utilization among the poor and 

uninsured. Finally, Brugiavini and Pace (2010) find that the introduction of the Ghanaian National 

Health Insurance Scheme increases medical care utilization but has little effect on OOP.  

There is a substantial body of work that investigates the effects of the social insurance 

programs Medicare and Medicaid in the U.S. Using a randomized lottery research design, Finkelstein 

et al. (2012) find that individuals in their treatment group, those who had the opportunity to apply 

for Medicaid, are more likely to have health insurance, have higher medical care utilization, and 

lower OOP and medical debt. Finkelstein and McKnight (2008) study the impact of the introduction 

of Medicare on elderly mortality and out-of-pocket medical expenditure risk. While they find there is 

no effect on mortality over the first 10 years of the program, they estimate that the introduction of 

Medicare was associated with a 40% decrease in OOP for the top quartile of the medical 

expenditure distribution.  

This paper contributes to that small body of work that examines the non-health benefits of 

social insurance. An entirely unexplored area of research is that which assesses the extent to which 

HI affects the different mechanisms through which health may affect consumption. Health 

insurance may mediate the effect of health on consumption by modifying the effect of health on 

medical expenditures, labor earnings, savings, and transfers from risk-sharing networks. 

Unfortunately, the data used in this paper do not allow me to explore these mechanisms in detail. 

 

 

 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5	  I discuss research directly related to the social insurance program Seguro Popular in Section 4.2.  
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3. Model 

HI may affect consumption through three channels: medical expenditures, informal insurance and 

labor earnings. HI may operate directly through the budget constraint (BC) by decreasing OOP 

during illness. HI may also affect the BC via informal insurance mechanisms, such as precautionary 

savings and transfers from others. For example, the uninsured may save more due to uncertainty 

over future health or receive more transfers through social networks when sick. HI may increase 

health care utilization, and thus health, and result in higher income through health-induced increases 

in productivity or work hours. This is unlikely given that health care utilization and health are not 

affected by HI over the evaluation period. Thus, I assume HI operates exclusively through the BC.6  

I develop a 3-period model to describe the relationship between health-induced changes in 

consumption and HI. To study this relationship, I focus on how the change in consumption due to 

health changes, between periods 1 and 2, varies by HI. I include a third period to capture forward-

looking behavior in period 2. I allow the effect of HI to vary depending on the direction of health 

changes; that is, whether health deteriorates or improves between periods. This is because the 

optimal consumption and savings demand functions are slightly different depending on initial 

resources, which depends on initial health.  

3.1 Health Deteriorations 

There are 2 states: healthy and sick. In period 1, the individual is healthy. He has earned income 𝑤 to 

finance consumption and faces no OOP. He can set aside savings  𝑠! to be used in period 2. He faces 

risk (1 − 𝑝) of becoming sick between periods. I assume the illness probability is exogenous.7 

Sickness causes net income to fall to 𝑘𝑤, where 0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 1, and OOP 1 − 𝑏 𝑚 that are 

proportional to the cost of treatment, where 𝑚 is the total cost of treatment and 𝑏 is HI coverage.8 

There are two additional sources of income to finance consumption: savings and transfers 𝑡 from 

others. I assume transfers are gifts and, following Gruber (2000), model them as a function of net 

income in the sick state: 𝑡 = 𝑓 𝑘𝑤 − (1 − 𝑏)𝑚 . The individual does not receive transfers when 

healthy. In period 2, he allocates net income across consumption and savings 𝑠! to be used in period 

3. In period 3, he consumes income and savings. He maximizes the 3-period utility function:  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Because the earnings channel is likely to operate in the long-term, my estimates are limited to the short-run.  
7	   I assume the probability of illness is not a function of HI. This is a reasonable assumption for the short evaluation 
period and is supported in my data. In addition, I assume the illness probability is independent of preferences that 
potentially affect consumption-smoothing ability. 	  
8	  To facilitate analysis, I do not allow medical expenditures to be a choice. I allow HI to be continuous between 0 and 1, 
where b=1 if the individual has 100% coverage. Empirically I do not observe this and treat HI coverage as dichotomous.	  
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1                     𝑈 = 𝑈 𝑤 − 𝑠! +
1

1 + 𝛿 𝑝𝑈 𝑤 + 1 + 𝑟 𝑠! − 𝑠! ℎ! = 1 + 1 − 𝑝 𝑈 𝑘𝑤 + 1 + 𝑟 𝑠! − 𝑠! ℎ! = 0 − 1 − 𝑏 𝑚 + 𝑡

+
1

1 + 𝛿

!

𝑝𝑈 𝑤 + 1 + 𝑟 𝑠! ℎ! = 1 + 𝑝𝑈 𝑤 + 1 + 𝑟 𝑠! ℎ! = 0

+ 1 − 𝑝 𝑈 𝑘𝑤 + 1 + 𝑟 𝑠! ℎ! = 1 − 1 − 𝑏 𝑚 + 𝑡 + 1 − 𝑝 𝑈 𝑘𝑤 + 1 + 𝑟 𝑠! ℎ! = 0 − 1 − 𝑏 𝑚 + 𝑡          

                                 
where 𝛿 is the discount rate and 𝑟 is the rate of return on savings.9 Period 2 savings 𝑠! depend on 

health in period 2, where ℎ! = 1 means the individual is healthy.  

Maximization of expected utility yields optimal savings 𝑠!∗ 𝑤, 𝑘, 𝑝, 𝑏,𝑚, 𝑡  and 

𝑠!∗ 𝑤, 𝑘, 𝑝, 𝑏,𝑚, 𝑡  and resulting per-period consumption 𝑐!∗ 𝑤, 𝑘, 𝑝, 𝑏,𝑚, 𝑡  for 𝑖 = 1,2,  and 3, 

conditional on realized health in periods 2 and 3. I derive the consumption-smoothing effect of HI 

over illness by focusing on the change in consumption between periods 1 and 2, where the 

individual becomes sick in period 2. I assume no state dependence: the marginal utility of 

consumption evaluated at the same level of consumption is the same regardless of health state.10 This allows 

me to write the change in consumption upon illness in terms of the BC:  

2                     ∆𝑐 = 𝑐!∗ − 𝑐!∗ = (2 + 𝑟)𝑠!∗ 𝑤, 𝑘, 𝑝, 𝑏,𝑚, 𝑡 + 𝑡 − 1 − 𝑘 𝑤 − 1 − 𝑏 𝑚 − 𝑠!∗ 𝑤, 𝑘, 𝑝, 𝑏,𝑚, 𝑡|ℎ! = 0  

The first term is the increase in consumption associated with drawing from period 1 savings. The 

second term is the increase in consumption associated with state-contingent transfers from others. 

The third term is the loss in consumption due to the labor earnings cost of illness. The fourth term 

is the loss in consumption due to OOP. The last term is the loss in consumption due to savings for 

the next period. If  ∆𝑐 < 0, households experience a decrease in consumption due to health declines.  

To study the extent to which HI 𝑏 offsets illness-induced changes in consumption ∆𝑐, the 

comparative static of interest is !∆!
!"

. While medical expenditures may be fully insured (𝑏 = 1), 

individuals do not have insurance against the income loss associated with illness. Unless individuals 

are fully insured through informal mechanisms, I expect HI to moderate, but not fully offset, 

declines in consumption. HI has two effects on consumption changes: the direct effect on OOP and 

indirect effects on the informal mechanisms. The comparative static can be written as: 

3                   
𝑑∆𝑐
𝑑𝑏

= 2 + 𝑟
𝑑𝑠!∗

𝑑𝑏
+
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑏

+𝑚 −
𝑑𝑠!∗

𝑑𝑏
   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               ?                  −            +               (? ) 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9	   I assume the realized health state in period 2 does not affect the probability of illness in period 3. Relaxing this 
assumption does not change my comparative statics because I look at the differential effect of changes in health on 
changes in consumption across HI status, and therefore compare individuals who have similar health changes and face a 
similar illness probability.  
10 Allowing for state dependence adds a term to equation (2) that represents the change in consumption purely due to 
state dependence. I discuss the implications of state dependence in Section 8.  
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The first term is ambiguous due to 2 competing effects. As insurance increases there is less need for 

precautionary savings. However, there is a positive indirect effect of 𝑏 on savings through the 

transfer function: transfers decrease as 𝑏 increases, increasing savings. The second term is negative: 

transfer income decreases as HI increases. The third term is the direct effect of HI on OOP, which 

can instead be allocated to non-medical consumption. Finally, optimal period 2 savings respond 

ambiguously to HI. There is a negative effect through period 1 precautionary savings: an increase in 

coverage causes a decrease in 𝑠! and therefore there are fewer resources available (for saving and 

consuming) in period 2. There is also a negative effect through period 2 precautionary savings: an 

increase in coverage causes a decrease in the need for precautionary savings for period 3. However, 

the indirect effect of 𝑏 on savings through the transfer function is positive. The aggregate effect of 

HI on illness-induced consumption changes is ambiguous and depends on the relative magnitudes 

of total medical costs and the indirect effects of HI on informal mechanisms.   

3.2 Health Improvements 

To examine the effect of health improvements on consumption by HI, I use the same model with 

one adjustment. I assume the individual is sick in period 1 and consider consumption changes across 

periods 1 and 2, where the individual becomes healthy. Similar to equation (2), the change in 

consumption upon a health improvement is: 11  

4                     ∆𝑐 = 𝑐!∗ − 𝑐!∗ = 2 + 𝑟 𝑠!
∗ 𝑤, 𝑘, 𝑝, 𝑏,𝑚, 𝑡 − 𝑡 + 1 − 𝑘 𝑤 + 1 − 𝑏 𝑚 − 𝑠!

∗ 𝑤, 𝑘, 𝑝, 𝑏,𝑚, 𝑡  

If ∆𝑐 > 0, health improvements increase consumption. The differential effect of health 

improvements on consumption by HI status is not obvious. Health improvements raise labor 

earnings and reduce medical expenditures. If the individual has HI, consumption will change little 

due to decreased medical expenditures. Alternatively, the uninsured may exhibit a large increase in 

consumption, especially if their first period OOP were not substantially covered by informal 

mechanisms. Labor income will increase regardless of HI. Whether this increase in labor income is 

allocated toward consumption or savings for the following period does depend on HI. Individuals 

with HI may allocate a substantial portion of their increased labor earnings toward current period 

consumption, while individuals without HI may replenish their savings and exhibit little change in 

consumption. The comparative static !∆!
!"

 represents how health improvement-induced changes in 

consumption respond to HI and can be written as: 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11	  I denote the Marshallian demand functions from the health improvement problem different from those in the health 
deterioration problem because these functions are not identical (𝑐!∗ instead of 𝑐!∗). 	  
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5                     
𝑑∆𝑐
𝑑𝑏

= 2 + 𝑟
𝑑𝑠!

∗

𝑑𝑏
−
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑏

−𝑚 −
𝑑𝑠!

∗

𝑑𝑏
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   ?                  −            +               (? ) 

The sign of the first term is ambiguous. As insurance increases, more period 1 income is available to 

allocate to 𝑠!. However, as 𝑏 increases the need for precautionary savings in period 2 declines. The 

indirect effect of 𝑏 on savings through the transfer function is positive. The sign of the last term is 

also ambiguous. First, the direct effect of 𝑏 on period 1 savings is positive: HI increases period 1 

resources and thus 𝑠! resulting in more period 2 resources to be allocated toward 𝑠!. Second, the 

precautionary motive on period 1 savings is negative: HI decreases the need for 𝑠! and therefore the 

resources available for 𝑠! decrease. Third, the precautionary savings motive on period 2 savings is 

negative: HI causes a decrease in the need for savings in period 3. And finally, the effect of 𝑏 on 𝑠! 

via transfers is positive. The aggregate effect of HI on health improvement-induced changes in 

consumption is ambiguous, depending on the magnitude of 𝑚 and the effect of HI on savings. 

4. Background and Program Description 

The Mexican health care system is comprised of several vertically integrated social security 

institutions.12 The Mexican Social Security Institute (IMSS) is the largest institution and provides 

social security benefits to formally employed, salaried private-sector workers and their families. The 

second largest institution, Institute of Security and Social Services for State Workers (ISSSTE), 

offers benefits to government workers. Several smaller institutions serve employees of the navy 

(SEMAR), the national defense ministry (SEDENA), and the state-owned oil monopoly company 

(PEMEX).  

The Mexican social security system (SS) is mandatory for workers in the formal sector and 

provides health care benefits for beneficiaries and their families. The various institutions employ 

salaried doctors and operate their own hospital facilities and clinics. The institutions are financed by 

a combination of employer, employee, and federal government contributions. Health-care benefits 

include all services provided at each SS facility: acute treatment and outpatient care in hospitals and 

ambulatory clinics and prescription drug coverage.13 In 2005, around half of the population had 

access to health insurance through SS. 

Three percent of the Mexican population purchases private health insurance. The private 

insurance market is highly concentrated; the two largest companies serve 50% of the market. There 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12	  This section draws from the OECD Review of Health Systems: Mexico (2005).  
13 There is not a comprehensive list of services aside from the generic entitlement to health-care coverage indicated in 
the 1984 General Health Law. For more detail see OECD (2005) and Homedes and Ugalde (2009).	  
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are two policy types: catastrophic medical expenditure and HMO-type policies. The high premiums 

associated with private insurance are a financial barrier for the majority of Mexican population 

(OECD 2005). 

The uninsured can purchase medical care in public clinics and hospitals or in the large, 

unregulated private market.14 Health care in public clinics, operated by the Ministry of Health and 

State Health Services, is subject to payment of income-related user fees. While care in public clinics 

is often below full cost, private out-of-pocket medical expenditures accounted for 55% of all health-

related spending in Mexico in 2005 (OECD 2005).   

4.1 Seguro Popular 

In January 2004, the federal government passed legislation that introduced the System for Social 

Protection in Health (Sistema de Proteccion Social en Salud, SPSS). As detailed by Julio Frenk, the 

Minister of Health from 2000-2006, in addition to increasing health care utilization and improving 

health outcomes, one of the main goals of the program was to eliminate catastrophic health 

expenditures for informal sector workers, which placed uninsured families at a high risk of 

impoverishment (Frenk 2006, Frenk et al. 2006).15 The SPSS reforms were legally mandated to be 

phased in over seven years and contain both supply- and demand-side initiatives. 

At the center of the reforms was Seguro Popular en Salud (SP). SP was intended to be a 

wealth transfer program, rather than an insurance scheme, because premiums are not risk adjusted 

and not set to break even. However, economically SP is a voluntary health insurance option available 

to all citizens not covered by SS. Individuals must formally affiliate with SP and pay an annual 

income-based fee.16 Households that participate in Oportunidades, Mexico’s conditional cash 

transfer program, are automatically enrolled. SP provides coverage for over 250 health interventions 

and more than 300 pharmaceuticals: the services covered by SP treat illnesses accountable for 95% 

of the disease burden in Mexico (King et al. 2007).  

 Due to financial constraints, SP was designed to be gradually rolled out and only to 

communities whose health facilities met a set of minimum infrastructure and staffing requirements. 

While individuals living in non-SP communities could travel to the nearest SP community to affiliate 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 Affiliates of the Oportunidades conditional cash transfer poverty alleviation program receive free basic preventative 
health care at State Health Services or IMSS-Oportunidades facilities.(OECD 2005) 
15 Homedes and Ugalde (2009) detail the political history of Mexican health reforms.  
16 The annual fee is not enforced; in the data only 6.4% of affiliates report paying a premium. As discussed by Lakin 
(2010), the public health system is severely underfinanced at present. 	  
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and receive care, there is little evidence that this occurs during the time under consideration, when 

awareness of the program was low (King et al., 2007).  

4.2 Previous Research on  Program Effects 

The first non-experimental studies on program effects were published in The Lancet in 2006, in a 

series of articles on the reform. Gakido et al. (2006) find that SP affiliation successfully reaches the 

poor, marginalized communities, federal non-social security expenditure per person increased by 

38% between 2000 and 2005, equity of public health expenditure across states improved, SP 

affiliates used more inpatient and outpatient services compared to uninsured people, and 

catastrophic expenditures for SP affiliates were lower than for the uninsured. Knaul et al. (2006) 

present 15-year trends on the incidence of catastrophic health expenditures and suggest that the 

recent downward trend is attributable to SP.  

There was substantial variation in the introduction and program penetration of SP across 

regions. As noted by King et al. (2007), political considerations played a large role in determining 

regional variation and raised concerns about identification strategies based on non-experimental 

variation. Because of these concerns, the Mexican Ministry of Health commissioned the Mexican 

Health Care Evaluation in 2005. King et al. (2007) details the political context and experimental 

evaluation. The experimental design, randomization within matched health cluster pairs, ensured 

that the benefits of the randomization were not lost if a health cluster dropped out of the 

experiment before the evaluation. This was a serious concern because a federal election was held in 

2006, the year of the evaluation.17 

King et al. (2009) is the first paper to examine program effects using the experimental data. They 

estimate intent-to-treat and complier average causal effects (CACE) non-parametrically. SP reduced 

by 23% (55% CACE) the proportion of households experiencing catastrophic expenditures 

compared to baseline. They find no significant effects on the use of health care services and no 

effect of SP on various health measures, both self-reported and objective.  

Spenkuch (2011) and Barofsky (2011) use the experimental data to study moral hazard and 

provide a cost-benefit analysis of the program, respectively. Spenkuch (2011) measures determinants 

of insurance enrollment by regressing HI status in the follow-up survey on the randomly assigned 

treatment, baseline controls, variables that indicate riskiness (self-reported health and objective 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17	  I discuss the experimental evaluation and data in the following section.	  
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health measures at baseline) and allows treatment effects to vary based on the vector of riskiness 

variables. He finds that individuals who assess their own health as “good” or “very good” at baseline 

are 5.5 and 6.9 percentage points less likely to take up HI than individuals who assess their health as 

“fair”, “bad” or “very bad”. Surprisingly, there is no indication of selection on objective measures of 

health, such as BMI, cholesterol or blood pressure. To test for ex ante moral hazard, Spenkuch uses 

the data on utilization of preventative medical care, such as whether an individual had a flu shot or a 

mammogram. Both ITT and LATE estimates indicate that HI coverage induced individuals to 

engage in less self-protection. However, these findings have limited implications for my empirical 

work because there is no effect on actual health outcomes.  

Barofsky (2011) provides a cost-benefit analysis of SP and is the first research on SP to estimate 

one of the non-health benefits of insurance: reduced risk exposure. He calculates the social welfare 

gain associated with a decrease in risk premiums due to SP by comparing the out-of-pocket health 

expenditure distributions between treatment compliers in treatment and control groups during the 

follow-up survey, much in the spirit of Finkelstein and McKnight (2008). He concludes that the 

benefits of the program only represent 62% of the cost.  

There are several papers that use non-experimental data to study the effect of the program on 

utilization, health care spending, and health outcomes. All of these papers assume that the 

geographical variation in SP roll-out is exogenous. Knox (2008) exploits municipality-level variation 

in SP enrollments to analyze the effect of the program on health spending, health outcomes and 

labor supply. Her difference-in-difference estimates indicate that SP increases health care utilization, 

does not effect health spending or health outcomes, decreases labor supply for secondary workers, 

and increases hours worked for older adults.  

Barros (2011) implements a triple-difference estimation strategy using repeated cross-sectional 

data to examine effects on the use of public and private providers, OOP, and labor force 

participation. He uses variation in state-level program intensity targets over time and across states 

between 2000 and 2006 to examine the effects on health and labor market outcomes. His estimates 

indicate that SP: induced beneficiaries to shift from private to public providers, decreased out-of-

pocket health expenditures, did not have an effect on health outcomes, and did not affect labor 

force participation. Barros hypothesizes that the care provided under SP is low enough that it did 
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not encourage movement to the informal sector. However, this is not supported in the experimental 

data I use here (King et al. 2009).  

In addition to the findings mentioned above in Knox (2008) and Barros (2011), there are two 

papers that study the labor market effects of the program. Arias et al. (2010) is primarily concerned 

with assessing the effect of monopoly and regulation on the size of the informal labor market. They 

conclude that the introduction of SP did not promote growth of the informal sector using graphical 

analysis of national trends in illegal salaried employment. Effects of the program on informal sector 

employment are also analyzed in Azuara and Marinescu (2011). Their findings indicate that SP has a 

negative and insignificant effect on informality. When they limit their sample to less educated 

workers (9 years of schooling and less), they find that SP significantly increases informality: less 

educated workers are .8 percentage points more likely to work informally after the introduction of 

SP. This is a very small effect (less than 2%) given that half the labor force in this group is informal. 

Their results suggest that very few workers choose labor sector on the basis of the availability of 

health benefits.  

The above findings inform my theoretical and empirical work. First, because there is no effect of 

SP on health care utilization or health outcomes, I assume that HI affects consumption growth 

purely through its effect on OOP and informal insurance mechanisms. If HI affected health 

transitions, both my simplified model and empirical strategy would not be appropriate. Theoretically, 

HI would modify the effect of health on consumption both through the budget constraint and 

through its effect on labor earnings via health outcomes. I assume HI operates exclusively through 

the budget constraint in my model. If HI affected health transitions, this would be empirically 

problematic because HI would affect the independent variable across which I examine differential 

effects. Second, I do not model individual labor market decisions. If workers made employment 

decisions based on insurance benefits we may observe a correlation between health insurance status 

and income, as dictated by the theory of compensating differentials.  

5. Mexican Health Care Evaluation & Data 

I use data from the experimental evaluation of Seguro Popular en Salud (SP). The treatment was a 

community-level encouragement design that mimicked the national roll-out of SP. The treatment 

occurred in August 2005 before many households had affiliated with SP. In treated communities, 

affiliation with SP was encouraged via local media campaigns. Information stands, where individuals 
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could sign up for the program, were set up throughout treatment communities to decrease the travel 

costs of affiliation. In control areas, households affiliated at a local health clinic.  

The evaluation team used a randomized cluster matched pair design: they partitioned Mexico 

into 12,284 health clusters, defined as the catchment area of an existing health clinic, and randomly 

assigned treatment within 74 matched cluster pairs in 7 Mexican states. Figure 1 shows a map of 

participating states. 90% of the pairs are in rural areas and they were matched on characteristics 

from nationally representative data.18  While any uninsured individual was eligible to sign up for SP, 

including those in control areas, the program was not well-known when the experiment was 

implemented. Figure 2 shows the proportion of individuals with any type of HI before and after 

treatment by treatment and control groups. The encouragement campaign had a large and significant 

effect on individual HI status of 38.6 percentage points. I use exposure to the campaign, determined 

by community of residence, as a factor that exogenously affects HI status.  

The data consists of baseline and 10-month follow-up surveys for over 30,000 households 

across 50 matched clusters.19 The baseline survey was conducted at the time of random assignment 

in August 2005. The surveys collect household demographics and spending data from the household 

head, and detailed individual health data from a randomly selected adult. The spending data is 

collected across a variety of medical and non-medical goods, such as: hospitalizations, outpatient 

visits, food, and education. I observe individual HI status, HI type, and residence by treatment 

group. The data does not include income, earnings, savings, or transfers. This is a data limitation that 

hinders evaluation of the various mechanisms through which HI moderates health-induced changes 

in consumption. Descriptive statistics are provided in Table 1.20 The sample is comprised of 

primarily rural households and nearly half are Oportunidades recipients.21 Of individuals for whom I 

have detailed health data, 64% are women, and individuals exhibit low levels of education and 

employment. I consider growth in per capita expenditure (PCE) for monthly food goods and growth 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18	  The experiment intentionally over-sampled rural areas with a large proportion of uninsured individuals. The sample is 
otherwise nationally representative. 
19	  The household surveys were limited to 50 matched clusters, out of 74, due to budget constraints.  
20	  After removing observations with missing variables and trimming the consumption growth variables (the lower and 
upper 1 percent of the distribution), I have 24,956 observations.	  
21	  Oportunidades is a conditional cash transfer program for families with school-age children. The effect of HI on 
Oportunidades families is of particular interest because these households are in the lowest two income deciles, 
automatically enrolled in SP, and receive basic preventative health care and cash transfers through Oportunidades. I 
explore the effect of HI on Oportunidades households in section 7.1.  
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in annualized household PCE as dependent variables. Distributions of inflation-adjusted 

consumption growth are provided in Figures 3 and 4.  

5.1 Health Variables 

My independent variable of interest is health changes. For the randomly selected adult in the 

household for whom I have detailed health data, there are several potential variables to measure 

changes in health: objective measures (weight, height, blood pressure, and blood tests regarding 

blood sugar and diabetes), self-reported health status across 15 different categories, and indicators 

for previously diagnosed diseases (heart disease, hypertension, diabetes). Descriptive statistics of 

various health variables at baseline are in Table 2. As is evident in the data, Mexico’s disease profile 

is increasingly moving toward that of a developed country: more than half of the sample is 

overweight and the average blood pressure is in the pre-hypertension or hypertension stage. Health 

measures for treatment and control groups are similar at baseline.  

Following Gertler and Gruber (2002), I measure changes in health as the difference between 

a baseline and follow-up health index. For the randomly selected adult, I create a health index from 

answers to questions regarding level of ability in completing a variety of activities, where individuals 

rate their ability on a scale of 1 to 5.22 Summary statistics of self-reported health variables at baseline 

are provided in Table 3.  I sum the scores across the activities and compute the following: 

𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥! =
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒! −𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚  𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚  𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 −𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚  𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
 

The index takes on a value of 1 if the individual reports no problems with the any activities and 0 if 

the individual cannot do any activities. Table 4 reports summary statistics for both baseline and 

changes in the index. The index changes for many individuals between surveys. 68.5% of adults 

report some limitation at baseline. Between surveys, 22% report deterioration and 53% report an 

improvement. On average, the size of the deteriorations and improvements are comparable. The 

smallest change is -.042, equivalent to moving from a difficulty of “none” to “mild” for one activity. 

The largest deterioration is -1, as some report no problems at baseline but “can’t do” any activities 

later. The distribution of health index changes is provided in Figure 5.  

5.2 Health Insurance 

As discussed in Section 4, the majority of insured individuals receive HI through the labor market. 

There is no evidence that individuals choose labor sector based on the availability of health benefits 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22	  Activities include: moving around, vigorous activity, self-care, grooming, cooking, and performing work.  
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(Azuara and Marinescu 2011, Arias et al., 2010). Table 5 shows that 21.5% of individuals are insured 

at baseline and of those insured, 64% have obligatory health insurance through the formal labor 

market. After the experiment, 42.8% of individuals have HI and 61.4% of individuals have insurance 

through SP. Table 6 verifies that the large increase in the insured population occurs primarily in 

treated areas: 40% of individuals residing in treatment areas have no HI at baseline but are covered 

at the time of the follow-up, compared to 10% in the control areas. There are more households with 

HI at baseline in the treatment group. As discussed by King et al. (2007), this is because the baseline 

survey was conducted as the encouragement campaign was starting. Because insurance coverage 

occurs 30 days after sign-up, this is unlikely to affect actual outcomes, but households in treatment 

areas are more likely to report that they have HI after signing up but before coverage begins. 

One limitation of the data is that I do not observe total medical expenditures before insurance 

coverage, and thus cannot treat HI as a continuous variable. This is not a prohibitive concern 

because benefits under SP were designed to be similar to those provided to formal sector 

individuals, who make up over half of the insured population at baseline. I use a binary HI variable 

and do not differentiate between the various types of insurance in my empirical work.  

6. Empirical Strategy 

Identification of the effects of health insurance (HI) on health and related outcomes is empirically 

difficult because individuals with and without HI differ in ways that are correlated with outcomes of 

interest. For example, an individual’s unobserved propensity to purchase HI may be related to his 

underlying health profile, risk preferences, or inclusion in social risk-sharing networks. As previously 

discussed, the majority of insured individuals have obligatory HI through the labor market and there 

is no evidence that individuals make labor market decisions based on insurance coverage. However, 

using experimental data further alleviates selection concerns: the data reduces potential omitted 

variable bias by ensuring that control and treatment groups are comprised of similar types. The 

previous section verifies that the treatment and comparison groups are similar on observable 

baseline characteristics.  

The encouragement campaign exogenously affects the probability that an individual has HI. I 

use the campaign as an instrument for binary HI status and discuss the effect of the campaign in the 

following section. I then present results on consumption smoothing over illness, followed by my 

main specification: the differential effect of health changes on consumption growth by HI status. I 

also consider heterogeneous effects for Oportunidades households, households where the 
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household head is the randomly selected individual for whom I have detailed health data, and 

households where the individual is employed at baseline. 

6.1 Effect of the Encouragement Campaign  

The encouragement campaign was designed to increase awareness of the SP option and to decrease 

travel costs associated with program affiliation. I estimate the effect of being exposed to the 

encouragement campaign on the individual in household ℎ and village 𝑣 with the following 

regression equation:  

6                   𝐻𝐼!! = 𝛼! + 𝛼!𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑔𝑛! + 𝑋′!!𝛼! + 𝜀!! 

where 𝐻𝐼 is insurance status in the follow-up survey. The vector of household controls 𝑋! includes: 

household size, urban/rural location, whether the household is indigenous, and Oportunidades 

enrollment. Because I use cluster match fixed effects to control for changes in potential 

determinants of both income and health in my main specification, I include them here. 𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑔𝑛 is 

an indicator for whether the individual resides in a village with the randomly assigned 

encouragement campaign. The coefficient 𝛼! on 𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑔𝑛 gives the average difference in means 

between the treatment and control group. As shown in Table 7, the encouragement campaign has a 

large and significant effect on individual HI status of 38.6 percentage points. The estimate is 

significant at the 1% level.23  

In my main specification, I instrument for HI using the campaign as an instrumental 

variable. The exclusion restriction requires that the treatment, living in a cluster with the 

encouragement campaign, does not have a direct effect on the outcome under consideration 

(changes in consumption) and only affects consumption indirectly via HI. This restriction will not be 

met if the campaign directly affects an unobserved variable that is correlated with the outcome, such 

as prices or interest rates. Given the short period under consideration, it is unlikely that this 

occurred.   

6.2 Effect of Illness on Consumption  

I test whether household consumption is fully insured against the costs of illness using Gertler and 

Gruber’s (2002) estimation strategy. This captures the reduced-form effect of health changes on 

consumption growth, and is the sum of health-induced changes in earnings, savings, transfers, and 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23	  Estimating equation (6) via Probit instead of OLS yields a similar marginal effect of .398. The coefficient estimate on 
campaign remains stable when different controls are introduced. This lends credibility to the randomization process: in 
expectation treatment and control groups are similar across observed and unobserved characteristics and including 
covariates does not change the point estimate but increases precision. 	  
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OOP. This is analogous to theoretical equations (2) and (4). I estimate the reduced-form effect of 

health changes on consumption: 24 

7                   ∆𝑙𝑛
𝐶!!
𝑛!!

= 𝛾! + 𝛾!∆𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥!! + 𝑋′!!𝛾! + 𝑢!! 

which is a regression of the growth in log per capita (non-medical) consumption for household ℎ in 

village 𝑣 against the change in health (∆𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥!!), a series of household demographic controls to 

capture secular trends in consumption (𝑋!!), and a random error (𝑢!!). I include cluster match fixed 

effects 𝛾! to control for changes in potential determinants of both income and health. Errors are 

clustered at the health cluster level.   

The model is a fixed-effects specification and controls for time-invariant heterogeneity in 

omitted characteristics, such as risk preferences and health endowments. I discuss concerns about 

time-varying omitted variables and the endogeneity of health changes in Section 8.  

If people are fully insured, changes in health will not affect consumption growth: 𝛾! = 0. 

Results are displayed in Table 8 columns (1) and (2). Changes in the index have a significant and 

sizeable effect in the expected direction: moving from being able to perform all to unable to 

perform any activities lowers annualized PCE by 14%. This implies that net savings plus transfers 

are less than the lost labor earning and medical costs of illness. These results are smaller than those 

in Gertler and Gruber (2002): they find that a full health deterioration of the household head lowers 

annualized PCE by 20%. When I focus on health shocks to the household head in section 7.2, I find 

larger effects than in the main sample: a full health deterioration of the head lowers annualized PCE 

by 25%. 

6.3 Consumption-Smoothing Benefit of HI 

The previous section shows that households do not have full consumption insurance. Therefore, 

social insurance may provide a consumption smoothing benefit as opposed to simply crowding out 

informal insurance mechanisms. To test for the effect of health changes on consumption growth by 

HI status, I modify my change-in-health variable. I create a health deterioration index (health 

improvement index) that is equal to the index change if the change is negative (positive), and 0 

otherwise. I include the health indices, their interactions with HI, and an HI dummy. I create 

separate health indices because adding an interaction term to equation (7) between the change in 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24	  In order for there to be an effect of illness on consumption through imperfect insurance, there must be a sizable cost 
of illness. While I do not have data to estimate the effect of illness on labor earnings, I can estimate an OOP health 
expenditure equation by replacing the dependent variable in equation (7) with OOP health expenditures. There are 
significant effects in the expected direction: moving from completely able to unable to perform activities increases yearly 
medical spending by 5921 pesos. This is equivalent to twice the average yearly OOP. 	  
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health and HI could be misleading in that it restricts the sign and magnitude of the interaction 

coefficient to be the same regardless of the direction of health changes. There is no theoretical 

reason for this to be the case, as shown in Section 3.  The excluded group is that with no health 

changes and no HI. I instrument for HI with treatment group, and the interaction terms with 

interactions between the health indices and treatment group. I estimate the following equation:  

8               ∆𝑙𝑛
𝐶!!
𝑛!!

= 𝛽! + 𝛽!𝐻𝐼!! + 𝛽!∆𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒!! + 𝛽!∆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒!! + 𝛽!∆𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒!! ∗ 𝐻𝐼!! + 

𝛽!∆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒!! ∗ 𝐻𝐼!! + 𝑋′!!𝛽! + 𝑒!! 
 
which is a 2SLS regression of the growth in log per capita non-medical consumption for household 

ℎ in village 𝑣 against the change in health (∆𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒!!  𝑎𝑛𝑑  ∆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒!!), HI status (𝐻𝐼!!), the 

interaction of the change in health and HI status (∆𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛!! ∗ 𝐻𝐼!! and ∆𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒!! ∗ 𝐻𝐼!!), a 

series of household demographic controls (𝑋!!), cluster match fixed effects (𝛽!)  and an error (𝑒!!). 

As in the previous regression, I include cluster match fixed effects 𝛽! to control for changes in 

potential determinants of both income and health and standard errors are clustered at the health 

cluster level.   

The coefficients on the interaction terms, 𝛽! and 𝛽!, capture the differential impact of illness 

and improvements, respectively, among individuals with and without HI. From the previous section, 

I expect 𝛽! < 0 and 𝛽! > 0: health deteriorations (improvements) cause a decrease (increase) in 

consumption. The extent to which HI offsets illness-induced changes in consumption depends on 

how large medical expenditures are relative to the indirect effects of HI on informal mechanisms 

and the effect of health on labor earnings. This can be inferred from how much 𝛽! offsets 𝛽!. The 

precautionary savings effect due to insurance for the households of those individuals who exhibit no 

change in health can be inferred from the coefficient on HI and I expect  𝛽! > 0. 

Results are presented in columns (3) and (4) of Table 8.25 For individuals without HI, 

complete health deteriorations decrease annualized household PCE by 30%. HI offsets this illness-

induced decline in consumption by about 50%: for individuals with HI, complete health 

deteriorations decrease annualized household PCE by 14%. The estimates imply that the additional 

resources from informal insurance mechanisms used by the uninsured are not substantial enough to 

cover medical expenditures and next period’s precautionary savings. Improvements increase 

consumption by .4% and 12% for individuals without and with HI, respectively. The increase is 

through a combination of decreased medical expenditures and increased earnings. The difference 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 Table 10 shows the first stage regressions. 
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between the estimates imply that a combination of less transfers and higher next period 

precautionary savings overwhelm the health-induced gain in resources for the uninsured. For 

example, the uninsured may allocate more of their health-improvement induced earnings increases 

toward precautionary savings compared to the insured. In fact, when I limit my sample to 

individuals who are employed at baseline in section 7.3, there is a larger differential effect of HI for 

health improvements. This lends credibility to my hypothesis because the effect of health on labor 

earnings is likely larger for the employed. For the households of individuals who exhibit no change 

in health, annualized household PCE increases by 4.6%, likely due to a decrease in current income 

allocated toward precautionary savings. This hypothesis is consistent with the existing literature on 

consumption smoothing in Mexico, in that households decrease savings when they have access to 

formal insurance mechanisms (Ruiz, 2011). 

6.4 Health Care Financing 

The data does not include information on income, earnings, savings, or transfers and thus precludes 

analysis of the direct mechanisms through which HI moderates the effect of health on 

consumption- via labor earnings, savings and inter-household transfers. However, the survey does 

contain questions regarding the various methods the household uses to finance the previous years’ 

medical expenditures: whether from current income, by drawing from savings, by selling assets or 

borrowing. While I am unable to examine the change in household savings or transfers due to health 

changes differentially by insurance status, I can ascertain if health care financing methods vary across 

insurance status. For example, whether uninsured households are more likely to borrow to finance 

their medical expenditures compared to the insured.  

I estimate the effect of insurance status in the follow-up period on the OOP financing 

method 𝑦!! for household ℎ in village 𝑣 with the following instrumental variables regression:  

9                   𝑦!! = 𝜋! + 𝜋!𝐻𝐼!! + 𝑋′!!𝜋! + 𝑢!! 

where 𝑦!! is an indicator for whether the household financed medical expenditures through current 

income, by drawing from savings, by selling assets and by borrowing in the follow-up period. I 

instrument for 𝐻𝐼 using the campaign as an instrumental variable and the first-stage is shown in 

Table 7. The vector of household controls 𝑋! includes: household size, urban/rural location, 

whether the household is indigenous, and Oportunidades enrollment. I include cluster match fixed 

effects and cluster my standard errors at the health cluster level.  

The coefficient 𝜋! on 𝐻𝐼 gives the average difference in means between the insured and 

uninsured. As shown in Table 9, insurance status has a significant effect on the likelihood of drawing 
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from savings or selling assets to finance medical expenditures. Insured households are 4.6 

percentage points less likely to draw from savings than uninsured households. Results are similar for 

financing by selling assets: insured households are 4.2 percentage points less likely to sell assets. 

Finally, while the effects of insurance on financing from current income or borrowing are negative, 

they are imprecisely estimated.  

7. Heterogeneous Effects 

In this section, I consider the consumption-smoothing benefit of HI for three groups: 

Oportunidades households, households for whom the randomly selected individual is the household 

head, and households for whom the randomly selected individual work in the labor market at 

baseline.  

7.1 Oportunidades Households 

Oportunidades is a conditional cash transfer program for families with school-age children. The 

effect of HI on Oportunidades families is of particular interest because these households are in the 

lowest two income deciles, automatically enrolled in SP, and receive basic preventative health care 

and cash transfers through Oportunidades. The differential effect of HI on health-induced changes 

in consumption could be either smaller or larger for these households. Because they are in the 

lowest 2 income deciles, OOP are more likely to be catastrophic in treating a given illness and I 

expect HI to provide more consumption-smoothing benefits at the lower end of the income 

distribution. However, all Oportunidades households receive free basic preventative health care and 

thus may have lower OOP compared to the entire sample. In addition, households receive a cash 

transfer equal to about 20% of monthly household income. This cash transfer may cushion the 

decrease in consumption due to income shocks, such as health-induced changes in labor income.26 

 Oportunidades households comprise 47% of the sample. Descriptive statistics of individuals 

in Oportunidades households are shown in Table 11. Individuals are slightly less educated, less likely 

to be employed, and less likely to have HI at baseline compared to the entire sample.  

 I estimate equation (7), limiting observations to Oportunidades households. The results are 

presented in Table 12. Columns (1) and (2) indicate that a full health deterioration has a slightly 

smaller effect on PCE than in the full sample: moving from being able to perform all to unable to 

perform any activities lowers monthly food expenditure by 17.8% and there is no statistically 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26	  Skoufias (2002) finds that the early, rural implementation of Oportunidades, PROGRESA, does enable households to 
better smooth consumption over income fluctuations.  
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significant effect on annualized PCE. This may be because the cash transfer received through 

Oportunidades better insulates these households from adverse events, such as health shocks.  

The differential effect of HI for Oportunidades households is presented in columns (3) and 

(4). For the households of individuals who exhibit no change in health, annualized household PCE 

increases by 8.1%, likely due to a decrease in current income allocated toward precautionary savings. 

This is nearly twice as large as for the entire sample, and consistent with the findings of Ruiz (2011): 

the introduction of formal credit institutions causes a decrease in household savings, with the 

poorest households exhibiting the highest decline in saving rates. For individuals without HI, 

complete health deteriorations lower annualized household PCE by 28%. This is a slightly smaller 

effect than for non-Oportunidades households because Oportunidades households receive a cash 

transfer which may buffer these families from income fluctuations. HI offsets this illness-induced 

decline in consumption by 75%: for individuals with HI, complete health deteriorations decrease 

annualized household PCE by 7%.  

The Oportunidades program combined with HI provides substantial protection for this 

particularly vulnerable segment of the population from negative health shocks. It is likely that HI 

assuages the effect of increased total medical expenditures due to negative health shocks, while the 

cash transfer protects the household against income loss due to illness.27 This hypothesis is 

consistent with previous findings on the consumption smoothing benefit of Oportunidades 

(Skoufias, 2002). The differential effects of HI for health improvements of individuals in 

Oportunidades households are larger than in the entire sample: a full health improvement increases 

annualized PCE by 2% for the uninsured and 13% for the insured. When health improvements 

induce an increase in labor earnings and decrease in OOP, it may be that Oportunidades households 

allocate fewer resources toward precautionary savings because of the buffer provided by the cash 

transfer. The differential effect of HI across health improvements is the same for Oportunidades 

households (11%) as in the general sample.  

7.2 Health Shocks to the Household Head 

The data contain detailed individual health data from one randomly selected adult in each 

household. In this section, I limit my results to households for whom the randomly selected 

individual is the household head, forty-seven percent of the sample.  Descriptive statistics for this 

group are shown in Table 11. Sixty-two percent of household heads are male, compared to 36 % in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 Because individuals in Oportunidades are slightly less likely to be employed at baseline compared to the entire sample 
(47% and 51% employment rates, respectively), the effect of health on consumption through labor earnings is likely not 
as large, absent any social programs, as in the entire sample.	  
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the entire sample, and they are five years older than individuals in the main sample, on average. 

Household heads have more education than individuals in the entire sample and 75% are employed.  

The effect of a health shock to the household head on household consumption may be larger 

because these individuals likely contribute more to household income than other individuals, as 

evidenced by their higher employment rates. I expect the differential effect of HI for this group to 

be no larger than that found in the entire sample because HI moderates the effect of illness on 

consumption through its effect on medical expenditures and does not insure against the loss in labor 

earnings associated with adverse health events. For a group with a high employment rate, the loss in 

labor earnings is likely substantial. I focus specifically on the heterogeneous effects for the employed 

in the next section. 

 I estimate equation (7), limiting observations to households where the individual whose 

health changes I measure are the household head. The results are presented in Table 13. Columns 

(1) and (2) indicate that a full health deterioration of the head has a substantially larger effect on 

PCE than in the full sample: moving from being able to perform all to unable to perform any 

activities lowers monthly food expenditure by 25.7% and annualized PCE by 25.4%. These results 

are slightly larger than those found by Gertler and Gruber (2002).   

The consumption-smoothing effects of HI are presented in columns (3) and (4). For the 

households of individuals who exhibit no change in health, annualized household PCE increases by 

5.2%. This is likely due to a decrease in current income allocated toward precautionary savings and is 

comparable to results for the entire sample. For the uninsured, complete health deteriorations 

decrease monthly food expenditure by 30% and lower annualized household PCE by 32%. HI 

offsets this illness-induced decline in consumption by less than half: complete health deteriorations 

decrease annualized household PCE by 18% for the insured. It is not surprising that HI has a 

smaller consumption smoothing benefit against health shocks to the household head: HI does not 

insure against the loss in labor income associated with adverse health events, and thus when the 

primary earner is ill, total household income less medical expenditures decreases substantially. For 

households whose head experiences a full health improvement, annualized PCE increases by 2% 

and 21% for the uninsured and insured. The latter estimate is considerably larger than that in the 

entire sample (12%) and is consistent with the hypothesis that uninsured and insured households 

differ in the extent to which they allocate health improvement-induced increases in labor earnings 

toward precautionary savings. Because the household head is often the primary income earner, a full 
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health improvement is associated with higher consumption growth than that found in the entire 

sample. My findings in the next section corroborate this hypothesis.  

7.3 Health Shocks to the Employed 

In this section, I consider the consumption-smoothing benefits of HI for households whose 

randomly selected individual is employed at baseline, about 51% of the sample. Illness induces both 

high OOP and a loss in labor income, and HI only assuages the effect of illness on consumption 

through its effect on OOP. Therefore, HI may not provide as large of a consumption-smoothing 

benefit when I focus exclusively on the employed. The differential effect for the employed depends 

on how much intra-household reallocation of market and household work occurs in response to 

health shocks. For example, if the employed individual experiences a deterioration of their health, 

opts out of the labor force, and instead spends their time in household production, another 

household member may increase their labor market participation to fully offset the losses in labor 

income incurred by the sick household member. In this case, HI may provide as much 

consumption-smoothing benefit as for an individual who was not employed at baseline. However, 

estimates on the heterogeneous effects for household heads in the previous section suggest that this 

is not the case. 

 I restrict the sample to individuals who are employed at baseline. Table 11 shows the 

descriptive statistics for these individuals. On average they are 43 years old and 63% are male, 

compared to 36% male in the entire sample. I estimate equation (7), limiting observations to 

households where the individual whose health changes I measure is employed at baseline. Results in 

Table 14 columns (1) and (2) indicate that a full health deterioration of the employed has a slightly 

larger effect on PCE than in the full sample: complete health deteriorations lower monthly food 

expenditure by 18.7% and annualized PCE by 16.6%. These results are considerably smaller than if 

the individual is the household head, likely due to the fact that the household head is often the 

primary earner.   

The differential effects of HI are presented in columns (3) and (4). For the households of 

individuals who exhibit no change in health, annualized household PCE increases by 4.6%, 

comparable to results for the entire sample. For the uninsured, complete health deteriorations 

decrease monthly food expenditure by 27% and lower annualized household PCE by 28%. Similar 

to the consumption smoothing effect for household heads, HI offsets this illness-induced decline in 

consumption by less than half: complete health deteriorations decrease annualized household PCE 

by 15.2% for the insured. For households whose head experiences a full health improvement, 
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annualized PCE increases by 2% and 25% for the uninsured and insured. The differential effects for 

the household head and employed samples are very similar and this underscores the importance of 

the uninsured economic cost associated with health, labor earnings. HI does not fully offset the 

economic costs associated with illness and my estimates suggest that public disability insurance may 

improve welfare by insuring households against the labor earnings losses associated with illness.  

8. Validity Concerns 

My theoretical and empirical work requires relies on the assumption that health insurance does not 

directly affect health or health care utilization. Given that baseline health is not different across 

treatment and control groups, health insurance would have to significantly affect follow-up health 

status, as measured by the health index, for this to be a serious empirical concern. In Table 15, I 

provide instrumental variable estimates of the effect of HI on health and health care utilization as 

measured by hospitalizations and outpatient care. Consistent with King et al. (2007), I do not find an 

effect of HI on health or health care utilization. This is likely due to the short evaluation period. One 

might expect to find an effect on health and utilization over a longer time horizon, in which case my 

empirical strategy would be inappropriate.   

I remain concerned about omitted variables, endogeneity of health changes, and reverse 

causality. Changes in health reflect choices of endogenous health inputs and exogenous unobserved 

health shocks. The endogenous inputs reflect income and price shocks and therefore the estimating 

equation needs good proxies for these. Weather is potentially confounding because rainfall or 

temperature shocks may be correlated with health and income. I cannot use community FE to 

control for income, price and weather shocks because the treatment is at the community level. 

Instead, I control for the health cluster match. I assume that 2 communities that looked similar at 

baseline trend in the same way in terms of potential determinants of both income and health over 

the evaluation.  

If individuals who experience health shocks are different in an unobserved way that is 

correlated with ability to smooth consumption, my estimates will be bias. For example, preference 

heterogeneity that leads the people who undertake preventive health care measures and face a lower 

illness probability to save more. The majority of the literature does not address this issue.28 

Following Finkelstein and McGarry (2006), I examine the correlation between health changes and 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28	  Papers that ignore this include: Gertler and Gruber (2002), Gruber et al. (2009), Townsend (1994), Kochar (1995), 
Dercon and Krishnan (2000), De Weerdt and Dercon (2006), Finkelstein et al. (2008), and Foster (1995). The only paper 
that studies negative health shocks and accounts for endogeneity is Mohanan (2011). His findings on consumption 
smoothing over small, health changes are consistent with the previous literature that does not correct for selection.	  
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preventive behaviors, such as receiving a flu shot. Results are presented in Table 16. I find that there 

is a significant relationship between health changes in preventive behaviors at baseline. Health 

improvements are positively correlated with receiving a flu vaccine and eye exam in the baseline 

year. Health improvements are negatively and insignificantly correlated with being a smoker at 

baseline. All correlations are relatively small in magnitude. However, these results imply that there is 

a potential issue related to adverse selection. If individuals who experience adverse health events are 

less likely to undertake preventive health measures, and are also less likely to save for precautionary 

reasons, then we may observe a larger consumption-smoothing benefit of HI than for individuals 

who are more cautious and do not experience health deteriorations. Alternatively, if individuals who 

do not undertake preventive health measures are more likely to save because they know they are at 

an increased risk for adverse health events, we may observe a smaller consumption smoothing 

benefit of HI. Without data on savings or other informal insurance mechanisms it is difficult to 

determine the extent of potential adverse selection and the direction of bias is ambiguous.  

Reverse causality is an issue if changes in income affect health, for example, job loss that 

results in health deterioration due to depression. If my results reflect the effect of labor supply on 

health, this mechanism would need to operate more strongly the larger the shock to labor earnings: 

the effect on health from reduced earnings would be bigger for high-wage versus low-wage 

individuals. While unlikely, I cannot test for this because I do not observe labor earnings or wages. 

I ignore the possibility of state dependence in my theoretical and empirical work: I assume 

that the marginal utility of consumption evaluated at the same level of consumption is the same 

regardless of health state. Allowing for state dependence adds a term to consumption growth ∆𝑐 

that represents the change in consumption purely due to state dependence:  

∆𝑐 = 𝑐!∗ − 𝑐!∗ = 𝑡 − 1 − 𝑘 𝑤 − 1 − 𝑏 𝑚 + (2 + 𝑟)𝑠!∗ 𝑤, 𝑘, 𝑝, 𝑏,𝑚, 𝑡 − 𝑠!!∗ 𝑤, 𝑘, 𝑝, 𝑏,𝑚, 𝑡  

This additional term adds a scaling effect: the empirical results will capture changes in consumption 

due to health and changes in consumption due to changes in the marginal utility of consumption due 

to changes in health. While state dependence changes the interpretation of the magnitude of my 

estimates, it does not change the sign on the interaction coefficients because the marginal utility of 

consumption in different health states wouldn’t vary by HI. The magnitude of the interaction 

coefficient would provide the relative effect of HI. For example, consider the extreme case with 

negative state dependence where the 14% decline in PCE for the insured is due to state dependence. 
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This would imply households with HI are fully insured against health shocks. The (negative) 

consumption growth for the uninsured could then be decomposed into two parts: a 14% decrease in 

consumption due state dependence, and a 16% decrease in consumption due to lack of full 

insurance. 

9. Conclusion 

Major illness exposes families to substantial financial risks and it is not surprising that uninsured 

families are unusually vulnerable to adverse health shocks. For this reason, many countries are 

considering social insurance to help insure families against the economic costs of illness. Using 

experimental data from one of the largest expansions of public health insurance in the world, I 

assess the extent to which insurance cushions health-induced changes in non-medical consumption 

in rural Mexico. I find that HI offsets illness-induced declines in consumption by over 50%. In 

addition, there are substantially larger effects for Oportunidades households, for whom HI offsets 

illness-induced declines in consumption by 75%.  

The results of this paper have important policy implications. In the short term, the social 

insurance program did not affect several outcomes that were important to policymakers, such as 

health care utilization or health. However, the program did significantly reduce the incidence of 

catastrophic medical expenditure and provide a consumption-smoothing benefit to families who 

faced serious health shocks.  HI does not fully offset the economic costs associated with illness 

because it does not insure against the labor earnings losses: HI offsets health deterioration-induced 

declines in consumption by less than 50% for employed individuals. These estimates suggest that 

public disability insurance may provide further benefits by insuring households against the labor 

earnings losses associated with illness. The Mexican experience with social insurance may inform the 

construction of social insurance programs in other countries.  
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics at Baseline 
  Total Sample Control Treatment Difference in 

Means (C-T) 

 Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Mean Mean  

Individual Characteristics      

Age 42.83 16.62 18.00 98.00 42.75 42.91 -0.16 
Sex (male) 0.36 0.48 0.00 1.00 0.36 0.35 0.01** 
Educ: primary 0.32 0.47 0.00 1.00 0.32 0.32 0.00 
Educ: secondary 0.25 0.43 0.00 1.00 0.25 0.24 0.01* 
Educ: vocational 0.24 0.43 0.00 1.00 0.23 0.25 -0.02** 
Married 0.58 0.49 0.00 1.00 0.58 0.57 0.01 
Dependents  0.56 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.56 0.56 0.00 
Employed 0.51 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.51 -0.01* 
HI Status 0.21 0.41 0.00 1.00 0.18 0.25 -0.08** 
Household Characteristics      

HH Size 4.19 2.06 1.00 19.00 4.13 4.24 -0.11** 
Rural 0.91 0.28 0.00 1.00 0.92 0.90 0.02** 
Indigenous 0.06 0.24 0.00 1.00 0.06 0.07 -0.01* 
Oportunidades 0.47 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.47 0.48 -0.01* 
HH Consumption & Assets     

HH PCE Food (1 mth) 361 449 0.00 15500 358 364 -6.85 
HH PCE Essential Items (1 mth) 550 601 0.00 20366 548 552 -4.13 
HH PCE All Items (1 mth) 809 1373 0.00 99857 800 818 -17.55 

Annualized HH PCE 9092 10896 0.00 368320 8964 9220 -255.89 
Asset Index 0.46 0.19 0.00 1.00 0.45 0.47 -0.02** 
HH Health Expenditures      
HH Health Exp. (1 mth) 157 553 0.00 10,000 160 155 5.82 

HH Health Exp. (3 mth) 677 1,645 0.00 37,000 677 676 1.24 

HH Health Exp. (12 mth) 3,535 9,375 0.00 903,520 3,565 3,505 59.93 

Proportion of Annual Spending on 
Health 

0.09 0.14 0.00 1.00 0.09 0.09 0.00 

Catastrophic Health Expenditures  0.09 0.28 0.00 1.00 0.09 0.09 0.00 
Health Care Utilization 
No. HH Hospitalizations 0.21 0.59 0.00 9.00 0.21 0.20 0.00 

Outpatient care (12 mth) 0.66 0.47 0.00 1.00 0.66 0.65 0.01 

Hospitalization (12 mth) 0.07 0.26 0.00 1.00 0.07 0.07 0.00 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 
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Table 2: Health Variables at Baseline 
  Total Sample Control Treatment Difference in 

Means (C-T) 
 Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Mean Mean  

Smoker 0.10 0.31 0.00 1.00 0.11 0.10 0.01* 
Chronic disease 0.16 0.36 0.00 1.00 0.16 0.16 0.00 
BP: pre-hypertension 0.38 0.49 0.00 1.00 0.38 0.38 0.00 
BP: stage 1 hypertension 0.12 0.32 0.00 1.00 0.12 0.12 0.00 
BP: stage 2 hypertension 0.06 0.23 0.00 1.00 0.05 0.06 0.00 
BMI: Severely 

underweight 
0.007 0.083 0.00 1.00 0.007 0.006 0.00 

BMI: Underweight 0.016 0.124 0.00 1.00 0.015 0.015 0.00 
BMI: Pre-obese 0.368 0.482 0.00 1.00 0.360 0.368 -0.01 
BMI: Obese  0.173 0.378 0.00 1.00 0.176 0.168 0.01 
Blood pressure and BMI categorized according to World Health Organization classifications. Chronic disease includes: heart 
disease, hypertension and diabetes. * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 
 
Table 3: Self-Reported Health at Baseline 

 
Very Good Good Moderate Bad Very Bad 

Rating of Overall Health 2,165 11,860 9,572 1,271 88 

Activity None Mild Moderate Severe Can't do 

difficulty in moving around* 18,432 3,676 1,978 765 105 

difficulty in vigorous activity (running 3 km or cycling) * 14,696 3,840 2,706 1,950 1,764 

difficulty with self-care (washing, dressing) * 23,135  1,190   458 142 31 

difficulty in maintaining appearance (grooming) * 12,951 7,002 3,457 1,406 140 

difficulty in feeding yourself (cooking, using utensils)* 13,228 7,039 3,260 1,304  125  

difficulty concentrating or remembering things 21,780 2,114 757  243   62  

difficulty of learning new tasks 22,158  1,888  661   199  50 

difficulty with relationships & community participation 18,722 3,849 1,666 572  147 

difficulty in getting along with others 16,025 5,172 2,624 1,015  120 

difficulty in performing work or other regular activities* 14,993 6,119  2,755   952  137 

Pain & Discomfort None Mild Moderate Severe Extreme 

rating of pain & bodily aches 14,765 6,045 2,812 1,207 127 

rating of soreness & discomfort 16,238 5,835  2,157  673  53 

difficulty in daily life due to pain 17,080 5,145  1,979 668 84 

difficulty with sleep 16,380  5,420 2,109  874 173 
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Table 4: Summary Statistics of Baseline & Changes in Health Index 

 
Baseline Change Min Max 

Health Index 0.853 0.063 -1 0.917 

 
(0.1646) (0.1641) 

  
Some limitation 0.685 -0.181 -1 1 

Any deterioration (=1) 
 

0.220 0 1 

Mean deterioration conditional  
 

-0.231 -1 -0.042 

     on some deterioration 
 

(0.1563) 
  

Any improvement (=1) 
 

0.532 0 1 

Mean improvement conditional  
 

0.273 0.042 0.917 

     on some improvement 
 

(0.1487) 
   

Table 5: Health Insurance Status by Type 

 
Baseline Follow-up 

Health Insurance 0.215 0.428 

Type Conditional on HI   

Obligatory  0.636 0.312 

Voluntary, non-SP  0.056 0.062 

Voluntary, SP  0.264 0.614 

Obligatory & Voluntary 0.036 0.01 

HI Type Missing 0.008 0.001 

 

Table 6: Change in HI by Treatment Group 

 
Control Treatment 

No HI- No HI 0.73 0.34 

No HI- HI 0.10 0.40 

HI- HI 0.13 0.22 

HI- No HI 0.04 0.03 

Total 12,382 12,574 
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Table 7: Effect of Encouragement Campaign on Health Insurance Status 
Dependent Variable is HI (1) (2) (3) 
Campaign 0.391 0.389 0.386 
 (68.60)*** (68.35)*** (68.24)*** 
Household size  -0.002 -0.003 
  (1.16) (1.99)** 
Rural  -0.107 -0.107 
  (10.45)*** (10.44)*** 
Indigenous  0.104 0.110 
  (8.63)*** (9.09)*** 
Oportunidades  0.117 0.127 
  (19.46)*** (20.68)*** 
Age   0.005 
   (4.85)*** 
Age Squared   -0.000 
   (2.68)*** 
Sex (male)   -0.051 
    (6.79)*** 
Educ: primary   0.067 
    (7.45)*** 
Educ: secondary   0.083 
    (8.37)*** 
Educ: college/vocational   0.150 
    (14.27)*** 
Married   0.081 
    (13.29)*** 
Dependents    0.017 
   (2.63)*** 
Employed   0.020 
   (2.77)*** 
Community Match FE  x x 
R2 0.16 0.18 0.19 
N 24,956 24,956 24,956 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 
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Table 8: Effect of Health Changes on Consumption Growth 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Change in Log 

PCE Food (1m) 
Change in Log 
PCE (12m) 

Change in Log 
PCE Food (1m) 

Change in Log 
PCE (12m) 

HI   0.070 0.046 
   (2.09)** (3.00)*** 
Change in index 0.186 0.140   
 (3.89)** (3.13)**   
Index decreases   -0.296 -0.306 
   (2.01)** (2.46)** 
Interact: Index decreases, HI   0.180 0.164 
   (3.67)*** (2.81)*** 
Index increases   0.007 0.004 
   (0.07) (2.28)** 
Interact: Index increases, HI   0.141 0.119 
   (1.90)* (2.76)*** 
Household Size 0.001 -0.022 0.001 -0.023 
 (.55) (11.11)*** (0.40) (11.19)*** 
Urban 0.022 0.033 0.03 0.039 
 (1.35) (2.27)** (1.70)* (2.67)** 
Indigenous 0.098 0.064 0.091 0.058 
 (4.91)*** (3.80)*** (4.49)*** (3.42)*** 
Oportunidades 0.057 0.021 0.048 0.012 
 (5.72)*** (2.49)** (4.54)*** (1.37) 
Community Match FE x x x x 
R2 0.04 0.05 0.00 0.01 
N 24,956 24,956 24,956 24,956 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 

 
Table 9: IV Estimates of the Effect of HI on Health Care Financing Methods 
 Income Savings Selling Assets Borrowing 
HI -0.029 -0.046 -0.042 -0.024 
 (0.51) (2.16)** (2.41)** (0.85) 
Household Size 0.015 0.000 0.001 0.003 
 (9.79)*** (0.52) (0.61) (2.11)** 
Urban 0.324 0.050 0.023 0.012 
 (14.16)*** (2.30)** (0.96) (0.34) 
Indigenous -0.073 -0.028 0.003 -0.047 
 (4.80)*** (2.07)** (0.25) (2.77)*** 
Oportunidades -0.042 -0.011 0.011 -0.010 
 (3.58)*** (1.91)* (2.40)** (1.40) 
Community Match FE x x x x 
R2 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.04 
N 24,956 24,956 24,956 24,956 
Average 0.453 0.098 0.072 0.189 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 
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Table 10: First Stage Regressions 
  HI ∆deteriorate*HI     ∆improve*HI 

Campaign 0.37 0.00 0.00 

  (46.89)** (2.66)* (3.08)* 

∆deteriorate*campaign -0.08 0.42 -0.02 

  (0.96) (66.81)** (1.41) 

∆improve*campaign 
0.21 

-0.01 0.46 

  (0.83) (1.45) (63.89)** 

∆deteriorate 0.08 0.20 0.01 

  (1.11) (46.03)** (1.06) 

∆improve -0.09 0.01 0.20 

  (1.23) (1.65) (28.82)** 

HH Size 0.000 0.000 0.000 

  (1.23) (2.77)* (1.36) 

Rural -0.11 0.000 -0.01 

  (10.42)** (6.27)** (4.15)** 

Indigenous 0.11 0.000 0.01 

  (8.73)** (2.80)* (3.59)* 

Oportunidades 0.12 0.000 0.01 

  (19.39)** (6.30)** (12.8)** 

Community Match FE x x x 

R2 0.18 0.48 0.46 

 
Table 11: Descriptive Statistics at Baseline for Heterogeneous Groups 
 Entire Sample Oportunidades Household Head Employed 
 Mean Mean Mean Mean 

Age 42.83 42.79 47.42 43.02 

Sex (male) 0.36 0.33 0.62 0.63 

Educ: primary 0.32 0.35 0.34 0.32 

Educ: secondary 0.25 0.25 0.33 0.24 

Educ: vocational 0.24 0.17 0.21 0.27 

Married 0.58 0.61 0.53 0.55 

Dependents  0.56 0.57 0.54 0.51 

Employed 0.51 0.47 0.75  

HI Status 0.21 0.17 0.22 0.23 

HH Size 4.19 4.71 3.67 4.12 

Rural 0.91 0.97 0.91 0.90 

Indigenous 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.06 

Oportunidades 0.47  0.46 0.45 

N 24,956 11,862 11,854 12,667 
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Table 12: Effect of Health Changes on Consumption Growth for Oportunidades Households 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Change in Log 

PCE Food (1m) 
Change in Log 
PCE (12m) 

Change in Log 
PCE Food (1m) 

Change in Log 
PCE (12m) 

HI   0.108 0.081 
   (2.97)*** (2.66)** 
Change in index 0.178 0.110   
 (2.96)** (0.12)   
Index decreases   -0.19 -0.283 
   (1.02) (1.81)* 
Interact: Index decreases, HI   0.130 0.214 
   (2.45)** (2.09)** 
Index increases   0.019 0.021 
   (0.15) (1.66)* 
Interact: Index increases, HI   0.10 0.11 
   (1.58) (1.92)* 
Household Size 0.006 -0.017 0.005 -0.018 
 (1.79)* (6.39)*** (1.57) (6.58)*** 
Urban 0.092 0.09 0.107 0.102 
 (2.05)** (2.39)** (2.38)** (2.71)** 
Indigenous 0.094 0.076 0.078 0.064 
 (3.92)*** (3.77)*** (3.22)*** (3.11)** 
Community Match FE x x x x 
R2 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.01 
N 11,862 11,862 11,862 11,862 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 

 
Table 13: Effect of Household Head Health Changes on Consumption Growth  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Change in Log 

PCE Food (1m) 
Change in Log 
PCE (12m) 

Change in Log 
PCE Food (1m) 

Change in Log 
PCE (12m) 

HI   0.072 0.052 
   (2.43)** (2.05)** 
Change in index 0.257 0.254   
 (4.44)*** (2.10)**   
Index decreases   -0.305 -0.326 
   (2.44)** (2.90)*** 
Interact: Index decreases, HI   0.125 0.142 
   (2.22)** (2.19)** 
Index increases   0.071 0.020 
   (0.49) (1.68)* 
Interact: Index increases, HI   0.130 0.194 
   (2.32)** (2.57)** 
Household Size 0.005 -0.022 0.005 -0.018 
 (1.28) (7.15)*** (1.57) (6.58)*** 
Urban 0.029 0.031 0.107 0.102 
 (1.22) (1.51) (2.38)** (2.71)** 
Indigenous 0.095 0.044 0.078 0.064 
 (3.37)*** (1.83)* (3.22)*** (3.11)** 
Community Match FE x x x x 
R2 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.02 
N 11,854 11,854 11,854 11,854 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 
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Table 14: Effect of Health Changes of the Employed on Consumption Growth  
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Change in Log 

PCE Food (1m) 
Change in Log 
PCE (12m) 

Change in Log 
PCE Food (1m) 

Change in Log 
PCE (12m) 

HI   0.067 0.046 
   (3.97)*** (3.01)*** 
Change in index 0.187 0.166   
 (2.64)*** (2.11)**   
Index decreases   -0.271 -0.276 
   (2.72)** (2.53)** 
Interact: Index decreases, HI   0.114 0.124 
   (2.50)** (2.62)** 
Index increases   0.039 0.025 
   (0.25) (1.81)* 
Interact: Index increases, HI   0.135 0.227 
   (1.65)* (2.33)** 
Household Size 0.004 -0.020 0.004 -0.020 
 (1.35) (7.19)*** (1.26) (7.14)*** 
Urban 0.034 0.038 0.038 0.037 
 (1.51) (2.02)** (1.69)* (1.93)* 
Indigenous 0.141 0.090 0.137 0.091 
 (5.04)*** (3.76)*** (4.81)*** (3.77)*** 
Community Match FE x x x x 
R2 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.02 
N 12,667 12,667 12,667 12,667 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 
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Table 15: IV Estimates of the Effect of HI on Health & Utilization 
  Health Index  

(Follow-up) 
No. HH  
Hospitalizations 

 Outpatient care  
(12 mth) 

Hospitalization 
(12 mth) 

Health Insurance -0.007 -0.013 -0.058 0.001 

  (0.98) (0.59) (.74) (0.14) 

Age -0.001 -0.009 0.002 -0.005 

  (2.44)* (5.94)** (2.06)* (9.12)** 

Age squared 0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000 

  (6.43)** (4.77)** (2.27)* (7.75)** 

Sex (male) -0.013 -0.009 -0.173 -0.043 

  (3.57)** (0.78) (24.74)** (10.84)** 

Educ: primary -0.005 -0.000 0.028 -0.002 

  (1.11) (0.02) (3.38)** (0.46) 

Educ: secondary -0.009 -0.011 0.062 -0.002 

  (1.91) (0.75) (6.71)** (0.35) 

Educ: college/vocational -0.005 0.010 0.077 -0.003 

  (0.92) (0.61) (7.67)** (0.50) 

Married -0.006 0.033 0.066 0.014 

  (2.06)* (3.63)** (11.30)** (4.20)** 

Dependents  -0.002 0.030 0.069 0.005 

  (0.56) (3.20)** (11.68)** (1.37) 

Employed -0.002 0.001 -0.010 -0.009 

  (0.54) (0.11) (1.45) (2.39)* 

HH Size 0.000 0.013 -0.007 -0.003 

  (0.26) (5.69)** (4.40)** (3.39)** 

Rural 0.006 -0.000 -0.042 0.017 

  (1.16) (0.03) (4.35)** (3.06)** 

Indigenous -0.014 -0.047 -0.047 -0.004 

  (2.42)* (2.68)** (4.24)** (0.60) 

Oportunidades -0.005 -0.037 0.060 -0.009 

  (1.50) (3.90)** (10.08)** (2.77)** 

R2 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.02 
 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 
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Table 16: Correlation between Health Changes and Preventive Behaviors 
 Flu Vaccine, Baseline Smoker, Baseline Eye Exam, Ever  Eye Exam, Baseline  

Change in Index 0.030 -0.014 0.080 0.040 
 (1.91)* (1.17) (4.30)*** (3.37)*** 
HH Size -0.011 0.002 -0.016 -0.005 
  (8.41)*** (2.39)** (10.33)*** (4.96)*** 
Rural -0.003 0.016 -0.227 -0.074 
  (0.09) (0.65) (5.92)*** (3.03)*** 
Indigenous 0.041 -0.005 -0.069 -0.035 
  (3.24)*** (0.48) (4.61)*** (3.61)*** 
Oportunidades 0.070 -0.009 -0.045 -0.003 
 (12.18)*** (2.00)** (6.56)*** (0.64) 
Community Match FE x x x x 
R2 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.02 
N 24,956 24,956    24,956 24,956 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 
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Abstract: Through the 1990’s, the government of Chile implemented various
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on examining short and long term effectiveness of a particular policy of issuing
environmental “alerts” when ambient air pollution reaches dangerously high
levels. We find that these policies are correlated with lower air pollution and
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1 Introduction

Over the past 50 years, an increasing number of national, regional, and city
governments around the world have taken deliberate actions to address local
air pollution. Unlike global pollution issues such as the deterioration of the
Ozone layer or global temperature rises, local air pollution problems arise due
to location specific economic development, topography and weather patterns.
Similarly, government responses to local air pollution have varied greatly in their
methods and levels of success. This paper will focus on the policies implemented
by the Chilean government to combat the high levels of ambient air pollution
that have plagued Santiago since at least the 1960’s, when the pollution monitors
were put in place.

Santiago is particularly susceptible to elevated levels of a number of air
pollutants due to the weather patterns and topographical characteristics of its
location. This paper will follow the Chilean government’s focus on PM10

1 as a
criteria pollutant, and thus our discussion of pollution levels will be anchored by
measured levels of PM10. Prior to the start of significant government interven-
tions, PM10 levels within the city of greater than 300µg/m3 were not uncommon
and occasionally levels of greater than 500µg/m3 were measured. Considering
that World Health Organization guidelines for PM10 are currently set at a 24-hr
mean value of 50µg/m3 it is unsurprising that Santiago was widely known for
its poor air quality (WHO, 2011).

Exposure to air pollution has been shown to impose societal costs through
a number of different channels2, however the most salient cost of air pollution
is the negative impacts it has on the health of exposed populations. A large
amount of research (both economic and epidemiological) has linked exposure
to air pollution to negative health outcomes (Dockery et al., 1993) with a
large fraction of this literature focusing specifically on the negative effects of
particulate matter exposure on health in both the short (Dominici et al., 2003,
Katsouyanni et al., 2001) and the long term (Pope et al., 1995, 2002).While
the most commonly cited health effects of exposure to air pollution are related
to respiratory ailments, research has shown that elevated levels of ambient
particulate matter also significantly impact outcomes of cardiovascular disease
among exposed populations (Pope et al., 2004). Additionally, there have been
several studies which consider the timing of the negative effects of exposure to
air pollution. Zanobetti et al. (2003) find that the increased mortality rates
that correspond to elevated levels of particulate matter are not due solely to a
net harvesting effect,3 while Goodman et al. (2004) concluded that increases in
1 PM10 is a measure of the concentration of airborne particulates smaller than or equal to
10 micrometers in size in a given volume of air. It is commonly reported in micro-grams of
particles per cubic meter of air.

2 For example: degradation of asset valuations (Chay and Greenstone, 2005), diminished
quality of life (Luechinger, 2009), reduced experiential values (Carson et al., 1992), property
and ecosystem damage (Likens et al., 1996), and reductions in economic output (Ostro, 1983,
Zivin and Neidell, 2011).

3 The hypothesis of the Harvesting Effect holds that while exposure to high concentrations
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mortality due to elevated levels of particulate matter may persist for days or
even weeks after a exposure.4

Such results, along with growing public discontent, motivated a string of
actions by the Chilean government through the early 1990s to address the wors-
ening air pollution in Santiago. These actions culminated in 1997 with the
publication of the Plan de Prevención y Descontaminación Atmosférica (here-
after “PPDA”),5 which laid out a region-wide governmental approach explicitly
intended to reduce air pollution in the Santiago Metro Region and mitigate the
negative health effects of air pollution exposure among the population. While the
PPDA included a number of provisions, chief among them was the governmental
issuance of tiered environmental alerts on days for which levels of air pollution
exceeded (or were expected to exceed) certain threshold levels. Announcement
of the higher levels of such “Environmental Episodes” (as they are called) were
accompanied by mandatory restrictions on driving as well as the shut down
of certain major stationary emitters. The analysis in this paper focuses on
the effectiveness of the entire set of policies that accompanies such Episode
announcement, rather than a specific component of the various restrictions.

One of the main challenges in an empirical examination of such policies is
isolating the impact of the policy from other factors that might also be driving
pollution levels. Moreover, when examining health impacts, avoidance behavior
becomes an important confounder (Neidell, 2009, Moretti and Neidell, 2011). As
a first pass, we examine air quality and mortality data from before and after
1997 in Santiago and find substantial changes in air quality and reductions in air
quality related mortality. Since this does not imply a causal relationship, we turn
to examining the short run effectiveness of these policies within a framework that
allows us to more accurately compute counterfactuals. Along with avoidance
behavior, a more basic issue in this context is mean reversion. Since alerts
are announced when pollution levels typically reach their maximum, it is hard
to pin down whether the subsequent drop is due to the policy or simply the
recession from a natural maximum which would have occurred regardless of
policy actions. While it is difficult to pin down the causal impacts of such
policies in the long run, we can do better in the short run by using the fact
that episodes are only announced on certain days when pollution levels reach a
certain level. By comparing Episode days to days with similar pollution levels
but with no Episode announcements we are able to ascertain the effectiveness

of air pollution lead to increases in the number of deaths observed, these deaths are likely
occurring among an enfeebled population that was likely to die soon in any case. Further,
the Harvesting Effect requires that this pool of enfeebled and infirm is not expanded by high
air pollution events to the same extent to which it contracts through hastened deaths.

4 For the purposes of this paper, it is also worth making note of a number of studies, which
examine the health costs of air pollution in Santiago itself. Several of these papers demon-
strated a positive relationship between elevated levels of ambient particulate matter and
mortality rates (Ostro et al., 1996, Salinas et al., 1995, Cifuentes et al., 2000, Sanhueza H
et al., 1999), and a number of others found correlations between high levels of particulate
matter and the incidence of infant and childhood respiratory ailments and hospital visits
(Pino et al., 2004, Ilabaca et al., 1999, Ostro et al., 1999).

5 PPDA translates as the Plan to Prevent and Reduce Air Pollution.
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of Episode announcements in reducing pollution levels and air quality related
mortality. Moreover, we exploit the fact that the Episode announcements were
not fully implemented before 1997, giving our design a period of time when such
policies were not in place. Our empirical methodology consists of a combination
of propensity score matching and difference in differences, which does not resolve
the issue of avoidance behavior, but instead identifies the full impact of the
policy on mortality.

We show that overall, Chilean policies have led to large improvements in
air quality and related health outcomes in the Santiago metropolitan area since
the early 1990s. In the 5 years after the 1997 implementation of the PPDA,
both the average daily PM10 levels and the rate of respiratory related deaths
among the elderly declined by approximately 25%. In addition to these long
term improvements, we find that Chile has been able to effectively address
high-PM10 levels on a short term basis due to the use of Environmental Episode
announcements. Days after an Episode announcement experience significantly
lower levels of pollution compared to similar days with no announcement. For
example, day 2 after an Episode announcement has 21% percent lower PM10
levels. Hence, in both the short and long term, the policies introduced by
the PPDA appear to have had a significant impact in improving air quality in
Santiago. However, we lack power to make causal statements about mortality
effects in the short run, even though the coefficients indicate that better air
quality results in fewer mortality numbers.

Our paper adds to the literature measuring the effects of localized govern-
mental policies aimed at curbing air pollution. Most of these studies and policies
focus on driving restrictions and have found mixed results. Using data from São
Paulo, Bogotá, Beijing, and Tianjin, Lin et al. (2011) find that driving restrictions
may reduce the incidence of extremely high concentrations of air pollutants, but
that such restrictions do not, on average, significantly improve overall urban air
quality. Conversely, Viard and Fu (2011) find that every-other-day restrictions
in Beijing (implemented prior to and during the 2008 Olympic Games) reduced
total air pollution levels by 19%, while subsequent one-day-per-week restrictions
(which have continued since 2008) have lead to an 8% overall reduction in air
pollution. Additionally, Viard and Fu find that driving restrictions seem to
reduce hours worked for the self-employed, hinting at the possible unintended
negative effects of such pollution reduction programs(Viard and Fu, 2011). Davis
(2008) concludes that one-weekday-per-week driving restriction in Mexico City
did not significantly improve air quality in that city, and postulates that the
restriction likely drove the purchase of additional (often older, dirtier) vehicles
by households to get around the restrictions. In addition to examining the
impacts of such policies on pollution levels in Santiago, we extend our analysis to
examine the health impacts of such policies. Quantifying this natural externality
of pollution abatement policies is a novel addition to the literature.

As this paper addresses the short-term effectiveness of Episode announcements
in Santiago, it is important to note the paper by Troncoso et al. (2012) which
finds that the announcement of Environmental Episodes leads to significant
reductions of particulate matter, CO, NOx, and O3, while having no effect
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on SO2. In addition to an examination of the health impacts of the Santiago
policies, this paper adds to the Troncoso et al. (2012) analysis in a number
of other important ways. First, a broader time period, including the initial
introduction of the PPDA is examined, allowing us to take advantage of greater
overall variation in pollution. Second, we explicitly account for mean reversion
of ambient pollutant levels and the fact that Episode announcements are likely
to correspond with natural peaks in pollution levels. Third, we address the
mutli-day effects of Episode announcement, which are not discussed by Troncoso
et al. (2012) but prove to be a significant portion of the overall benefit of such
announcements. Finally, the approach of this paper allows for the examination
of the treatment effects of Episode announcement, while Troncoso et al. (2012)
are restricted to characterizing pollution levels contemporaneous with Episode
announcements.

2 Air pollution alerts in Santiago

Santiago sits in a basin at the western base of the Andes mountain range,6
which leads to the frequent occurrence of temperature inversion layers over the
city. Such inversion layers reduce vertical atmospheric mixing, thereby trapping
pollutant emissions near the ground. Thermal inversions are common in summer
as well as in winter; however, in the winter months (April-August), the inversion
layers tend to be much closer to the ground, leading to an increased intensity
and prevalence of high-PM10 concentrations(Gramsch et al., 2006, Rutllant and
Garreaud, 1995). Since the 1960’s Santiago has periodically suffered from periods
of air pollution far in excess of levels considered healthy for the region’s ever
growing population (now estimated at 7 million people).

Beginning in the late 1980s, the government of Chile implemented a string
of policies intended to address air pollution in the greater Santiago area. This
included the establishment of an automated network of pollution monitors in 1988,
and, in 1990, the mandated inspection and ranking of stationary emitters based
on the concentration of pollutants emitted (Chilean Ministry of the Environment,
2007). Also in 1990, the Chilean Government set up a system of Environmental
Episodes through which announcements of a Pre-Emergency Episode were made
for days expected to have PM10 concentrations in excess of 240µg/m3, and
announcements of Emergency Episodes were made on days with expected PM10
levels over 330 µg/m3(Supreme Decree 32,1990).

Along with the identification of days with potentially severe levels of air
pollution, Episode announcements also carried with them mandated restrictions.
Pre-Emergency Episodes required that the dirtiest 20% of stationary emitters7

temporarily shut down, while Emergency Episodes required the dirtiest 50%
to cease operations(Schreifels, 2011).8 However, even though the policy of
6 Santiago is also flanked to its West by the significant Coast Range, to the North by the
Chacabuco mountains, and to the South by the Cantillana range Prendez et al. (2011).

7 As ranked based on the required annual inspections.
8 See Table A.1 for a full list of restrictions by Episode level.
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announcing episodes was established in the early 1990s, its implementation was
far from perfect. As we elaborate below, the implementation of environmental
episodes improved substantially after the passage of the PPDA. Pre-PPDA,
given the thresholds of when an announcement should have been made, we can
compare actual data on PM10 and compare it to data on when announcements
were made. Out of potentially 151 days when PM10was in excess of 240µg/m3

less than 40% of days were announced as Episodes. After the passage of the
PPDA, nearly all days when a pollution should have been called were days when
an announcement was made. We conclude that the policy of environmental
alerts only really came into force after 1997.

Other significant pollution abatement measures in the early 1990s included
a cap-and-trade system for stationary polluters (Schreifels, 2011), and a re-
quirement that all new cars be fitted with a catalytic converter(Bauner and
Laestadius, 2003), both implemented in 1992. Then in 1994, it was mandated
that CONAMA (the National Commission on the Environment) develop a com-
prehensive approach to cleanup and control Santiago’s air pollution. The result
of these efforts was the PPDA, the implementation of which began in 1997
(though not officially signed by the president until 1998) (Chilean National
Environmental Commission, 1998). It should also be noted that throughout the
1990s, stationary emitters had to conform to a series of increasingly stringent
regulations regarding the total volume of potential emissions (Schreifels, 2011).
However, none of these regulations was directly part of the PPDA enforcement.

The PPDA included a wide range of policy measures intended to reduce
concentrations of air pollution in the Santiago Metropolitan Area and to mitigate
the negative health impacts of air pollution in the city (Chilean Ministry of
the Environment, 2007). Given the numerous policies implemented in Santiago
during the early and mid-1990s, and the “bundle” of policies included in the
PPDA, it is likely impossible to identify the impact of any one policy or action
in the long term. However, a major piece of the PPDA was an update and better
implementation of the Environmental Episode system originally implemented
in 1990. While we show some suggestive evidence of the long-term success of
Chile’s air quality improvement campaign as a result of all the policies under
the PPDA, the econometric analysis will be focused much more narrowly on the
effectiveness of the revised Environmental Episode program in meeting the goals
of the PPDA in the short term.

Under the provisions of the PPDA, just as under the original implementation
of the Environmental Episodes program, each episode level was accompanied by a
prescribed set of actions and restrictions which were implemented automatically
upon announcement. As the announcement and protocol implementation happen
coincidentally, it will not be possible to attribute effects separately, thus we
will empirically examine the combined impacts of the announcement itself and
the prescribed government actions which the announcement invokes.9 For a
9 The PPDA also introduced a new level of Environmental Episode implemented when PM10
concentrations were expected to be > 195µg/m3. The new level is called an “Alert” Episode.
This level is generally omitted from the analysis of this paper because it came with only
minimal additional driving restrictions and no implications for stationary emitters. The
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complete list of protocols by Episode level, please see Table A.1 in the appendix
of this paper. A key aspect for our empirical design is that there were no changes
to the thresholds leading to alert announcements under the PPDA.

Two of the most significant changes to the Environmental Episodes program
that were made under the PPDA after 1997 were actually updates to strategies
that had been in place previously. Although seasonal driving restrictions had
been in place since the late 1980s, restricting 20% of cars from the road on each
weekday from April - August, the PPDA added additional driving restrictions
which came into force upon the announcement of a Pre-Emergency or Emergency
level episode. Specifically, when a Pre-Emergency was announced on a weekday,
60% of cars without catalytic converters and 20% of cars with catalytic converters
were banned from use. The restrictions increase to 80% and 40% for an Emergency
Episode. Table 1 outlines the share of vehicles that were restricted at any given
time under the PPDA.

The driving restrictions under the PPDA remained unchanged until 2007.
At that time the seasonal restrictions were raised to 40% and the weekend
restriction was dropped for non-catalytic converted cars. Also, the restrictions
for automobiles with catalytic converters were increased from 20% and 40%,
to 40% and 60% in the events of Pre-Emergency and Emergency Episodes
respectively.

Table 1. Percent of Vehicle Fleet Restricted under PPDA,
by Season and Episode Level

Vehicles with Vehicles W/O
Catalytic Converter Catalytic Converter

Episode Level Weekdays Weekends Weekdays Weekends
Seasonal

(Apr.-Aug. Restrictions)
0% 20%* 0%

Alert 0% 40% 20%**
Pre-Emergency 20%*** 60% 40%
Emergency 40%*** 80% 60%

Notes: Data for the table is taken from the PPDA (Supreme Decree No. 32, 1998; Supreme Decree
No. 46, 2007).
Once set under the PPDA, vehicle restrictions were not changed until 2007. At that time, the
three starred figures were updated as noted below:
*- changed to 40% in 2007
**- changed to 0% in 2007
*** - increased by 20% in 2007

In addition to the vehicle restrictions, the PPDA updated the stationary
emitter shutdown requirements connected to Environmental Episode announce-
ments. Under the PPDA, stationary emitters were still inspected each year,
and ranked on their emissions. However, rather than a fixed share of stationary

protocols that come into force upon the announcement of an Alert Episode are summarized
in Table A.1.
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emitters being shut down as was done previously, under the PPDA emitters
were forced to shut down only if their emissions exceeded certain concentration
thresholds. On days for which Pre-Emergency episodes were announced, facilities
that had not been certified to have emissions levels less than 32mg/m3N had
to shut down their emitting operations, and when an Emergency was announced,
facilities that had not be certified to have emissions levels below 28mg/m3N
were shut down.

2.1 From policy to impact: suggestive evidence

Since the late 1980s, air quality has been improving generally in the Santiago
metro area. Regular data is not available far enough back to observe the turning
point from increasingly worsening air pollution to the improvements that we see
more recently. Although the goals of the PPDA included reduction of a number
of air pollutants, the plan was explicitly implemented to address PM10, CO,
and Ozone. Panel A of Figure 1 shows the yearly mean PM10 concentrations
across all active monitoring stations for the period from 1988-2010. We see that
PM10 levels are generally falling throughout the period, and Panel B of Figure
1 shows that Carbon Monoxide follows a similar downward pattern.

Conversely, we see in Panel C of Figure 1 that Ozone levels within Santiago
fell sharply during the early 1990s, but have essentially leveled off since 1995.
It seems clear that the PPDA’s introduction in 1997 (marked by the red line
on the graphs) was not associated with significant reductions in Ozone levels.
This may be due to the central role that environmental episodes play under the
PPDA, and the way in which episodes are announced. Ozone levels are highest
during the summer months in Santiago, when PM10 levels tend to be lower.
Since episodes are announced based on PM10 levels, it is likely that events of
high-Ozone concentrations within the city go unaddressed under the PPDA.
What we do see in the graph seems to suggest that earlier measures taken by the
Chilean government seem to have lead to significantly reduced levels of Ozone
in the city. Notably, as mentioned previously, in 1992 catalytic converters were
required for all new vehicles and a ratcheting set of emissions restrictions was
put onto stationary emitters. These restrictions on stationary emitters increased
their stringency each year through 1997 (Schreifels, 2011). This time frame
coincides very closely with the fall in Ozone levels depicted in Panel C of Figure
1, but there does not seem to be any additional impact of the PPDA on average
Ozone levels in Santiago.

Reductions in PM10 appear to have been due to citywide improvements
in air quality throughout the 1990s as stated in the previous section. With
the implementation of the PPDA , a new network of pollution monitors was
also established. The 6 monitors in this so-called MACAM2 network replaced
the 5 monitors in the MACAM network. In contrast to the original MACAM
network, the MACAM2 monitors are spread deliberately throughout the city, with
placements intended to capture traditional hotspots and provide observations on
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Figure 1. PM10 Annual Mean Concentrations: 1988-2010
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Notes: Red line marks the start of 1997, when the PPDA implementation began. All plots show
yearly mean values across all days and all monitors for which data was available. Pollution
data source is Chile’s Ministry of the Environment. Pre-1997 data comes from the 5 monitors
in the MACAM monitoring system. Starting in 1997, data is from from 6 monitors in the
MACAM2 monitoring network initiated under the PPDA. The number of Monitors in the
MACAM2 network grew to 8 by 2008. Please see Figure A.1 for maps showing the locations
of the monitors in each network.

pollution levels actually experienced by the population(Gramsch et al., 2006).
The data show falling average PM10 levels at all monitors throughout the city
beginning in the late 1980s.10 This trend appears to continue across the city
through 2005 when PM10 concentrations level out generally, as can be seen in
Panel A of Figure 1.

Another way to assess possible improvement in Santiago’s air quality is to
examine the number of environmental episodes announced each year. Figure 2
shows the number of environmental episodes (ignoring the “Alert” days, and
just focusing on Pre-Emergency and Emergency Episodes) announced in each
year against the backdrop of number of high PM10 days each year. What is
significant about 2 is that before 1997, only some of the high pollution days were
identified as days when an Episode announcement was made. After 1997, it is
clear that almost all high pollution days were identified as Episode days. The
results in 2 do not seem immediately consistent with falling average-PM10 levels
over the period of the graph. In fact, further examination of the data suggests
that the two dip/spike events in Episode announcements were likely the result
of changes in government behavior rather than changes in pollution levels. The
first dip in Episode announcements reached its nadir in 1995, and significantly
bounced back coincident with the introduction of the PPDA and thereafter.11

The second bounce in episode announcements began in 2006, which was the
year in which the results of a major audit of the PPDA plan were released
10See Figure A.2 for PM10 levels by station.
11Note, the apparent increased vigor of Episode announcement in 1997 and following is even
more apparent if the Alert level Episodes are included.
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(Lents et al., 2006).12 The evidence indicates that both upticks in Episode
announcement occur following events which brought attention to Santiago’s air
pollution, suggesting that these upticks may have been related to additional
government attention rather than an underlying change in pollution levels. To
drive this point home, note the similarities between 1996 v. 1998 and 1995
v. 1999 in Figure 2. Each pair had comparable numbers of high-PM10 days,
yet we see in Figure 1 that the years after the implementation of the PPDA
(namely: 1998 & 1999) have dramatically more Pre-Emergency and Emergency
level episode announcements. Thus, we see years with similar air pollution
profiles meeting with quite different government actions, suggesting that the
vigilance with which episode announcements were made was different before
versus after the implementation of the PPDA. A similar, although somewhat
less compelling, case can be made for the differences in episode announcements
between the period before the early-2006 audit release and the period after the
release by looking at 2003 v. 2007 and 2004 v. 2006. Thus we see that although
government vigilance fluctuated over the period of interest, the overall number of
severe PM10 events has been falling fairly consistently at least since the PPDA
came into force.

Figure 2. Episodes and High-PM10 Events by Year
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Notes: Data on historical episode announcements are available from the Metropolitan Region
Ministry of Health. Data for PM10 levels are available from the National Ministry of the
Environment.

The positive air quality trends in the data suggest a general effectiveness
of the Chilean policies. However, we have so far looked only at levels of air
12The results of the audit lead to the 2008 update to the PPDA, which was officially rubber
stamped in 2009.
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Figure 3. Deaths by Year

(a) Total Deaths per 100,000
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(b) Respiratory Deaths per 100,000
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Notes: Death counts are aggregate statistics obtained by summing reported deaths of a given
type for each day. The data identifies a primary and potentially a secondary cause of death
for each observation in data using the ICD-10 classification system. Deaths were identified as
“Respiratory” only if the primary cause of death was attributed to ailments of the respiratory
system. Data on deaths was obtain from Chile’s Ministry of Health.

pollution, but with the advent of the PPDA, the Chilean government expanded
the explicit goals of its air pollution policies to include the mitigation of negative
health outcomes related to air pollution. In order to examine long run health
impacts of Chilean air pollution policies we will look at death rates within the
Metropolitan Region over the period from 1992-2008.

Panel A of Figure 3 plots total annual deaths (all causes and ages) per
100,000 people by year. This very simple representation does not suggest that
the death rate in greater Santiago has obviously diminished since Chile’s string
of air pollution policies were enacted in the early to mid-1990s. However, if we
instead examine deaths attributed primarily to respiratory ailments, we see a
very different story. Panel B of Figure 3 shows a sharp decline in the annual
number of respiratory deaths per 100,000 people in Santiago that tracks closely
to the falling mean levels of PM10 within the city shown in Panel a of 1. These
results fit nicely with the associations between respiratory ailments and exposure
to particulate matter reported in the literature(Dockery and Pope, 1994).

Looking now at death rates within age delineated sub-populations in Figure
4, we see that health outcomes for both the elderly and the very young are
improving over the period during which Santiago air quality was dramatically
improving. Though such co-moving trends are not more than suggestive evidence
of some impact of air pollution policy (presumably improvements to neonatal
or elderly care during this period could have produced the same results), the
literature has found clear connections between air pollution and the health of
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Figure 4. Deaths by Age

(a) Death Rate: Age > 64 years
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(b) Deaths Rate: Age < 5 years
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Notes: Data on deaths by age was obtained from Chile’s Ministry of Health. Age range death
rates are calculated by dividing the total number of deaths in an age range by the estimated
total population of that age range in the Metropolitan Region. Age range population figures are
linear interpolations from 5 year estimates published by Chile’s National Institute of Statistics
based on the 2002 National Census.

these sub-populations (Saldiva et al., 1995, Ilabaca et al., 1999, Ostro et al.,
1999).

While no causal claims can be made from this qualitative line of investigation,
the evidence clearly demonstrates that significant reductions in PM10 and
CO levels accompanied the roll out of Chile’s air pollution control policies.
Additionally, there are clearly positive changes in health outcomes of the young
and the old in Santiago coincident with the falls in pollution levels. Taken all
together, these observations suggest a certain level of long run success for Chile’s
efforts to reduce air pollution in Santiago and mitigate the damaging health
impacts on its population. However, for analysis within a causal framework, we
turn to analyzing the short run implications of episode announcements.

3 Empirical Approach and Data

In order to examine the short term effects of high-level (Pre-Emergency or
Emergency) Episode announcements we will have to develop an approach that
allows us to control for mean reversion. Because Episodes are typically announced
at times when air pollution is above mean concentrations, on average we would
expect air pollution levels to fall on subsequent days whether or not any actions
were taken. Failing to take account of this fact will lead to upward bias in
our estimated effects. Additionally, other factors, including weather shifts, may
lead to differential changes in pollution levels that are unrelated to Episode
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announcements. In order to account for mean reversion (and perhaps other effects
that might change outcomes but are unrelated to Episode announcements) we
will utilize a difference-in-differences approach, comparing changes in outcomes
from before to after an Episode to changes in outcomes from before to after
another day when no Episode was announced. The following section will focus
on identifying the proper group of proxy-counterfactual days for Post-PPDA
Episode announcements, and the subsequent section will outline the Difference-
in-Differences approach we use for this analysis. Figure 3 explains in intuitive
terms, why such methods are needed in this case.

3.1 Identifying Appropriate Counterfactuals

Since we are particularly interested in the short-term impacts of Episode an-
nouncements under the PPDA protocols (i.e.- 1997 and after), an obvious
comparison group is the days on which Episodes were announced before the
PPDA. While this approach offers a simple and intuitively appealing way to
identify the the effects of the PPDA updates to the Environmental Episodes
program, we showed previously that Episode announcement criteria were not
being consistently applied during the several years preceding the implementation
of the PPDA. This point is made particularly clear by examining Figure 2. Thus
we dismiss government announced Episodes in the Pre-PPDA period as a useful
comparison group for Post-PPDA Episodes since the announcements lacked
consistency.

Given that the government identified Episodes cannot serve as a valid coun-
terfactual for the Episodes of interest, we must identify another set of days for
which we would expect comparisons to yield informative results. Intuitively,
these are days during the Pre-PPDA period when an Episode should have been
announced, but were not announced. Propensity score matching provides a
quantitative approach to matching Post-PPDA-Episode days to similar days on
which an Episode of interest was not announced. As we have done throughout
this paper, we focus only on the Pre-Emergency and Emergency Episode lev-
els.13 This approach was chosen because it provides greater separation between
Episode announcements, allowing for better identification of treatment effects,
and because the restrictions and protocols which come into effect under the
Pre-Emergency and Emergency level Episodes are much more severe, making
Episode impacts easier to detect. Furthermore, our analysis is conducted only
on Episode announcements which were neither preceded nor followed by another
Episode announcement within 5 days.14 This leaves us with a sample of 36
Episodes which will be the focus of our analysis.15

Each Episode in the Post-PPDA period is matched, based on a Probit
13Hereafter, all usages of the word “Episode” will refer only to Pre-Emergency and Emergency
level Episodes.

14That is, there are at least 4 non-Episode days between each Episode we define as “stand
alone” and use in our analysis.

15Note that the presented results are robust to the use of a variety of other sub-samples of
Post-PPDA Episodes. See section 4.1 for further discussion.
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generated propensity score, to a number of days in the Pre-PPDA.16 The
propensity score can be thought of as an estimated probability that a given day
would have had an Episode announcement. The value of the score is generated
by running a Probit model on predetermined characteristics of days in the
Post-PPDA period on which Episodes were announced, and using the estimated
coefficients to predict the probability that a given day in the Pre-PPDA would
have had an Episode announcement. The Probit model is first estimated on the
Post-PPDA data using the following specification, and the results of the Probit
model estimation are presented in Table A.3.

yt = α+ β1 ∗PM10t−1 + β2 ∗PM10t−2 + δ̂ ∗ DOWt + θ̂ ∗ montht + γ̂1 ∗ Xt−1

+γ̂2 ∗ Xt−2 + γ̂3 ∗ Xt−3 + γ̂4 ∗ Xt−4 + εt

where:

• yt : indicator variable =1 if an Episode was announced on day t

• PM10t : Mean, citywide PM10 concentration on day t

• DOWt : vector of dummy variables for each day of the week

• montht : vector of dummy variables for each month of the year

• Xt : vector of observed weather variables on day t including mean temper-
ature, average windspeed, dew point, the square of mean temperature, and
the cube of mean temperature

• εt : error term

A few things are worth noting about the chosen model specification. Only
two lags odata on PM10 and compare it to data on when announcements were
n pollution levels were used due to findings from Saide et al. (2011) showing
that Santiago PM10 levels on day t are only a function of emissions from days
t, t − 1, and t − 2 (Saide et al., 2011). Adding more lags does not alter our
results meaningfully, although a slight loss in precision occurs as a result of
having a smaller support. Weather variables for day t are excluded because
their levels are not determined at the time of the Episode announcements. Day
of the week was included as it likely captures some emissions information that
may improve match quality.17 Month dummies were included to capture both
seasonal variation in weather patterns which likely contribute to fluctuations in
16We allow days in the Pre-PPDA period on which Episodes were announced to be matched to
ensure the best possible matches. If these Pre-PPDA Episodes did have positive effects on
the outcomes of interest, the inclusion of these days will bias our estimates downward.

17Additionally, although it is not technically a factor that should be considered by authorities,
the day of the week may impact the government decision of whether to announce and Episode
or not.
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air pollution, and seasonal variation in Episode announcements connected to
attitudes within government.

Once the above Probit model is estimated, each Post-PPDA Episode and
Pre-PPDA day is plugged into the model, and the resulting ŷtis the propensity
score for day t. Each Post-PPDA episode is then matched to, possibly multiple,
Pre-PPDA days based on the radius method using a caliper of width=0.05.18

Matching each Episode to multiple Pre-PPDA days reduces the variance of our
estimates, while limiting the matching radius reduces the possibility of using
poor matches in our analysis.

3.2 Difference-in-Differences

Now that we have identified a set of matched days in the Pre-PPDA period, we
have an appropriate “control” group against which to compare the outcomes
of our “treatment” group of days with a Post-PPDA Episode announcement.
Since the goal of this exercise is to identify the effects of an Episode on several
different variables, the outcome variables we will compare between the treatment
and control groups will be differences over time, across the date of the Episode
(or Episode match). We are specifically interested in the effects that Episodes
(and the accompanying mandated government actions) have actually had when
they have been announced.

Our first difference will be changes in pollution levels or death rates (our
outcome variables of interest) from before to after an Episode (or matched
day). If everything were held constant but the Episode announcement, this
change in the outcome variables would be our treatment effect. However, we
know that many other factors that impact air pollution and/or death rates
are likely changing contemporaneously to each Episode announcement (weather
being the most obvious of these factors), therefore we control for these factors
by subtracting the change in our outcome variable from before to after our
matched day from the change in our outcome variable from before to after an
Episode. The resulting difference in differences identifies the treatment effect on
the treated as the amount by which changes in the outcome variable are larger
with treatment than without. No additional controls are needed at this stage of
the analysis, because the propensity score matching effectively controls for all
the inputs which are matched over.

3.3 Data

The empirical analysis of short run effects in this paper relies on a data set
created by merging a number of Chilean government-provided data sources.
At the very core of this examination are observed PM10 concentrations from
the MACAM (pre-1997) and MACAM2 (post-1997) monitor networks. These
networks also collected observational data on CO and Ozone levels, as well
as several weather variables for the period from 1988-2008. All of this data is
18This method involves each Post-PPDA episode being matched to all Pre-PPDA days with
propensity scores within 0.05 of the propensity score of the Post-PPDA episode.
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available publicly and was obtained for this project from the website of Chile’s
Ministry of the Environment. Additionally, we added data on number of deaths
per day by age and cause of death. Mortality data is available publicly at the
anonymous person level back to 1994 from Chile’s Ministry of health and was
obtained from 1992 and 1993 from the Chilean government, and we aggregated
deaths up to the level of a daily death count, and include projected population
numbers for the Ministry of Statistics for the calculation of mortality rates.
Finally, to our daily values of pollution, weather, and deaths we add dates and
levels for government announced Environmental Episodes. This data is available
from the Metropolitan Region’s Ministry of Health and covers the time period
from 1990 (when the Environmental Episode program was first implemented) to
2008. Table A.4 is a table of mean values for the variables used in the analysis.

4 Results

Panels A and B of Figure 5 show the average movement of air pollution and
mortality through time across the threshold of an Episode announcement. In
each of the graphs, the red vertical line represents the announcement of an
Episode, while the horizontal axis groups days by the amount of time before or
after an Episode that they occur. As we would expect if the Episode program
were successful in the short-term, we see both PM10 and deaths climbing steadily
before Episode announcement, and responding quickly and beneficially upon
Episode implementation As discussed earlier, in these graphs, mean reversion is
a critical concern.

The first step to estimating the short-term treatment effect of Episode
announcements under the PPDA is to appropriately match such events to
comparable days in the Pre-PPDA period. Overall, we are able to provide at
least one valid match for all 35 of the 36 Post-PPDA Episode announcements that
meet our selection criteria.19 Once this is done, in the next step, we calculate
the changes across the Episode or matched day for the treatment and control
groups separately.20 The difference between these changes is our difference in
difference estimate. Table 2 reports the mean difference between the changes in
the control and treatment group.21

The results presented in of Table 2 demonstrate a short term effectiveness of
Episode announcements in reducing mean-PM10 concentrations across Santiago.
19Put another way, the overlapping support requirement of propensity score matching is met
in this case by all but one Episode. The unmatched Episode is dropped from the analysis.

20It is worth noting that this change is negative for many matched days in the control group
suggesting that mean reversion is in fact taking place in PM10concentrations on matched
days and the days following matched days.

21Standard errors were also calculated using a bootstrap approach. See Caliendo and Kopeinig
(2008) for a discussion of standard error calculations for propensity score matching approaches.
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Figure 5. Event Study of Short-Term Impacts of Episode Announce-
ment

(a) Daily Avg. PM10 Concentrations
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Notes: Both graphs represent daily, city-wide averages for Santiago grouped by the length of
time to the nearest Episode announcement of any level (Alert, Pre-Emergency, and Emergency
levels are all included). If a given day is equidistant to two episodes, it is associated with
the episode that precedes it. Both graphs show averages based on raw-levels which are not
normalized or demeaned in anyway. Pollution data was obtained from Chile’s National Ministry
of the Environment, and the data on deaths is available from Chile’s Ministry of Health.
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Table 2. Difference-in-Difference Results for PM10

Mean Diff-n-Diff
Difference from Day before to Day of Episode -28.4177

(6.4631)
[6.5887]

Difference from Day -1 to Day 1 -44.9054
(9.1224)
[10.4284]

Difference from Day -1 to Day 2 -48.1798
(9.4532)
[10.0431]

Difference from Day -1 to Day 3 -33.7685
(9.7056)
[10.3522]

Difference from Day -1 to Day 4 -39.6563
(10.4286)
[11.5582]

Difference from Day -1 to Day 5 -38.6054
(10.5711)
[11.4702]

Standard Errors in Parenthesis ( )
Bootstrapped Standard Errors in Square Brackets [ ]

Notes: Results are based on the 36 of 37 Post-PPDA Episodes meeting our
separation criteria, which also satisfy the common support restrictions of the
Propensity Score Matching approach. All reported values are in terms of
PM10 concentrations measured in µg/m3. Calculations are based on city-wide
averages of the daily means of observations for each in-service monitoring
station on a given day. The average city-wide PM10 level on Episode days was
~118.9µg/m3. Pollutant concentration and weather data were obtained from
Chile’s Ministry of the Environment. Data from 1991-2008 was used for the
estimates above. This date restriction was imposed due to weather data
availability constraints and changes to the PPDA that were implemented in
2009.
Standard errors computed from propensity score matching methods subject to
issues as discussed in Caliendo and Kopeinig (2008).
Bootstrapped standard errors calculated using 500 replications.
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We see that, on average, from the time of implementation of the PPDA, through
2008, the announcement of an Environmental Episode led to PM10 concentrations
that were significantly lower than would otherwise have been expected on the day
of the episode and the subsequent two days. Particularly, we see that the day of
an Episode experienced average PM10 levels that were approximately 30µg/m3

lower than would have been expected without the Episode announcement. This is
a very striking effect given that the mean city-wide level of PM10 on Post-PPDA
days when Episodes were announce was 118.9µg/m3. This suggests that an
Episode announcement, along with all the government actions and restrictions
such an announcement brings into force, lead to immediate PM10 concentration
reductions of approximately 20% from anticipated levels, with additional air
quality benefits continuing for several subsequent days. The magnitude of this
day-of estimated effect compares to the high-end of the estimated effects presented
by Troncoso et al. (2012), but given that our analysis includes only “stand alone”
Episodes, this is to be expected. When we include all Pre-Emergency Episodes
in our analysis (as Troncoso et al. (2012) do in their examination), Table A.8
shows a day-of-Episode effect of -15.73 µg/m3, or a 9.95% reduction from the
day before the Episode. This aligns very closely with the 8.8 to 12.5% reductions
estimated for weekday Pre-Emergency Episodes by Troncoso et al. (2012) for
the sub-periods of 2000-2006 and 2000-2008, respectively.

In order to assess the short-term effectiveness of Episode announcements
on health outcomes, we repeat the previous analysis using daily death count
as the outcome variable. Although the population, and therefore number of
deaths per day, is growing over time, the Difference-in-Differences approach
removes any effects of this trend from the results. Table 3 presents the results
for the Difference-in-Differences analysis with daily death counts as the outcome
variable.

The results presented in Table 3 are far less striking than those we saw for
PM10 concentrations, but fit nicely into the existing literature on the effects
of short term exposure to elevated levels of PM10. Generally, Table 3 reports
estimated difference in difference effects on lives saved by the announcement
of an Episode (and all that such an announcement brings along with it) which
are small and insignificant. However, the point estimates do have the sign we
would expect given that we have shown that Episode announcements lead to
improved air quality. We also see that the reductions in deaths persist for several
days after the Episode as would be expected given the literature(Schwartz, 2000,
Zanobetti et al., 2000). Additionally, although our point estimates are not
precisely estimated, their magnitudes are in line with what we would expect
given that the mean number of daily deaths in the Metropolitan Region was
95.97 for Post-PPDA days on which Episodes were announced(Zanobetti et al.,
2003).
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Table 3. Difference-in-Difference Results for Daily Death Count

Mean Diff-n-Diff
Difference from Day before to Day of Episode -1.3234

(3.1695)
[3.1666]

Difference from Day -1 to Day 1 -2.6444
(3.1615)
[3.0681]

Difference from Day -1 to Day 2 -2.7749
(3.0531)
[2.9914]

Difference from Day -1 to Day 3 -4.8079
(2.5291)
[2.5526]

Difference from Day -1 to Day 4 -4.4472
(3.1719)
[3.4041]

Difference from Day -1 to Day 5 -2.0793
(2.7571)
[2.9927]

Standard Errors in Parenthesis ( )
Bootstrapped Standard Errors in Square Brackets [ ]

Note: Results are based on the 36 of 37 Post-PPDA Episodes meeting our
separation criteria, which also satisfy the common support restrictions of the
Propensity Score Matching approach. All values are reported in terms of
number of deaths per day in the Metropolitan Region. Data on deaths was
obtained from Chile’s Ministry of Health. The mean death count on Episode
days in the sample is ~96. Similar analyses were run on sub-samples of the
deaths data including only those over age-64, and those under age-5, as well as
deaths attributed to respiratory and circulatory ailments. Unfortunately, we
lack the power to accurately identify any effects in these sub-populations, and
not significant results are found. Data from 1992-2008 was used for the
estimates above. This date restriction was imposed due to mortality data
availability constraints and changes to the PPDA that were implemented in
2009.
Standard errors computed from propensity score matching methods subject to
issues as discussed in Caliendo and Kopeinig (2008).
Bootstrapped standard errors calculated using 500 replications.
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4.1 Robustness Checks

In all analysis thus-far, we have treated all Post-PPDA Episodes as if they were
equivalent and identical, but we saw earlier that some modifications were made to
the intensity of driving restriction starting in 2007. To ensure that the inclusion
of Post-PPDA Episodes from 2007 and 2008 do not negatively impact our results,
we have provided the results of our headline analysis with the years after 2006
omitted. The results from this analysis are presented in Table A.5, which shows
no big surprises from the omission of 2007 and 2008 Episodes. The effects on
PM10 fall slightly, which we would expect given that we dropped Episodes with
stricter driving restrictions. Interestingly, deaths seem to climb when we drop
the 2007 and 2008 Episodes. This may be due simply to improving medical care
or other broader currents which manifest themselves more fully in 2007 and 2008
than in earlier years.

The results reported above rely on average values taken from across the
Metropolitan Region for pollution, weather, and death count data. However, it
is quite plausible that the impacts of Episode announcements are not spread
evenly across the city due to localized topography, weather patterns, emissions
profiles, and socio-economic characteristics of the citizenry. In order to assess
the possibility of heterogeneous treatment effects by area within the Santiago
Metropolitan Region, we repeat the previous analysis based on the pollution and
weather data from only one monitoring site at a time. This reanalysis is done for
each of the 3 sites for which data is available during both the Pre and Post-PPDA
time periods. These three sites are Parque O’Higgins, La Paz/Independencia,22

and Los Condes. Both the Parque O’Higgins and La Paz stations are located
within the topographical basin with most of Santiago. Los Condes however, is a
rich suburb that sits in the foothills to the east of and several hundred meters
above Santiago’s city center. For this reason, air quality is generally much better
in Los Condes, and we might expect Episodes to have weaker impacts.

Table A.6 reports the results of the propensity score matched difference-in-
differences analyses run on each of our three complete data series individually
using area specific PM10 and mortality data. Also reported, are full analyses
using all comunas within in the Metropolitan Region except that of Los Condes.
The results are basically what we would expect given Santiago’s topographical
characteristics. Pollution levels at Parque O’Higgins (in the heart of urban
Santiago) are affected the most by Episode announcement, and Los Condes is
affected the least. The estimated effects on deaths generally have the signs we
expect, but none are significant. Somewhat interestingly, the point estimates in
Los Condes tend to be larger than those in the other comunas.23 Unfortunately,
we do not have statistical power to investigate this any further.
22The location of the La Paz monitor was actually changed in 1997 when then MACAM2
network was rolled out, however the new location, known as Independencia is very near the
original La Paz location. This analysis therefore treats the observations from the two stations
as a single time series.

23Note: the higher point estimates for Los Condes do not arise simply from a larger number
of daily deaths. Average annual deaths (for the period from 1992-2008) were: 1570.35 for
Central Santiago, 841.11 for Independencia, and 1261.89 for Los Condes.
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Additionally, the Difference-in-Difference analysis on deaths was run sepa-
rately for those under the age of 1 and over the age of 64. Results are presented
in the first two columns of Table A.7. None of the estimated values are significant
at any useful level. Similarly, the analysis was run examining only deaths which
were attributed to respiratory ailments and circulatory ailments. Given that
these two categories capture most of the ailments for which air pollution is often
implicated, we would expect these results to mirror the full mortality results
presented in Table 3. Unfortunately, we do not have enough power to draw any
conclusions from cause of death specific analyses. The third and fourth columns
of Table A.7 nevertheless report the results of these analyses. While none of the
estimates are significant at conventional levels, we see the point estimates (and
confidence) generally peaking in days 3 and 4 after an Episode, just as we saw
in the full analysis.24

There may be some question about the validity of our choice to focus only
on Episode announcements that “stand alone” in the sense that they are nei-
ther preceded or followed by another Episode announcement for 4 days. In
order to ensure that the reported results are not being driven by our choice
of scope, we have run the analysis described above on all Pre-Emergency and
Emergency level Episodes regardless of their proximity to other such Episode
announcements. As we might expect, Table A.8 reports the estimated effects
of an Episode announcement are reduced by the inclusion of bunched Episode
events in the analysis. Since the announcement of Episodes on two subsequent
days is indicative that the first Episode did not have the full, desired effect,
dropping Episodes that are in close proximity to one another has lead to an
overestimation of the ATT. However, even when all Episodes are included, we
still have large and significant effects of Episode announcement on PM10 levels,
and insignificant, but intuitively signed, estimates of the effects on mortality.
These results suggest a robustness of our earlier analyses to the use of a broader
range of Episodes.

Additionally, we see in both panels of Table A.8 that the effects seem to
be growing throughout the reported 6 day time period. This is in contrast to
the peaking of effects seen in Tables 2 and 3. The continued increases in effect
magnitude due to the inclusion of bunched Episodes can be easily explained.
When the analysis includes Episode announcements which are followed closely by
other Episodes, some of the effectiveness of the subsequent Episodes is attributed
to the first Episode. Thus, effects can appear to be growing, when really what
we’re seeing is the impact of additional Episode announcements being mis-
attributed. This confounding of effects between closely occurring Episodes is the
reason why only stand alone Episodes were analyzed in the central analysis of
this paper, thus it is comforting to see that the analysis of the indiscriminate
sample leads to the anticipated issues.

Finally, as part of the Propensity Score Matching procedure, we had to make
24Additional analyses were run using shares of total deaths from those younger than 1, and
older than 64, and shares of deaths attributed to respiratory or circulatory ailments, however
the results did not differ significantly from those reported here, and thus were omitted.
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some decisions about how closely to require matches to be made. All analysis
in this paper up to this point has been run using a caliper of 0.05. Meaning
that all Pre-PPDA days with a Propensity Score with 0.05 of the Propensity
Score of a Post-PPDA Episode are included in each analysis. It is worthwhile to
ensure that our choice of caliper width is not driving our results in any sort of
unexpected manner. We again rerun the main analysis of the paper, this time
using 3 additional caliper widths (in separate runs), 0.01, 0.1, and 0.15. The
results of these 3 runs, along with our original results are presented in Table A.9.
The results vary somewhat, as we might expect, but the general relationships
and trends remain unchanged regardless of the caliper width chosen.

5 Conclusion

This paper set out to provide a background understanding of the Chilean
approach to air pollution in the capital of Santiago, with a special focus on
the PPDA which has served as the effective the core of the Chilean approach.
Under the PPDA, Chile’s air quality policy seeks explicit to improve air quality
in Santiago and also reduce the negative health impacts of air pollution in
the capital. We show qualitatively that Chile’s air pollution policies appear
to have lead to large improvements in Santiago’s air pollution. Additionally,
subsequent to the implementation of Chile’s air pollution policies, we observe
large reductions in the rates of several types of deaths for which air pollution is
often implicated, including deaths among the very young and elderly as well as
deaths attributed to respiratory ailments.

Finally, we take a more quantitatively rigorous look at the immediate effects
of the implementation of an Environmental Episode. We find the announcement
of an Environmental Episode leads to significant reductions in PM10 concentra-
tions within Santiago, both on the day of the Episode announcement and on
subsequent days. Unfortunately, we do not have the power to precisely identify
significant improvements from Episode announcements on deaths, however the
point estimates suggest that Episode announcements are associated with small
(<5%) reductions in the number of deaths on a given day.

The strategies and approaches employed by the Chilean government since the
late 1980s, and in particular under the PPDA, have proved effective at reducing
levels of air pollution in both the short and long run, as well as decreasing the
frequency of severe air pollution events. Additionally, there is some evidence
that health outcomes in the city have improved under the Chilean policies. Thus,
though air quality remains a significant issue in Santiago, we find compelling
evidence for the overall, to-date, effectiveness of Chile’s approach to addressing
air pollution in the Santiago Metropolitan Area.
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Appendix

Table A.1. Original PPDA Protocols

Episode Level Protocols
Seasonal:

April-August
• Restricted weekday usage of 20% of vehicles without catalytic converters
• A citywide traffic plan will be implemented to minimize the effects of the
vehicular restrictions

Episodic:

Alert
• Restricted usage of 40% (weekdays) or 20% (weekends) of vehicles without
catalytic converters
• Prohibition on the use of uncertified residential wood or biomass heating units

Pre-Emergency

• Restricted usage of 60% (weekdays) or 40% (weekends) of vehicles without
catalytic converters
• Restricted usage of 20% (all days) of vehicles with catalytic converters
• Shut down of stationary emitters without proven emission levels < 32mg/m3N
• Physical Education classes and community sports activities may be suspended by
the Ministry of Education
• Implementation of more intensive traffic and public transportation plan
• Increased enforcement of restrictions on mobile and stationary sources of air
pollution
• Increased and focused street sweeping and cleaning activities
• Increased Metro service schedule implemented
• Prohibition of the use of wood or other biomass for residential heating

Emergency

• Restricted usage of 80% (weekday) or 60% (weekend) of vehicles without catalytic
converters
• Restricted usage of 40% (all days) of vehicles with catalytic converters
• Shut down of stationary emitters without proven emission levels < 28mg/m3N
• Physical Education classes and community sports activities may be suspended by
the Ministry of Education
• Implementation of more intensive traffic and public transportation plan
• Increased enforcement of vehicle usage restrictions
• Increased and focused street sweeping and cleaning activities
• Increased Metro service schedule implemented
• Prohibition of the use of wood or other biomass for residential heating
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Figure A.1. Maps of Santiago with Pollution Monitoring Networks

Maps are an adaptions of those produced in of the Environment (2007).

Figure A.2. PM10 Concentrations by Station: 1988-2010



Table A.2. Metropolitan Region Population

Year Total Over Age 64 Under Age 5
1990 5,190,548 310,543 570,408
1991 5,292,913 321,587 572,497
1992 5,395,325 332,631 574,587
1993 5,497,718 343,675 576,676
1994 5,600,153 354,719 578,766
1995 5,702,576 365,763 580,855
1996 5,796,305 378,536 569,003
1997 5,890,048 391,309 557,151
1998 5,983,768 404,083 545,298
1999 6,077,530 416,856 533,446
2000 6,171,283 429,629 521,594
2001 6,244,780 444,255 518,102
2002 6,318,299 458,881 514,610
2003 6,391,827 473,506 511,117
2004 6,465,348 488,132 507,625
2005 6,538,896 502,758 504,133
2006 6,607,805 523,035 504,696
2007 6,676,745 543,311 505,259
2008 6,745,651 563,588 505,823
2009 6,814,630 583,864 506,386
2010 6,883,563 604,141 506,949

Notes: Data available from Chile’s National Institute of Statistics. All values represent National
Institute of Statistic’s population projections based on the 2002 National Census.
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Figure A.3. Empirical Method



Table A.3. Probit Results from PM10 matching exercise

VARIABLES Coeff. VARIABLES (cont’d) Coeff.
(Std. Error) (Std. Error)

Prior Day’s mean PM10 0.00433 3 Days Prior Mean Temp Squared -0.0988
(0.00338) (0.0761)

2 Days Prior mean PM10 -0.00123 3 Days Prior Mean Temp Cubed 0.000626
(0.00318) (0.000496)

Prior Day’s Mean Temp 0.737 4 Days Prior Mean Temp Squared 0.136**
(2.970) (0.0645)

2 Days Prior mean Temp 1.222 4 Days Prior Mean Temp Cubed -0.000926**
(2.264) (0.000431)

3 Days Prior mean Temp 5.098 Sunday Dummy 0.310
(3.870) (0.353)

4 Days Prior mean Temp -6.518** Monday Dummy 0.366
(3.195) (0.367)

Prior Day’s Mean Wind -0.324** Wednesday Dummy 0.0902
(0.140) (0.339)

2 Days Prior mean Wind -0.514*** Thursday Dummy 0.101
(0.150) (0.352)

3 Days Prior mean Wind 0.0127 Friday Dummy 0.245
(0.0151) (0.345)

4 Days Prior mean Wind 0.0912 April Dummy -0.768
(0.0979) (1.101)

Prior Day’s Mean Dewpoint -0.107*** May Dummy -1.477
(0.0251) (1.234)

2 Days Prior Mean Dewpoint -0.000576 June Dummy -1.326
(0.00513) (1.255)

3 Days Prior Mean Dewpoint -0.000605 July Dummy -0.689
(0.00270) (1.254)

4 Days Prior Mean Dewpoint -0.0384 August Dummy -1.100
(0.0253) (1.262)

Prior Day’s Mean Temp Squared -0.00908 September Dummy -1.439
(0.0573) (1.269)

Prior Day’s Mean Temp Cubed 3.12e-05 Constant -15.74
(0.000365) (63.92)

2 Days Prior Mean Temp Squared -0.0257
(0.0438) Observations 955

2 Days Prior Mean Temp Cubed 0.000186 Pseudo R-Square 0.323
(0.000281)

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1



Table A.4. Table of Annual Means

Pre-PPDA Post-PPDA Change
Annual Death Count 28,189 31,334 11.2%
Over 64 Death Count 17,430 20,983 20.4%
Under 1 Death Count 1,244 818 -34.3%
Under 5 Death Count 1,458 958 -34.3%
Death Count due to Respiratory Ailments 3,726 3,366 -9.7%
Death Count due to Circulatory Ailments 7,948 8,735 9.9%
Death Count due to Cancer 6,508 7,368 13.2%
Death Count due to Accidents 2,917 2,057 -29.5%
Average Age of Deaths 64.00 67.74 5.8%
Average CO Level (ppm) 2.46 1.03 -58.2%
Average NO Level (ppb) 56.76 46.27 -18.5%
Average NO2 Level (ppb) 32.28 22.57 -30.1%
Average Ozone Level (ppb) 20.43 15.99 -21.7%
Average PM2.5 Level (µg/m3) 53.69 33.23 -38.1%
AveragePM10 Level (µg/m3) 104.21 76.15 -26.9%
Average Temperature 57.85 58.66 1.4%
Average Daily Max Temp 74.30 74.35 0.1%
Average Daily Min Temp 44.68 45.83 2.6%
Average Windspeed 4.92 4.62 -6.2%
Average Dew-point 56.17 45.72 -18.6%
Average Episode (any level) 7.67 25.92 238.0%
Average Stand Alone Episode - 3.083 -
Average Population 5,547,498 6,342,665 14.3%
Male Population 2,693,118 3,091,522 14.8%
Female Population 2,854,380 3,251,143 13.9%
Over 64 Years Old 349,485 469,945 34.5%
Under 5 Years Old 575,397 519,071 -9.8%
Death Rate 0.5035% 0.4939% -1.9%
Over 64 Death Rate 4.9106% 4.4869% -8.6%
Under 4 Death Rate 0.2532% 0.1839% -27.4%
Death Rate due to Respiratory Ailments 0.0653% 0.0534% -18.3%
Death Rate due to Circulatory Ailments 0.1395% 0.1376% -1.3%
Death Rate due to Cancer 0.1142% 0.1160% 1.6%
Death Rate due to Accidents 0.0512% 0.0321% -37.3%
Day Count in Period 2,192 4,383 -

Note: All values except “Day Count in Period” are annual averages.



Table A.5. Propensity Score D-n-D with 2007 and 2008 Omitted

PM10 Deaths
1991-2008 1991-2006 1992-2008 1992-2006

Mean Diff-n-Diff Mean Diff-n-Diff Mean Diff-n-Diff Mean Diff-n-Diff
Difference
from before
to day of
Episode

-28.4177 -25.1822 -1.3234 -2.4368

(6.4631) (6.7500) (3.1695) (3.2216)
Difference
from Day -1
to day 1

-44.9054 -40.5017 -2.6444 -7.1081

(9.1224) (10.1412) (3.1615) (3.0831)
Difference
from Day -1
to day 2

-48.1798 -44.6162 -2.7749 -2.5796

(9.4532) (10.2603) (3.0531) (3.3648)
Difference
from Day -1
to day 3

-33.7685 -28.2557 -4.8079 -7.0531

(9.7056) (10.2508) (2.5291) (2.4219)
Difference
from Day -1
to day 4

-39.6563 -30.0027 -4.4472 -6.4972

(10.4286) (11.0759) (3.1719) (3.4102)
Difference
from Day -1
to day 5

-38.6054 -33.2000 -2.0793 -2.8890

(10.5711) (11.5794) (2.7571) (2.8042)

Notes: The first column in each section of the table above represents a reproduction of the
results presented in Tables 2 & 3 above. This is done for comparison sake, as subsequent
columns report the results of the same analyses being repeated on subsets of the original
data. The PM10 analysis (left half of table) uses data beginning in 1991 due to weather data
availability constraints. Similarly, the mortality analysis (right half of table) uses data only
from 1992 onward due to mortality data availability.
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Table A.7. Difference-in-Differences Results by Sub-Population and
Cause of Death

Over 64 Under 1 Respiratory Circulatory
Ailments Ailments

Difference from
Day before to
Day of Episode

-0.2089 0.7246 0.2572 0.4779

(2.4221) (0.4682) (0.9595) (1.3555)
Difference from
Day -1 to Day 1

-1.6020 0.5096 0.3787 -0.2094

(2.2681) (0.5173) (1.0036) (1.3861)
Difference from
Day -1 to Day 2

-1.2015 0.0146 -0.5053 -0.5840

(2.2196) (0.5898) (1.1264) (1.4190)
Difference from
Day -1 to Day 3

-4.5369 0.0331 -1.0904 -1.1087

(1.8959) (0.4865) (0.9461) (1.0873)
Difference from
Day -1 to Day 4

-3.5006 0.1943 -0.3076 -1.6001

(2.4280) (0.6073) (0.9418) (1.6206)
Difference from
Day -1 to Day 5

-1.0880 -0.5666 -1.0994 -0.3182

(2.0661) (0.4835) (0.9606) (1.3864)

Notes: All estimates are based on levels of sub-population or cause-specific deaths. Age-range
sub-population mortality statistics are based on age of deceased as reported in the Chilean
Mortality statistics available from the Chilean Ministry of Health. Similarly, cause-specific
deaths are identified from the Ministry of Health data using the coding based on the World
Health Organization’s“International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health
Problems or “ICD” codes. For the years up to and including 1996, Chile reported deaths using
the ICD-9 convention, while in the years from 1997 onward, ICD-10 conventions are used.
In the table above, deaths attributed to Respiratory Ailments were those coded with ICD-9
values greater than 459 and less than 520, and ICD-10 codes with the “J” prefix. Similarly,
deaths attributed to Circulatory Ailments were those with ICD-9 codes from 390 to 459 or
ICD-10 codes beginning with “I”.



Table A.8. Difference-in-Differences Results using All Post-PPDA
Episode Announcements as Treatment

PM10 Deaths
Mean Diff-n-Diff Mean Diff-n-Diff

Difference from
Day before to Day

of Episode
-15.7357 -0.2151

(5.3496) (2.0475)
Difference from
Day -1 to Day 1 -24.6188 -1.1868

(7.2807) (2.0520)
Difference from
Day -1 to Day 2 -27.8477 -2.7142

(7.6254) (1.9796)
Difference from
Day -1 to Day 3 -22.3757 -3.8398

(8.0578) (1.9249)
Difference from
Day -1 to Day 4 -23.6688 -3.9883

(8.3668) (2.1690)
Difference from
Day -1 to Day 5 -27.9185 -4.4713

(8.2876) (1.9974)

Pseudo R-Squared 0.3534 0.3534
Episodes on
Support 91 91

Episodes off
Support 0 0

Note: This approach provides a larger sample for analysis. In both the PM10 and Deaths
analyses, all 91 Post-PPDA Episodes are matched to (one or more) Pre-PPDA days under our
chosen radius matching approach, and are thus used in these analysis.
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